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Young Achiever Awardees

First Stage November – December for 2020
1YAA1

Name: Dr. Mallapurambalachennaiah
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute Name: V.R.Siddhartha Engineering College
College Address: V.R.Siddhartha Engineering College,
Kanuru,
Vijayawada
Krishna Dt
Postal Address: 2-163/16, Vidhyaa Nagar Colony,
Tadigadapa,
Poranki,
Vijayawada

1YAA2

Name: Mervin Ealiyas Mathews
Qualification: Master Of Technology
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Civil Engineering
Institute Name: Karunya Institute Of Technology And Sciences
College Address: Karunya Institute Of Technology And Sciences,
Karunya Nagar,
Coimbatore-641114
Tamil Nadu, India
Postal Address: St. George Bhavan,
Charukadu, Chemmakkad P.O,
Perinad, Kollam- 691601
Kerala, India

1YAA3

Name: Dr. Ramchandra Suthar
Qualification: Phd / M.Sc. / B.Sc. / Pgd-Bioinformatics
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Biotechnology
Institute Name: Pramukh Swami Science & H. D. Patel Arts College, Kadi
College Address: Department Of Biotechnology
Pramukh Swami Science & H. D. Patel Arts College, Kadi
Near Railway Station
S. V. Campus, Kadi-383715, Gujarat
Postal Address: A-17 Santramkutir
Santram City Near Anmol Hotel
Kadi 382715, Gujarat

1YAA4

Name: Dr. Bubun Banerjee
Qualification: Phd
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department Of Chemistry
Institute Name: Indus International University
College Address: Indus International University
V.P.O. Bathu, Distt. Una, Himachal Pradesh 174301, India
Postal Address: Dr. Bubun Banerjee
C/O Tapan Banerjee
Vill- Basudebpur (Majherpara), P.O-Mamudpur
P.S. Manteswar, Dist- Burdwan,
West Bengal, India-713422

1YAA5

Name: Dr. Vinayaka Ks
Qualification: M.A, M.Sc, Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Botany
Institute Name: Svs College
College Address: Dept Of Botany
Svs College, Vidyagiri
Bantwal-574211,D.K, Karnataka
Postal Address: Dept Of Botany
Svs College, Vidyagiri
Bantwal-574211,D.K, Karnataka
Name: Dr. Debabrata Mondal  
Qualification: M.Sc (Agriculture), Ph.D In Agriculture, B.Ed  
Designation : Assistant Teacher  
Department: Education  
Institute Name : Mahesh High School  
College Address : 8 No Jannagar Road, Mahesh, Hooghly, West Bengal, 712202  
Postal Address : Katwa Circus Maidan, Rabindrapally P.O- Katwa District- Purba Bardhaman Pin- 713130 West Bengal

1YAA7

Name: Dr. Jayashree Mekali  
Qualification: Phd Agricultural Entomology  
Designation : Senior Research Fellow  
Department: Entomology And Nematology  
Institute Name : Icar- Indian Institute Of Horticultural Research  
College Address : Indian Institute Of Horticultural Research Hessarghatta Lake Post Bangalore-560089  
Postal Address : Jayashree Mekali C/O Rindamma S. Kenchraddi Â€tanushriniâ€™â€™ TM Vidyanganar, Near Ambedkar School, Ranebennur- 581115

1YAA8

Name: Naveen Bp  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation : Associate Professor  
Department: Civil Engineering  
Institute Name : Amity University Haryana  
College Address : Department Of Civil Engineering Amity University Haryana  
Postal Address : Department Of Civil Engineeringamity School Of Engineering &Technologyamity University Haryana Panchgaon, Manesar

1YAA9
Name: Dr. M. Jagannath  
Qualification: B.E., M.Tech., Ph.D.  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: School Of Electronics Engineering  
Institute Name: Vellore Institute Of Technology (Vit) Chennai  
College Address: School Of Electronics Engineering  
Vellore Institute Of Technology (Vit) Chennai  
Vandalur - Kelambakkam Road  
Chennai 600127  
Tamil Nadu  
India  
Postal Address: Flat No. 1b, 5th Tower  
Park Avenue Apartment  
Vengadamangalam Road  
Kandigai  
Chennai 600048  
Tamil Nadu  
India

1YAA10

Name: Dr. Shankara M.H  
Qualification: Ph.D (Agri.)  
Designation: Scientist  
Department: Icar-Kvk  
Institute Name: University Of Agricultural Sciences, Bengaluru  
College Address: Icar-Kvk, Konehalli, Tiptur, Tumakurudist, 572 202  
Postal Address: Icar-Kvk, Konehalli, Tiptur, Tumakurudist, 572 202

1YAA11

Name: Pradnyakerba Patil  
Qualification: Me Computer Engineering  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Computer Science And Engineering  
Institute Name: T.K.I.E.T, Warananagar  
College Address: At/Post- Warananagar, Dist- Kolhapur  
Tal- Hatkananagale  
Pin.: 416113  
Postal Address: At/Post- Bhadole  
Dist- Kolhapur  
Tal- Hatkananagale
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1YAA12

Name: Dr. M. Yasmin
Qualification: Mlis,Phd
Designation: Librarian
Department: Library
Institute Name: Sfr College For Women
College Address: www.Sfrcollege.Edu.In
Postal Address: A402 Aj Residency Velayutham Road, Sivakasi, Tamilnadu -626123

1YAA13

Name: Kota Ashok Kumar
Qualification: Msc, (Ph.D)
Designation: Senior Research Fellow (Ugc-Rgnf)
Department: Biotechnology
Institute Name: Krishna University
College Address: K. Ashok Kumar,
Senior Research Fellow (Ugc-Rgnf),
Department Of Biotechnology,
Krishna University- Campus-Iii,
Dimmalacenter, Chilakalapudi Post,
Machilipatnam, Andhra Pradesh- 521002.
Postal Address: Kota .Ashok Kumar, Msc, (Phd)
S/O. Kota. Appa Rao,
Door No. 9/67-1,
Godugu Peta, Opposite Indian Oil Petrol Bunk,
Machilipatnam, Krishna District,
Andhra Pradesh-521001
Mobile No.: 8074963113
E-Mailid: Ashokkota7@Gmail.Com

1YAA14

Name: Dr. Narmadha G
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical And Electronics Engineering
Institute Name: Sethu Institute Of Technology
College Address: Pulloor, Kariapatti, Virudhunagar - 626115
Postal Address : J38, Thendral Street, Vandiyur, Madurai - 625020

1YAA15

Name: Dr. Navjot Kaur
Qualification: Phd Political Science, Msc(It). M.C.A., Ma Eng, Ma Pol Sci, Ma Philosophy, D.El.Ed.
Designation : Computer Faculty
Department: Punjab School Education Department, India
Institute Name : Government Senior Secondary School Shakoor
College Address : Government Senior Secondary School Shakoor, V.P.O. Shakoor, Distt And Tehsil Ferozepur, Punjab , India-142052
Postal Address : H.No 10, Street No 2, Sant Nagar, Near Church, Icche Wala Road,Ferozepur City, Punjab India-152002

1YAA16

Name: Vijay Kailash Vishwakarma
Qualification: M.Com,Mba(Hr),Pgdmm,B.Ed,Pursuingph.D
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Department Of Commerce
Institute Name : Bunts Sangha's ,S M Shetty College Of Science , Commerce And Management Studies, Powai,Mumbai
College Address : Bunts Sangha's, S M Shetty College Of Science, Commerce And Management Studies, Hiranandani , Mhada Colony, Powai, Mumbai-76, Maharashtra.
Postal Address : A/718 , Jai Hanuman Sra Cooperative Society , Jagrutinagar ,Ghatkopar West , Mumbai -400086 , Maharashtra
Existing Reviewer/Advisory Committee Member Of Insc? = No

1YAA17

Name: Sonal Pramod Patil
Qualification: D.C.O, B.E.(Cse), M.Tech(Cse), Phd Cse(Pursuing)
Designation : Assistant Professor, Hod (Cse & It), Research Scholar(Svnit)
Department: Computer Science & Engineering
Institute Name : G. H. Raisoni Institute Of Engineering And Management, Jalgaon
College Address : Gat No. 57/1, Shirsioli Road, Jalgaon
Postal Address : C/O Dr. P. K. Patil " Niranand", Plot No. 1, Trymbak Nagar, Chopdadist Jalgaon 425107

1YAA18
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Name: Dr. Jayalakshmi Vallamkondu  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Physics  
Institute Name : National Instittue Of Technology Warangal  
College Address : Department Of Physics  
Nit Warangal  
Warangal - 506004  
Postal Address : Dr. V. Jayalakshmi  
Nit Staff Quarters - C6/2  
Nit Warangal  
Telangana - 506004  
Mobile 8332969477

1YAA19

Name: Dr. D. K. Jayswal  
Qualification: Ph.D. (Agril.) Horticulture - Fruit Science  
Designation : Research Associate  
Department: Piu- National Agricultural Higher Education Project  
Institute Name : Krishi Anusandhan Bhawan - II, Icar, Pusa, New Delhi - 110 012  
College Address : Room No. 512, 5th Floor, Piu - Nahep, Kab-II, Icar, Pusa, New Delhi - 110 012  
Postal Address : Room No. 512, 5th Floor, Piu - Nahep, Kab-II, Icar, Pusa, New Delhi - 110 012

1YAA20

Name: Dr. D. K. Jayswal  
Qualification: Ph.D. (Agril.) Horticulture - Fruit Science  
Designation : Research Associate  
Department: Piu- National Agricultural Higher Education Project  
Institute Name : Krishi Anusandhan Bhawan -II, Icar, Pusa, New Delhi  
College Address : Room No. 512, 5th Floor, Piu - Nahep, Kab-II, Icar, Pusa, New Delhi - 110 012  
Postal Address : Room No. 512, 5th Floor, Piu - Nahep, Kab-II, Icar, Pusa, New Delhi - 110 012

1YAA21

Name: Dr. Ravi Kumar Saidala  
Qualification: Btech Mtech Phd
Designation: Senior Research Fellow  
Department: Computer Science And Engineering  
Institute Name: Acharya Nagarjuna University  
College Address: Room No 101  
Central Block,  
Computer Science & Engineering  
College Of Engineering Of Technology,  
Acharya Nagarjuna University,  
Nagarjuna Nagar,  
Postal Address: Room No 101  
Central Block,  
Computer Science & Engineering  
College Of Engineering Of Technology,  
Acharya Nagarjuna University,  
Nagarjuna Nagar,  

1YAA22

Name: Dr. Suresh Kumar P  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Biotechnology  
Institute Name: Karunya Institute Of Technology And Sciences  
College Address: Karunya Institute Of Technology And Sciences (Deemed To Be University)  
Karunya Nagar  
Coimbatore 641114  
Tamil Nadu  
Postal Address: Dr. P. Suresh Kumar  
258, Yamuna Square,  
Thanthaiyer Nagar,  
Salamedu, Villupuram 605401  
Tamil Nad

1YAA23

Name: Ms. Meghakaviraj  
Qualification: M Sc. (Specialization In Microbiology)  
Designation: Senior Research Fellow (Srf)  
Department: Crop Production Division (Microbiology)  
Institute Name: Icar- National Rice Research Institute, Cuttack  
College Address: Icar- National Rice Research Institute, Bidyadharpur, Cuttack, Odisha-
753006, India
Postal Address : Ins Hostel, National Rice Research Institute Campus, Bidyadharpur, Cuttack, Odisha-753006, India

1YAA24

Name: Dr. Mir Asif Iquebal
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation : Senior Scientist
Department: Centre For Agricultural Bioinformatics
Institute Name : Icar-Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute, New Delhi
College Address : Library Avenue, Pusa
New Delhi-110012
Postal Address : Cgd 094, Dlf Capital Greens, 15 Shivaji Marg, New Delhi-110015

1YAA25

Name: Dr. Suvartan Gautam Ranvir
Qualification: Phd (Dairy Chemistry), M.Tech (Dairy Chemistry), B.Tech (Dairy Technology), Icar-Net In Dairy Chemistry
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Dairy Chemistry
Institute Name : Warner College Of Dairy Technology
College Address : Sam Higginbottom University Of Agriculture, Technology And Sciences (Shuats), Prayagraj, 211007
Postal Address : Dr Suvartan Gautam Ranvir, Assistant Professor, Department Of Dairy Technology, Warner College Of Dairy Technology, Shuats, Prayagraj 211007

1YAA26

Name: Dr. Manoj Kumara N V
Qualification: Mba, M.Com, Pgdfm,Pgdmm, Ph.D
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: Department Of Management Sciences
Institute Name : Maharaja Institute Of Technology -Mysoe
College Address : Maharaja Institute Of Technology-Mysore, Behind K R Mills, Belawadi, Srirangapatna Taluk
Mandya Distict-571477 Karnataka
Postal Address : Dr.Manoj Kumara N V
#139, Marigudisteet,Naghuvanahally (Village& Post)  
Srirangapatna Taluk  
Mandya District-571438  
Karnataka. :

1YAA27

Name: Mr. Mandeep Singh Kohli  
Qualification: Be Civil Engineering  
Designation : Principal Design Engineer  
Department: Civil And Structural Engineering  
College Address : Punjab Engineering College, Chandigarh  
Postal Address : House No. 2035, Sector 21-C, Chandigarh

1YAA28

Name: Ms. Shwetha Shanmugam  
Qualification: B Tech It (Information Technology)  
Designation : Student 
Department: Information Technology  
Institute Name : Srm Institute Of Science And Technology 
College Address : Srm Institute Of Science And Technology  
Bharathisalai, Ramapuramchennai 600089  
Postal Address : 6/75 Lakshmi Nagar 4th Stage Sf 38 11th Block Abilash Apartments 
Nanganallur Chennai 600061

1YAA29

Name: Dr. Gayathirigovindaraju  
Qualification: Doctor Of Pharmacy  
Designation : Clinical Pharmacist  
Department: Neonatology  
Institute Name : Kovai Medical Center And Hospital  
College Address : Kovai Medical Center And Hospital  
Avinashi Main Road  
Coimbatore 641014  
Postal Address : Gayathiri G R 
Clinical Pharmacist  
Kovai Medical Center And Hospital  
Avinashi Main Road  
Coimbatore 641014
1YAA30

Name: Dr. Elango.K
Qualification: Ph.D in Agricultural Entomology
Designation: Student
Department: Agricultural Entomology
Institute Name: Tamil Nadu Agricultural University
College Address: Biocontrol Laboratory
Department Of Agricultural Entomology
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University
Coimbatore - 641003
Postal Address: Biocontrol Laboratory
Department Of Agricultural Entomology
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University
Coimbatore - 641003

1YAA31

Name: Dr. Saranik Sarkar
Qualification: Bds (Bachelor of Dental Surgery)
Designation: Second Year Postgraduate Trainee (Mds 2nd Year)
Department: Department Of Periodontics & Oral Implantology
Institute Name: Rama Dental College-Hospital & Research Centre, Kanpur
College Address: Rama Dental College-Hospital & Research Centre, A-1/8, Lakhanpur, Kanpur, Near Kanpur University, Uttar Pradesh- 208024
Postal Address: 4, Kedar Bhattacharya 1st Bye Lane, Haora(M.Corp), P.O:-Santragachi, Howrah, West Bengal- 711104

1YAA32

Name: Prof. Nilesh Neelkanth Kulkarni
Qualification: M.E Electronics (Vlsi & Embedded Systems)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Institute Name: Smt. Kashibainavale College Of Engineering
College Address: Sinhgadinstitutes's
Smt. Kashibai Navale College Of Engineering
Survey No. 44/1, Off Sinhgad Road,
Vadgaon Bk. Pune, Maharashtra, 411041
Postal Address : Flat No. F-3, Amar Classic, 
Pune Solapur Road, 
Hadapsar, Pune - 411028

1YAA33

Name: Mr. Pinaki Roy
Qualification: Msc (Ag), Phd (Ag) Persuing
Designation : Senior Research Fellow
Department: National Agricultural Higher Education Project
Institute Name : Indian Council Of Agricultural Research
College Address : Room No 518 5th Floor Nahepkab Ii Icar
Postal Address : Room No 518 5th Floor Nahepkab Ii Icar

1YAA34

Name: Dr. Ashok Kumar
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Biotechnology And Bioinformatics
Institute Name : Jaypee University Of Information Technology, Waknaghat India
College Address : Waknaghat, Solan H.P.
Postal Address : Department Of Biotechnology And Bioinformatics, 2nd Floor,
Vivekananda Bhawan,
Jaypee University Of Information Technology, Waknaghat, Solan - 173 234
Himachal Pradesh, India Phone: 01792 - 239351-Ext:353, +919805806736

1YAA35

Name: Dr. M Chandra Shekhar Nayak
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation : Technical Assistant-A (Instruments)
Department: Division Of Polymeric Medical Devices
Institute Name : Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute For Medical Sciences And Technology
College Address : Bio-Medical Technology Wing, Pmd Lab, Poojappura-695012,
Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute For Medical Sciences And Technology,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India
Postal Address : Dr.M Chandra Shekhar Nayak, Tech. Asst.,
Bio-Medical Technology Wing, Pmd Lab, Poojappura-695012,
Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute For Medical Sciences And Technology,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India
1YAA36

Name: Dr. V. Kishorkumar
Qualification: M.Pharm., Ph.D
Designation: Professor And Head
Department: Pharmacognosy
Institute Name: J.K.K.Nattraja College Of Pharmacy
College Address: Professor And Head, Department Of Pharmacognosy, J.K.K.Nattraja College Of Pharmacy, Vattamalai, Komarapalayam-638183, Namakkal District, Tamilnadu.
Postal Address: Professor And Head, Department Of Pharmacognosy, J.K.K.Nattraja College Of Pharmacy, Vattamalai, Komarapalayam-638183, Namakkal District, Tamilnadu.

1YAA37

Name: Dr. Smarty P Mukundan
Qualification: Mba, Mhrm,Ph.D
Designation: Faculty
Department: Academics
Institute Name: State Bank Institute Of Leadership (An Iso 9001:2015 Certified Institute By Bsi).
College Address: State Bank Institute Of Leadership (An Iso 9001:2015 Certified Institute By Bsi)
Plot No. Ii F/2,
Street No. 329,
Action Area Ii, Newtown, Rajarhat.
Kolkata - 700156
Postal Address: House No 66/2132 A Aranagath Cross Road Pullepady Cochin 682018

1YAA38

Name: Dr. Mrutyunjayamangaraj
Qualification: Ph. D
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Electrical Engg.
Institute Name: Liet Viziangaram
College Address : Lendi Institute Of Engineering And Technology
Vizag-Viziangaram Road-Nh-43
Denkada Mandal
Jonnada
Andhra Pradesh 535005
Postal Address : S/O: Gauraharipalai
At: Jharia
Po: Badapari
Ps: Tangi
Dist: Khordha
State: Odisha
Pin:752023

1YAA39

Name: Dr. Smruti Besekar
Qualification: Bds, Msc
Designation : Hospital Administrator
Department: Heathcare
Institute Name : Columbia Cancer Hospital & Research Centre, Nagpur
College Address : Hyatt Medicare, 3rd Floor, Dr N.B.Khare Marg, Dhartoli, Nagpur
Postal Address : Plot No-212, Ramai Building, Amrapali Nagar, Sai Nagar 2, Hudkeshwar Road, Nagpur-440034

1YAA40

Name: Dr. Kulathuraan. K
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D.,
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Physics
Institute Name : Arulmigu Palaniandavar College Of Arts And Culture, Palani.
College Address : Arulmigu Palaniandavar College Of Arts And Culture,
Dindigul Main Road,
Palani - 624601,
Dindigul District,
Tamilnadu, India.
Postal Address : Arulmigu Palaniandavar College Of Arts And Culture,
Dindigul Main Road,
Palani - 624601,
Dindigul District,  
Tamilnadu, India.

1YAA41

Name: Mr. Saleh Nadabo Gimba  
Qualification: B.Sc  
Designation: Student  
Department: Clinical Research  
Institute Name: Sharda University  
College Address: Sharda University, Knowledge Park II  
Postal Address: B141, Sector Alpha I Greater Noida, Up

1YAA42

Name: Prof. A Vimal Jerald  
Qualification: MCA., NET., M.PHIL., MBA, PGDBI., (Ph.D.),  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Department Of Computer Science  
Institute Name: St. Joseph's College  
College Address: St. Joseph's College (Autonomous), Teppakulam Post, Tiruchirappalli - 620002  
Postal Address: Department Of Computer Science  
St. Joseph's College, Tiruchirappalli - 620002

1YAA43

Name: Mr. Tom Jacob  
Qualification: M.Com, M.Phil  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Commerce  
Institute Name: Christ College  
College Address: Christ College, Irinjalakuda, Thrissur, Kerala - 680125  
Postal Address: Puthenpurayil House, Teachers Avenue, Elthuruth P.O., Thrissur, Kerala - 680611

1YAA44
Name: Dr. Madhukumar R
Qualification: M.Sc., B.Ed., Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department Of Physics
Institute Name: Rtes Art's Science And Commerce Degree College, Ranebennur, Karnataka
College Address: Rtes Art's Science And Commerce Degree College,
P B Road, Magod Cross
Ranebennur, Karnataka, India
Postal Address: Dr. Madhukumar R
Assistant Professor
Department Of Physics
Rtes Art's Science And Commerce Degree College,
P B Road, Magod Cross
Ranebennur, Karnataka, India

1YAA45

Name: Dr. Embeti Srikanth
Qualification: B.D.S,F.A.Ge,Msc(Psy),M.D.S)
Designation: Post-Graduate
Department: Public Health Dentistry
Institute Name: Narayana Dental College And Hospital,Nellore
College Address: Narayana Dental College And Hospital
Chintha Reddy Palem
Sperry Nellore
Pin-524003
Postal Address: Dr.Embeti Srikanth
S/O Embeti Vasantha Rao
Door No:24/1831
Ambedkar Nagar
Dargamitta
Sperry Nellore
Pin-524003

1YAA46

Name: Dr. Monu Mishra
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Senior Project Scientist
Department: Physics
Institute Name : IIT Delhi
College Address : Room No. 155b, Block V, Indian Institute Of Technology Delhi 110016, India.
Postal Address : Room No. 155b, Block V, Indian Institute Of Technology Delhi 110016, India.

1YAA47

Name: Ms. Vaddi.Ramesh
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical &Electronics Engineering
Institute Name : Tadipatri Engineering College
College Address : Kadapa Road, Veerapuram Village, Tadipatri, Andhra Pradesh 515411
Postal Address : Hno 10/410 Thathaiahgudi Street Moragudi Across Road, Moaragudi Post ,Jammalamadugu, Ysr Kadapa,Pin:516434

1YAA48

Name: Dr. K. Riyazahamed
Qualification: M.Com., M.B.A., M.Phil., Ph.D.,
Designation : Assistant Professor
Institute Name : Jamal Mohamed College (Autonomous)
College Address : No. 7, Race Course Road, Tvs Tollgate, Tiruchirappalli - 620 020. Tamil Nadu
Postal Address : No. 48 /171, Dr. Jahir Hussain Street, B - Block Anna Nagar,
Tennur Post,
Tiruchirappalli - 620 017.
Tamil Nadu

1YAA49

Name: Dr. Anchal Sharma
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : Assistant Professor & In Charge
Department: Department Of Wildlife Management
College Address : College Of Horticulture And Forestry (Agriculture University, Kota), Jhalawar, Rajasthan-326023
Postal Address : Dr Anchal Sharma, Assistant Prof. & Incharge , Department Of Wildlife Management,
College Of Horticulture And Forestry (Agriculture University, Kota),
Jhalawar, Rajasthan-326023

1YAA50

Name: Mr. Kuldeep Kumar
Qualification: M.Sc.
Designation: Doctoral Research Fellow
Department: Department Of Physics
Institute Name: Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar University Lucknow
College Address: Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar University Lucknow 226025, Uttar Pradesh, India
Postal Address: Kuldeep Kumar,
Nanomaterial Sensor Research Laboratory, Department Of Physics, Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar University, Lucknow 226025, Uttar Pradesh, India

1YAA51

Name: Ms. R. Sengothai
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D. (Submitted Thesis)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Mathematics
Institute Name: Mahalakshmi Women's College Of Arts And Science
College Address: Mahalashmi Women's College Of Arts And Science I Mahalashmi Nagar Paruthipattu Avadi Chennai 600071
Postal Address: 9/11, South Gangai Amman Koil Second Street Four Squares Choolaimedu Chennai - 600 094.

1YAA52

Name: Mr. Avuthu Narendra Reddy
Qualification: M.Tech, (Ph.D)
Designation: Teaching Cum Research Assistant
Department: Department Of Structural And Geotechnical Engineering
Institute Name: Vellore Institute Of Technology, Vellore
College Address: School Of Civil Engineering (Sce), Vellore Institute Of Technology
(Vit Deemed To Be University), Vellore, Tamil Nadu, India -632014.
Postal Address : School Of Civil Engineering (Sce), Vellore Institute Of Technology (Vit Deemed To Be University), Vellore, Tamil Nadu, India -632014.

1YAA53

Name: Dr. Shashidhar Bharadwaj S.
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : Asst. Professor
Department: Chemistry
Institute Name : The National Institute Of Engineering
College Address : The National Institute Of Engineering
Manandavadi Road, Mysuru - 570008
Postal Address : Dr. Shashidhar Bharadwaj S.
D-3, Kl-307, 4th-Cross, V.V. Nagar
Kallahalli, Mandya-571401

1YAA54

Name: Ms. R. Sengothai
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D. (Submitted Thesis)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Mathematics
Institute Name : Mahalakshmi Women's College Of Arts And Science
College Address : Mahalashmi Women's College Of Arts And Science 1
Mahalashmi Nagar Paruthipattu
Avadi
Chennai
600071
Postal Address : 9/11 South Gangai Amman Koil Second Street
Four Squares, Choolaimedu
Chennai
600094

1YAA55

Name: Dr. Murali Nageswara Rao Malasala
Qualification: M.Sc, B.Ed, Ph.D
Designation : Project Scientist-C
Department: Division Of Seasonal And Extended Range Prediction Group
Institute Name : Indian Institute Of Tropical Meteorology, Ministry Of Earth Sciences, Govt Of India, Pune
College Address: Dr. Malasala Murali Nageswara Rao, Project Scientist-C, Hp-04, Hpc Building, Indian Institute Of Tropical Meteorology, Ministry Of Earth Sciences, Govt Of India, Dr. Homi Bhaba Road, Pashan, Pune, Maharashtra-41108
Postal Address: Dr. Malasala Murali Nageswara Rao, Scientist, H.No:1-58, A S Peta (Post & Village), Yelamanchili (Sp), Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh-531055

1YAA56

Name: Dr. Jai Prakash
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Institute Name: Aligarh Muslim University Aligarh India
College Address: Department Of Physics, A. M. U. Aligarh
Aligarh 202002 U.P. India
Postal Address: Department Of Physics, A. M. U. Aligarh
Aligarh 202002 U.P. India

1YAA57

Name: Dr. Mohd Iqbal Bhat
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Research Associate
Department: Artificial Breeding Research Centre
Institute Name: National Dairy Research Institute Karnal, Haryana
College Address: Animal Biochemistry Division
National Dairy Research Institute Karnal, Haryana-132001
Postal Address: Animal
National Dairy Research Institute Karnal, Haryana-132001

1YAA58

Name: Mr. J. Vinoth Kumar
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Chemistry
Institute Name: SRM University
College Address: SRM Nagar, Kattankulathur - 603 203
Chengalpattu District, Tamil Nadu.
Postal Address: No :3, Reddiyar Street,
Nathapattu Post,
1YAA59

Name: Dr. Pankajkumar
Qualification: Ph.D Biochemistry
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Biochemistry
Institute Name : Junagadh Agricultural University
College Address : College Of Agriculture, Department Of Biochemistry And Biotechnology
Postal Address : Department Of Biochemistry And Biotechnology, Motibaug, Jau Campus, Junagadh-362001 (Gujarat) India

1YAA60

Name: Mr. K. D. Ahire
Qualification: M.Sc. (Environmental Sciences), Ugc- Net
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Department Of Environment Management
Institute Name : Chhatrapati Shahu Institute Of Business Education And Research, Kolhapur
College Address : University Road, Kolhapur- 416004, Maharashtra, India
Postal Address : Department Of Environment Management, Chhatrapati Shahu Institute Of Business Education And Research (Csiber), University Road, Kolhapur- 416004, Maharashtra, India

1YAA61

Name: Dr. Manoj Kumara N V
Qualification: MBA, M.Com, PGDFM,PGDMM, Ph.D
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: Department Of Management Sciences
Institute Name : Maharaja Institute Of Technology -Mysoe
College Address : Maharaja Institute Of Technology-Mysore,
Behind K R Mills, Belawadi,
Srirangapatna Taluk
Mandya District-571477
Karnataka
Postal Address : Dr.Manoj Kumara N V
#139, Marigudi Steet,Naghuvanahally (Villlage & Post)
Srirangapatna Taluk
Mandya District-571438
Karnataka

1YAA62
Name: Dr. Vandita Kakkar  
Qualification: B Pharmacy, M Pharmacy, Professional Diploma In Clinical Research, Professional Diploma In Pharmacovigilance  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: University Institute Of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Panjab University, Chandigarh  
College Address: University Institute Of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Panjab University  
Postal Address: Dr. Vandita Kakkar, University Institute Of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Panjab University, Chandigarh, Sector 14

1YAA63
Name: Mr. Swamy L N  
Qualification: Be, M.Tech, (Phd)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Computer Science And Engineering (Mca)  
Institute Name: Post Graduate Studies “Mysuru Region, Visvesvaraya Technological University  
College Address: Department Of Cse ( Master Of Computer Applications),Post Graduate Studies “Mysuru Region, Visvesvaraya Technological University  
Postal Address: Department Of Cse ( Master Of Computer Applications),Post Graduate Studies “Mysuru Region, Visvesvaraya Technological University  
Ca Site No: 1, Hanchya “Satagalli Ring Road, Mysuruâ€“, Karnataka “570029

1YAA64
Name: Dr. Shanigarapu Sharada  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Chemical Engineering  
Institute Name: Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University Anantapur College Of Engineering, Ananthapuramu  
College Address: Dept.Of Chemical Engg, Jntuacea, Ananthapuramu ( A.P) - 515002  
Postal Address: Flatt.No.105, 3rd Cross ; P A R Residency, Aravind Nagar, Ananthapuramu, Andhra Pradesh - 515001

1YAA65
Name: Dr. Bilal Ahmad Mir  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Botany  
Institute Name: Satellite Campus Kargil, University Of Kashmir  
College Address: Kargil-Ladakh, J&K, India  
Postal Address: Department Of Botany, University Of Kashmir, Hazratbal, Srinagar Jammu And Kashmir India

1YAA66

Name: Ms. Vasundharaa S Nair  
Qualification: Mphil In Psychiatric Social Work  
Designation: Senior Research Fellow/Phd Scholar  
Department: Psychiatric Social Work  
Institute Name: National Institute Of Mental Health And Neurosciences  
College Address: National Institute Of Mental Health And Neurosciences, Hosur Main Road, Bengaluru - 560029  
Postal Address: Flat No 4418, Golden Lakeview Apartments, 4th Cross, Roopena Agrahara, Bommanahalli, Bengaluru

1YAA67

Name: Dr. Abhijeet Dattatraya Kulkarni  
Qualification: M.Pharm, Ph.D.  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Pharmaceutical Quality Assurance  
Institute Name: Sanjivani College Of Pharmaceutical Education And Research, Kopargaon  
College Address: Sanjivani College Of Pharmaceutical Education And Research, Sahajanandnagar, At Post -Shinganapur, Taluka- Kopargaon, District - Ahmednagar, Pin - 423603  
Postal Address: Flat No - 301, F-Wing, Rachana Park, Bhma Nagar, Near Saicity, Kopargaon , Taluka - Kopargaon, District - Ahmednagar, Pin - 423601

1YAA68

Name: Dr. Soumy Syamchand  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Department Of English  
Institute Name: Sree Sankara College  
College Address: Kottarakara  
Kollam  
Kerala
India
691506
Postal Address : Sreeshylam
Kairali Nagar
Kizhakkekara
Kottarakara
Kollam

1YAA69

Name: Mr. Udhaya Mohan Babu
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Ed., M.Sc., M.A.,
Designation : Senior Research Scholar
Department: Department Of Education
Institute Name : Alagappa University
College Address : Senior Research Scholar
Department of Education
Alagappa University
Karaikudi
Tamilnadu-630003
Postal Address : Senior Research Scholar
Department of Education
Alagappa University
Karaikudi
Tamilnadu-630003

1YAA70

Name: Dr. Khairmode Shilpa Prakash
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.
Designation : Assistant Professor (C.H.B.)
Department: Department Of Zoology
Institute Name : Shikshanmaharshi Dr.Bapuji Salunkhe College, Miraj
College Address : Pandharpur Road, Miraj, 416416, Maharashtra, India
Postal Address : 'Nakshatra' Plot No. 11, Tuljai Nagar, Kupwad Road, Behind Mali Mangal Karyalaya, Sangli, 416416

1YAA71

Name: Dr. Latha H S
Qualification: M.Sc.(Agri.) Ph.D.
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Agronomy
Institute Name : University Of Agricultural Sciences, Bengaluru
InSc Awards 2020 Stage 1 (JANUARY 2020)

College Address : Dept. Of Agronomy  
College Of Sericulture, Chintamani  
University Of Agricultural Sciences, Bengaluru  
Karnataka, India  
Postal Address : Dr. Latha, H.S.  
Assistant Professor  
Dept. Of Agronomy  
College Of Sericulture, Chintamani  
University Of Agricultural Sciences, Bengaluru  
Karnataka, India

1YAA72

Name: Dr. Rashmi Dwivedi  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation : Associate Professor  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
Institute Name : Sagar Institute Of Science & Technology  
College Address : In Front Of International Airport, Gandhi Nagar, Bhopal-462036, Mp  
Postal Address : B-29 Kamla Nagar. Bhopal-462003, Mp

1YAA73

Name: Mr. Pranesh Kumar Singh  
Qualification: M.D. Hom.  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Community Medicine  
Institute Name : Sriganganagr Homoeopathic Medical College Hospital & Ri, Tantia University, Ricco  
College Address : Sriganganagr Homoeopathic Medical College, Tantia University, Ricco, Udhyog Vihar, Sri Ganganagar  
Postal Address : Sriganganagr Homoeopathic Medical College, Tantia University, Ricco, Udhyog Vihar, Sri Ganganagar Rajasthan- 335002

1YAA74

Name: Mr. Udhaya Mohan Babu  
Qualification: M.Sc.,M.Ed.,M.Sc.,M.A.,  
Designation : Senior Research Scholar  
Department: Department Of Education  
Institute Name : Alagappa University  
College Address : Senior Research Scholar  
Departmentof Education
Alagappa University  
Karaikudi  
Tamilnadu-630003  
Address: Senior Research Scholar  
Department of Education  
Alagappa University  
Karaikudi  
Tamilnadu-630003

1YAA75

Name: Dr. R. Kumar  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Department Of Microbiology  
Institute Name: Vivekanandha College Of Arts & Science For Women (Autonomous)  
College Address: Vivekanandha College Of Arts & Science For Women (Autonomous),  
Elayampalayam, Tiruchengode - Tk,  
Namakkal District,  
Tamilnadu - 637205, India  
Postal Address: Dr. R. Kumar  
Door No. 5-796, Bandla Street,  
Santhapet,  
Chittoor - 517004  
Andhra Pradesh, India

1YAA76

Name: Mr. Prashant Sarothiya  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Management  
College / University (With Complete Address): Sri Aurobindo Institute Of  
& Science, Davv University, Mr 10, Indore Ujjain Bypass Road, Revathi  
Range, Indore, Mp 452016

1YAA77

Name: Dr. Shikha Chauhan  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Physics  
Institute Name: Aligarh Muslim University  
College Address: A. M. U. Aligarh, Aligarh 202002 U.P. India
Postal Address : Department Of Physics, A. M. U. Aligarh, Aligarh 202002 U.P. India

1YAA78

Name: Dr. A. K. Priya
Qualification: Phd
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Civil Engineering
College Address: Kpr Institute Of Engineering And Technology
Postal Address: Arasur, Coimbatore - 641407

1YAA79

Name: Mr. Samarjit Roy
Qualification: Ph.D (Pursuing), M. Tech
Designation: Ugc Senior Research Fellow (Ugc-Srf)
Department: Computer Science And Engineering
Institute Name : Maulana Abul Kalam Azad University Of Technology, West Bengal (Formerly, Wbut))
College Address : Bf-142, Sector-I, Salt Lake City, Kolkata-700075, West Bengal
Postal Address : 23, Garfa Manasatala Lane, Fl. No. - B2, First Floor, Kolkata-700075, West Bengal

1YAA80

Name: Ms. Maneesha Bhatt
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation : Research Scholar
Department: Human Development And Family Studies
Institute Name : College Of Community Science
College Address : College Of Community Science,
University Of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad Karnataka, India (580005).
Postal Address : Bhatt Building, Near Taxi Stand, Tanakpur (Champawat) Uttarakhand, India (262309)
Professional / Student Member Of Insc = No

1YAA81

Name: Dr. Rajeshnallaiah
Qualification: M.Sc (Agri),Ph.D
Designation : Director
Department: Agriculture
Institute Name: Rnr Agridevelopers
College Address: 268, Alanganallur Main Road, Near Saibaba Temple, Pasingapuram, Madurai-625018, Tamilnadu
Postal Address: 1/221a, Balaji Nagar, Thiruppalai

Name: Dr. Sanvar Mal Choudhary
Qualification: Ph.D. Horticulture
Designation: Outsource Faculty
Department: Horticulture
Institute Name: Sri Karan Narendra Agriculture University, Jobner, Jaipur Rajasthan
College Address: Outsourcing Faculty, S. K. N. College Of Agri-Business Management, Sknau, Jobner, Jaipur Rajasthan, 303329
Postal Address: 32, Renwal Road, Raghunandanpura, Teh.- K. Renwal, Post-Office-Mundoti, Jaipur Rajasthan 303328

Name: Mr. NAGARAJ H. KOPPA
Qualification: BE Civil, M.Tech (Geotechnical Engg)
Designation: Asst. Professor
Department: Civil Engineering
Institute Name: Gharda Institute of Technology, A/P Lavel
College Address: Gharda Institute of Technology, At Post- Lavel, Tal- Khed, DIst - Ratnagiri, State Maharashtra
Postal Address: Mr. N H Koppa
Asst. Prof
Dept Civil Engineering
Gharda Institute of Technology, At Post- Lavel, Tal- Khed, DIst - Ratnagiri, State Maharashtra

Name: Dr. KAMJULA NEELIMA
Qualification: MBA, M.Phil, Ph. D, M.Sc (Psy), PGDGC, (PDF)
Designation: POST DOCTORAL RESEARCH SCHOLAR
Department: SCHOOL OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
institute name : NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, WARANGAL
College address : DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT,
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, WARANGAL
TELANGANA
postal address : #4-4-19,
KOTTURZANDA,
HANAMKONDA,
WARANGAL, TELANGANA
PIN-506001

1YAA85

Name: Mr. Pooladanda Venkatesh
Qualification: M.S. (Pharm)
Designation : Ph.D. (SRF)
Department: Pharmacology and toxicology
institute name : National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education Research, Balanagar,
Hyderabad
College address : National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education Research, Balanagar,
Hyderabad-50037
postal address : National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education Research, Balanagar,
Hyderabad-50037

1YAA86

Name: Dr. Rekha Rani
Qualification: Ph.D. (Dairy Technology)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Dairy Technology
institute name : Warner College of Dairy Technology
College address : Sam HigginBottom University of Agriculture technology and Sciences
(SHUATS), Prayagraj, Pin-211007. Uttar Pradesh, India
postal address : Chetan Dharaiya, D-12/103, Maple oasis, Near Puja Bungalow, Karamsad,
Vallabh Vidya Nagar, Pin-388325, Anand, Gujarat

1YAA87
Name: Mr. Rituraj Chandraker  
Qualification: M.Tech  
Designation: Lecturer  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
institute name: NMDC DAV Polytechnic  
College address: Shri Atal Bihari Vajpaye Education City, Jawanga, Geedam, South Bastar Dantewada (Chhattisgarh) PIN - 494441  
postal address: Eblock - 504, Anad Vihar Phase 2, Potiya Road durg (C.G) 491001

1YAA88

Name: Mr. E. DHINESHKUMAR  
Qualification: MSc., Ph.D.,  
Designation: Ph.D- Research Scholar  
Department: Chemistry  
institute name: Annamalai University  
College address: Annamalai University Annamalainagar  
Tamilnadu, India -608 002  
postal address: E. DHINESHKUMAR  
Organic Laboratory-5  
Department of Chemistry  
Annamalai University Annamalainagar  
Tamilnadu, India -608 002

1YAA89

Name: Ms. Tokala Ramya  
Qualification: M.S.(Pharm.)  
Designation: Ph. D Research Scholar  
Department: Medicinal Chemistry  
institute name: National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research  
College address: Department of Medicinal Chemistry, Balanagar, Hyderabad-500037  
postal address: Lab no 31  
Department of Medicinal Chemistry,  
Balanagar,  
Hyderabad-500037
1YAA90

Name: Dr. AMIT MANDAL
Qualification: MFSc., PhD
Designation: Assistant Professor (Fisheries)
Department: Aquaculture
Institute name: College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University
College address: College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Ludhiana-141004, Punjab, India
Postal address: College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Ludhiana-141004, Punjab, India

1YAA91

Name: Ms. Thatikonda Sowjanya
Qualification: MS(pharm)
Designation: PhD
Department: Department of pharmacology and toxicology
Institute name: National institute of pharmaceutical education and research
College address: National of pharmaceutical education and research, Balanagar, Hyderabad.
Pin code: 500037
Postal address: National of pharmaceutical education and research, Balanagar, Hyderabad.
Pin code: 500037

1YAA92

Name: Dr. Alka Kumari
Qualification: Ph.D (Chemical Engineering)
Designation: Scientist "C"
Department: Process Engineering and Technology Transfer (PETT)
Institute name: CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemical Technology (CSIR-IICT)
College address: CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemical Technology
Habsiguda Cross Road, Opp, Swagat Grand Hotel, Hyderabad- 500007, Telengana.
Postal address: Flat no 403, Greeshma Apartment, Bapuji Nagar, Street No-1, Near Bapuji Hospital, Nacharum-Mallapore road, Hyderabad, Telengana -500076
1YAA93

Name: Mr. Asif Jafri  
Qualification: M.Sc. Zoology (Ph.D. Pursuing)  
Designation: Senior Research Fellow- CSIR and Ph.D. Scholar  
Department: Zoology  
institute name: University of Lucknow, Lucknow  
College address: University of Lucknow, Lucknow- 226007, Uttar Pradesh, India  
postal address: E-1/85, Sector-B, Aliganj, Lucknow- 226024, Uttar Pradesh, India

1YAA94

Name: Mr. Asif Jafri  
Qualification: M.Sc. Zoology (Ph.D. Pursuing)  
Designation: Senior Research Fellow- CSIR and Ph.D. Scholar  
Department: Zoology  
institute name: University of Lucknow, Lucknow  
College address: University of Lucknow, Lucknow- 226007, Uttar Pradesh, India  
postal address: E-1/85, Sector-B, Aliganj, Lucknow- 226024, Uttar Pradesh, India

1YAA95

Name: Mr. G GODWIN  
Qualification: M.E- Manufacturing Engineering  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
institute name: Satyam College of Engineering and Technology  
College address: Department of Aeronautical,  
Satyam college of Engineering and Technology,  
Satyam Nagar,  
Aralvoimozhi,  
Kanyakumari Dist  
Tamilnadu-629301  
postal address: G.Godwin,  
S/o, D George,  
24/84, Udavilai House, Kappukadu (p.o),  
Kanyakumari Dist,  
Tamilnadu-629162

1YAA96

Name: Ms. PRIYANSHU GUPTA  
Qualification: Master of Science (M.Sc) (BHU)
Designation: Research scholar (2nd year)
Department: Department of Environment and sustainable Development, BHU
Institute name: BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY (BHU)
College address: PRIYANSHU GUPTA
LAB NO.12, Institute of Environment and sustainable Development (IESD), BHU-
VARANASI, 221005
UTTAR PRADESH-INDIA
Postal address: PRIYANSHU GUPTA
LAB NO.12, Institute of Environment and sustainable Development (IESD), BHU-
VARANASI, 221005
UTTAR PRADESH-INDIA

1YAA97

Name: Mr. K. AYYANAR
Qualification: MLISc., M.Phil
Designation: Ph.D Scholar
Department: Library and Information Science
Institute name: Alagappa University
College address: Department of Library and Information Science, Central Library,
Alagappa University, Karaikudi, Sivagangai(dist), Tamilnadu. pincode 630003,
Postal address: 164/1, Keelatheruvarunenthal, Mithiravayal(post),
Karaikudi (Tk),
Sivaganagai(Dist)
Pincode - 630108

1YAA98

Name: Mrs. Dr. Ranjita Ghadei
Qualification: MBBS, MD O&G
Designation: Associate Professor, SCB Medical College & Hospital, Cuttack, Odisha
Department: Department of O & G
Institute name: SCB Medical College & Hospital
College address: Mangalabag, Cuttack, Odisha
Postal address: DR. Ranjita Ghadei
Near Madhupatna Police Outpost
Kalyaninagar
Cuttack
Odisha-753013

1YAA99
Name: Mr. Vignesh Sridhar  
Qualification: M.Tech., (Ph.D.)  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Mechatronics  
institute name : Bannari Amman Institute of Technology  
College address : Bannari Amman Institute of Technology, Alathukombai Post, Sathyamangalam - 638401, Erode District, Tamil Nadu, India  
postal address : Vignesh Sridhar, Plot No. 23, 5th Cross, Bankers Colony, Kumaran Nagar, Vayalur Main Road, Trichy - 620017, Tamil Nadu, India

1YAA100

Name: Mr. Nilesh Vijay Rane  
Qualification: Ph.D. (Pursuing), M.Tech Chemical Engineering  
Designation : Research Scholar (Ph.D)  
Department: Chemical Engineering  
institute name : Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai  
College address : Institute of Chemical Technology, Nathalal Parekh Marg, Opp khalsa College, Matunga(E), Mumbai-19  
postal address : Nilesh Vijay Rane C/o Prof. A. B. Pandit Oils Building, Chem Engg Dept, Institute of Chemical Technology, Nathalal parekh Marg, Matunga, Mumbai-19

1YAA101

Name: Dr. AMIT MANDAL  
Qualification: MFSc., PhD  
Designation : Assistant Professor (Fisheries)  
Department: A  
institute name : AQUACULTURE  
College address : COLLEGE OF FISHERIES, GURU ANGAD DEV VETERINARY AND ANIMAL SCIENCES UNIVERSITY, LUDHIANA-141004, PUNJAB, INDIA  
postal address : DEPARTMENT OF AQUACULTURE, COLLEGE OF FISHERIES, GURU ANGAD DEV VETERINARY AND ANIMAL SCIENCES UNIVERSITY, LUDHIANA-141004, PUNJAB, INDIA

1YAA102
Name: Mr. Om Sehgal  
Qualification: 12th pass  
Designation : student  
Department: computer science  
institute name : North Cap University  
College address : Near Rotary Public School Cartarpuri Alias, Huda, Sector 23A, Gurugram, Haryana 122017  
postal address : C1-102, Parsvnath Exotica, sector-53, gurgaon, haryana, 122001  

1YAA103

Name: Dr. Hiral Rajendrakumar Patel  
Qualification: Doctor of Philosophy under Faculty of Computer Applications  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Department of Computer Science  
institute name : Department of Computer Science  
College address : Department of Computer Science, Ganpat University, Ganpat Vidhyanagar, Gujarat, INDIA  
Pin-384012  
postal address : 625, Vastunirman Society, Sector -22, Gandhinagar - 382022  

1YAA104

Name: Mr. Avinash Vitthal Borgaonkar  
Qualification: Pursuing PhD  
Designation : Research Scholar  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
institute name : National Institute of Technology Warangal  
College address : Tribology laboratory, Mechanical Engineering Dept., National Institute of Technology Warangal, Warangal-506004, Telangana, India  
postal address : Tribology laboratory, Mechanical Engineering Dept., National Institute of Technology Warangal, Warangal-506004, Telangana, India  

1YAA105

Name: Dr. JOEL JEBADURAI D
Qualification: MBA, Ph.D  
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: BUSINESS MANAGEMENT  
institute name: St. Joseph's College of Engineering  
College address: Assistant Professor, Department of Management Studies, St. Joseph's College of Engineering, Chennai  
postal address: 5/216 Nadar Natham, Meerankulam (P.O), Asirvathapuram (Via) Tuticorin (Dist), 628 613

1YAA106

Name: Dr. RUKMANI  
Qualification: BNYS,,M.SC(YOGA),,M.SC(PSYCHOLOGY),,PH.D(YOGA)  
Designation: YOGA INSTRUCTOR  
Department: CENTRE FOR YOGA STUDIES  
institute name: ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
College address: NO 41 KRM NAGAR (4TH CROSS EAST), ANNAMALAI NAGAR  
postal address: NO 41 KRM NAGAR (4TH CROSS EAST), ANNAMALAI NAGAR

1YAA107

Name: Dr. UMA MAHESWARI  
Qualification: B.Sc (Home Science),, M.Sc (Food and Nutrition), M.Sc (Yoga),, M.Phil (Yoga),, Ph.D (Yoga)  
Designation: Guest Lecturer  
Department: shiny.uma@gmail.com  
institute name: Tamil Nadu Physical Education and Sports University, Chennai  
College address: NO 30, DOOR NO 1B/19, DABC BEGONIA POLLACHERRY CHENNAI - 127  
postal address: NO 30, DOOR NO 1B/19, DABC BEGONIA POLLACHERRY CHENNAI - 600127

1YAA108

Name: Dr. Pratik Chandra  
Qualification: BDS, MDS  
Designation: Reader  
Department: Orthodontics
1YAA109

Name: Dr. Dominic Xaviar
Qualification: M.Sc (Applied Psychology), M.Phil (Health Psychology), PGDHRM, Ph.D (HC)
Designation: PSYCHOLOGIST & TRAINER
Department: Psychology
Institute name: University of Madras
College address: No 108/104 building, DMS CAMPUS, Teynampet, Chennai 06
Postal address: No 127, MIG II, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TONDIARPET, NEW WASHERMENPET

1YAA110

Name: Mrs. Sowmya K
Qualification: B.A, LL.M (Ph.D)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Law
Institute name: School of Law, Mysore University
College address: School of Law
Opposite to Department of Planning and Architecture
Manasagangotri
University of Mysore
Mysore 570006
Postal address: #1559/G, E and F block
4/13 Cross
Ramakrishna Nagar
Mysore- 570022

1YAA111

Name: Dr. Jayashree K
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Professor
Department: CSE
Institute name: Rajalakshmi Engineering College
College address: Rajalakshmi Engineering College
Rajalakshmi Nagar
Thandalam
postal address: No 1, Chozhan Nagar, Kolapakkam,
Porur,
Chennai 602102

1YAA112

Name: Mrs. Disha Chouhan
Qualification: M.Pharm.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Pharmacy
College address: Balaghat, Balaghat
postal address: Sardar Patel College of Technology (B.Pharmacy),
Sardar Patel Campus, Gaykhuri Balaghat

1YAA113

Name: Dr. Dr Rajesh Mujariya
Qualification: M.Pharm., PhD
Designation: Director
Department: Pharmaceutics
Institute name: School of Pharmaceutical Science and research
College address: Sardar Patel College of Technology (B.Pharmacy),
Sardar Patel Campus, Gaykhuri Balaghat
Pin code 481001
postal address: Sardar Patel College of Technology (B.Pharmacy),
Sardar Patel Campus, Gaykhuri Balaghat
Pin code 481001

1YAA114

Name: Dr. Balak Ram Rajvanshi
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Assistant professor(Visiting)
Department: Sociology
Institute name: H.N.B.Grahwal(A Central)University, Srinagar Grahwal, Uttarakhand
College address: H.N.B.Grahwal(A Central)University(B.G.R.)Campus, Pauri
Grahwal, Uttarakhand 246001
Postal address: Dr. Balak Ram Rajvanshi Department of sociology H.N.B. Grahwal (A Central)University (B.G.R.) Campus pauri Grahwal, Uttarakhand Pin 246001
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1REA1

Name: Neshat Karim Shaukat
Qualification: M.Tech (Computer Science) , M.Phill (Pursuing) Computer Science
Designation : Asst. Professor
Department: Computer Science
Institute Name : Darbhanga College Of Engineering
College Address : Mabbi, Darbhanga
Postal Address : Vill : Sunderpur, Po: Kharua, Via: Muria
Darbhanga Pin 847115

1REA2

Name: Dr. Laxmi Sharma
Qualification: Phd M A , Llb, Dll M.Sc It (Computer Science)
Designation : Research Scholar
Department: Political Science
Institute Name: Rajasthan University Jaipur Rajasthan
College Address: Rajasthan University J L N Marg Jaipur 302204
Postal Address: B2-218 Paschim Vihar New Delhi-110063 Near B2 Gurudwara

1REA3.

Name: Dr. Bubun Banerjee
Qualification: Phd
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
Institute Name: Indus International University
College Address: Indus International University, V.P.O. Bathu, Distt. Una, Himachal Pradesh 174301, India
Postal Address: Dr. Bubun Banerjee
C/O Tapan Banerjee
Vill-Basudebpur, P.O. Mamudpur, P.S.-Manteswar
Dist. Burdwan, West Bengal, 713422, India

1REA4

Name: Dr. Hari Hara Raju Konda
Qualification: Mba, Ph.D., Pdf (Ugc), D.Litt
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Management Studies
Institute Name: Pydah College Of Engineering And Technology
College Address: Dr. K.Hari Hara Raju,
Associate Professor,
Department Of Management Studies,
Pydah College Of Engineering And Technology,
Gambheeram, Visakhapatnam. Pin 531 163
Postal Address: Dr. K.Hari Hara Raju,
Associate Professor,
Department Of Management Studies,
Pydah College Of Engineering And Technology,
Gambheeram, Visakhapatnam. Pin 531 163

1REA5

Name: Kavya P Hegde
Qualification: Master Of Commerce
Designation : Lecturer
Department: Post Graduate Studies In Commerce
Institute Name : University Evening College
College Address : University Evening College, U P Mallya Road,
Hampankatte, Mangalore 575003
Postal Address : D/O P Bhojarajhegde
Maurishka Park Â€œâ™ Block 4th Floor
Door No 408 Oppsharadavidyalaya
Kodialbail Mangaluru 575003

1REA6

Name: Dr. Firdous Ahmad Reshi
Designation : Research Scholar PhD.
Department: Department Of Religious Studies,
Institute Name : Punjabi University Patiala Punjab
College Address : Department Of Religious Studies,
Guru Gobind Singh Bhawan,
Punjabi University Patiala Punjab,India
Pin Code:147002
Postal Address : Tawheed Abad Chak,
Soibugh Budgam,
Jammu And Kashmir.
Pin Code:191111

1REA7

Name: Prof. Radhakrishnan. N
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D
Designation : Professor And Head
Department: Department Of Biochemistry
Institute Name : St.Peter's Institute Of Higher Education And Research (Spiher)
College Address : St. Peter's Institute Of Higher Education And Research (Spiher),
Avadi, Chennai-600 054  
Postal Address : Plot No:14 B, Second Street, Bhagayalakshmi Nagar, S. Kolathur, Chennai-117

1REA8  
Name: Dr. G Tulasichandra Sekhar  
Qualification: Ph.D  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Electrical & Electronics Engineering  
Institute Name: Sri Sivani College Of Engineering  
College Address: Dr G.T Chandra Sekhar  
Associate Professor  
Department Of Eee  
Sri Sivani College Of Eengineering  
Chilakapalem  
Srikakulam  
Andhra Pradesh 532410  
Postal Address: Dr G. T Chandra Sekhar  
Flat No. 502, Sai Vihar Resideny-2  
7th Lane, Pn Colony  
Srikakulam  
Andhra Pradesh - 532001

1REA9  
Name: Dr. Partha Pratim Bag  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Department: Department Of Basic Science And Humanities (Chemistry)  
Institute Name: Dumka Engineering College  
College Address: Dumka Engineering College, Near Govt. Polytechnic College, Shivpahar, Dumka, Jharkhand-814101, India.  
Postal Address: Dumka Engineering College, Near Govt. Polytechnic College, Shivpahar, Dumka, Jharkhand-814101, India.

1REA10  
Name: Prof. Radhakrishnan. N  
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D
Designation: Professor And Head  
Department: Department Of Biochemistry  
Institute Name: St. Peter's Institute Of Higher Education And Research (Spiher)  
College Address: St.Peter's Institute Of Higher Education And Research (Spiher), Avadi, Chennai-600 054  
Postal Address: Plot No; 14 B, Second Street, Bhagayalakshmi Nagar, S. Kolathur, Chennai-600 117.

1REA11

Name: Radhakrishnan B  
Qualification: M.E  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
Institute Name: Nadar Saraswathi College Of Engineering And Technology  
College Address: Nadar Saraswathi College Of Engineering And Technology Mechanical Engineering, Vadapudupatti, Theni, Tamil Nadu 625531  
Postal Address: 11, Railway Line Street, Boothipuram Post, Bodinayakanur Taluk, Theni District - 625531

1REA12

Name: Dr. Preenon Bagchi  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: Secretary  
Department: Life Sciences  
Institute Name: Sarvasumana Association  
College Address: 168a, 1st Cross, 1st Block, 3rd Phase, Banashankari 3rd Stage, Bengaluru-500085  
Postal Address: 168a, 1st Cross, 1st Block, 3rd Phase, Banashankari 3rd Stage, Bengaluru-500085

1REA13

Name: Dr. M. Kandeeban  
Qualification: Doctor Of Philosophy  
Designation: Teaching Associate
Department: Agribusiness Management
Institute Name: Institute Of Agribusiness Management
College Address: Institute Of Agribusiness Management, S.V.Agricultural College, Tirupati - 517 502
Postal Address: Institute Of Agribusiness Management, S.V.Agricultural College, Tirupati - 517 502

1REA14

Name: Dr. Meenal Vyas
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Research Associate
Department: Division Of Entomology And Nematology
Institute Name: Icar- Indian Institute For Horticultural Sciences
College Address: Division Of Entomology And Nematology, Icar-Iihr, Hesaraghatta Lake Post
Hesaraghatta, Bangalore 560089
Karnataka
India
Postal Address: Dr. Meenal Vyas
Dv019, Vijnyanpura, Iisc Housing Campus, Opp. Isro Headqtrs
New Bel Road
Bangalore- 560094
Karnataka- India

1REA15

Name: Dr. Hake Anil Arjun
Qualification: Ph.D. Agriculture (Molecular Biology & Biotechnology)
Designation: Research Associate
Department: Research Associate
Institute Name: International Crops Research Institute For The Semi-Arid Tropics, Patancheru
College Address: International Crops Research Institute For The Semi-Arid Tropics, Patancheru-502324
Postal Address: At Post Shedgewadi, Taluka: Khandala, District: Satara, Maharashtra-415526

1REA16

Name: Mandira Majumder
Qualification: M. Sc. In Applied Physics  
Designation : Phd Student  
Department: Physics  
Institute Name : Indian Institute Of Technology (Ism), Dhanbad  
College Address : Department Of Physics,  
Indian Institute Of Technology (Ism)-Dhanbad,  
Dhanbad,Â­ Jharkhand  
Pin- 826 004  
India  
Postal Address : Mandira Majumder  
Nanostructured Composite Materials Laboratory,  
Department Of Physics,  
Indian Institute Of Technology (Ism)-Dhanbad,  
Dhanbad,Â­ Jharkhand  
Pin- 826 004  
India

1REA17

Name: Dr. Subhasis Basu  
Qualification: Dsc,Mrsc,Fics  
Designation : Scholar  
Department: Chemistry  
Institute Name : Institute Of Science, Visva Bharati University  
College Address : Institute Of Science, Visva-Bharati University,  
Bolpur, West Bengal.  
Postal Address : Bose Villa,  
Near Bank Of Baroda,  
Jessore Road North, Dattupukur,  
North 24 Parganas, West Bengal  
India-743248

1REA18

Name: Dr. Nikisha Bhadreshbhai Jariwala  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Computer Science  
Institute Name : Smt. Tanuben & Dr. Manubhai Trivedi College Of Information Science  
College Address : Smt. Tanuben & Dr. Manubhai Trivedi College Of Information Science,  
Wadia Womens Campus,  
Athwalines, Surat-395001, Gujarat, India  
Postal Address : A-403, Nandanvan Appt.,Nr. L.P.Savani School, Vesu Road, Vesu, Surat-
395007, Gujarat, India

1REA19

Name: Dr. Hemendra Prabhakar Shinde
Qualification: MSc, Set, Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor & Head
Department: Botany
Institute Name: Kr. V. N. Naik Shikshan Prasarak Sanstha's Arts Commerce & Science College, Nasik, Maharashtra
College Address: Dongare Vasatigruh Parisar, Sharanpur Road, Canada Corner, Nashik 422002.
Postal Address: Flat No. 2 Samartha Darshan Apartment, Shriram Nagar, Opp. Abhinav School, Old Saikheda Road, Jail Road, Nasik Road Nasik, Maharashtra 422101.

1REA20

Name: Dr. Rajitha Ramachandran
Qualification: M.Com, MBA, MPhil, Ph D(Finance)
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Commerce And Management
Institute Name: Presidency College
College Address: Near Reliance Fresh, Kempapura, Hebbal, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560024
Postal Address: #107, Prakruthi Providence Crest, 5th Main, 1st Cross, Tata Nagar, Kodigehalli, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560092

1REA 21

Name: Vijay Kailash Vishwakarma
Qualification: M.Com, MBA(Hr), Pgdmm, B.Ed, Pursuing Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department Of Commerce
Institute Name: Bunts Sangha's , S M Shetty College Of Science , Commerce And Management Studies, Powai, Mumbai
College Address: Bunts Sangha's, S M Shetty College Of Science, Commerce And Management Studies, Powai, Mhada Colony, Hiranandani, Mumbai-400076, Maharashtra.
Postal Address: A/718, Jai Hanuman Sra Cooperative Society, Jagruti Nagar, Ghatkopar West, Mumbai-400086, Maharashtra.
IREA22

Name: Dr. Anukul Kishor Thakur  
Qualification: PhD In Applied Physics  
Designation : Research Associate  
Department: Nanotechnology Department  
Institute Name : Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Green R & D Centre  
College Address : Hpcl Green R&D Centre, Kiadb Industrial Area Arabanahalli, Devanagundi, Hoskote, Bangalore - 560067 India  
Postal Address : Anukul K Thakur Nanotechnology Department  
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Green R & D Centre  
Kiadb Industrial Area Arabanahalli, Devanagundi, Hoskote, Bangalore - 560067

IREA23

Name: Nishita Jain  
Qualification: Mfa Applied Arts, PhD Pursuing  
Designation : Teaching Assistant  
Department: Fomc  
Institute Name : Symbiosis Centre For Media & Communication (Scmc)  
College Address : Symbiosis Campus, Off, Symbiosis Rd, Viman Nagar, Pune, Maharashtra 411014  
Postal Address : C - 503, Phase 2, Pratham Yash Residency, S No. 296/3/2, Porwal Rd, Lohegaon, Pune

IREA24

Name: Prof. Dr. (H.C.) Ankit Jain  
Qualification: MBA (Financial Management)  
Designation : HOD & Assistant Professor  
Department: Animation & Vfx  
Institute Name : Suryadatta College Of Management Information Research & Technology (Scmirt)  
College Address : 342, Pashan Rd, Patil Nagar, Bavdhan, Pune, Maharashtra 411021  
Postal Address : C-503, Phase 2, Pratham Yash Residency, S No, 296/3/2, Porwal Rd, Nimbalkar Nagar, Kutwal Colony, Lohgaon
1REA25

Name: Mr. Stabak Roy
Qualification: Ma In Geography & Disaster Management
Designation: Research Scholar
Department: Department Of Geography And Disaster Management
Institute Name: Tripura University
College Address: Department Of Geography And Disaster Management
Tripura University
Suryamaninagar
Tripura-799022
Postal Address: Room No-411
Research Scholar Hostel
Tripura University
Suryamaninagar
Tr

1REA26

Name: Dr. D. K. Jayswal
Qualification: Ph.D. (Agril.) Horticulture - Fruit Science
Designation: Research Associate
Department: Piu- National Agricultural Higher Education Project
Institute Name: Krishi Anusandhan Bhawan - Ii, Icar, Pusa, New Delhi
College Address: Room No. 518, 5th Floor, Piu-Nahep,
Krishi Anusandhan Bhawan-Ii, Icar, Pusa, New Delhi - 110 012
Postal Address: Room No. 518, 5th Floor, Piu-Nahep,
Krishi Anusandhan Bhawan-Ii, Icar, Pusa, New Delhi - 110 012

1REA27

Name: Dr. Ravi Kumar Saidala
Qualification: B Tech MTech PhD
Designation: Senior Research Fellow
Department: Computer Science And Engineering
Institute Name: Acharya Nagarjuna University
College Address: Room No 101
Central Block
Computer Science & Engineering
College Of Engineering Of Technology
Acharya Nagarjuna University
Nagarjuna Nagar
Postal Address : Room No 101
Central Block
Computer Science & Engineering
College Of Engineering Of Technology
Acharya Nagarjuna University
Nagarjuna Nagar

1REA28

Name: Dr. Maya Dubey
Qualification: M.A. MPhil. PhD.
Designation : Guest Facility
Department: Comperative Language N Culture Department
Institute Name : Barktullah University Bhopal M.P.
College Address : Barktullah University
Comp.Lang.Cul Deptt.
Bhopal
Hoshangabad Road
462043
Postal Address : H.I.G.698
Arvind Vihar Bagmugaliya
Bhopalm.P.
462043

1REA29

Name: Dr. B V Subba Rao
Qualification: MTech , PhD
Designation : Professor And Head
Department: Information Technology
Institute Name : Pvp Siddhartha Institute Of Technology
College Address : Pvp Siddhartha Institute Of Technology
Kanuru, Vijayawada-520007
Ap, India.
Postal Address : Dr B V Subba Rao
Prof And Head
Dept Of It
Pvp Siddhartha Institute Of Technology
Kanuru, Vijayawada-520007
Ap, India.

1REA30

Name: Prof. Maneeth P D
Qualification: B.E, MTech, (PhD)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Civil Engineering
Institute Name: Visvesvaraya Technological University, Center For Postgraduate Studies
College Address: Department Of Civil Engineering,
Visvesvaraya Technological University,
Center For Postgraduate Studies, Regional Office, Beside New Rto, Kusnoor Road,
Kalaburagi (Gulbarga)-585105, Karnataka
Postal Address: Maneeth P D,
Assistant Professor,
Department Of Civil Engineering,
Visvesvaraya Technological University,
Center For Postgraduate Studies, Regional Office, Beside New Rto, Kusnoor Road,
Kalaburagi (Gulbarga)-585105, Karnataka

1REA31

Name: Dr. Sarika
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Senior Scientist
Department: Centre For Agricultural Bioinformatics
Institute Name: Icar-Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute, New Delhi
College Address: Icar-Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute
Library Avenue, Pusa
New Delhi-110012
Postal Address: Cgd 094, Dlf Capital Greens, 15 Shivaji Marg
New Delhi-110015

1REA32
Name: Prof. Ashwath Narayana B S  
Qualification: B.E., M.Tech., [PhD]  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Biomedical Engineering  
Institute Name: Rajiv Gandhi Institute Of Technology  
College Address: Rgc Campus, Cholanagar, R.T Nagar, Bangalore - 560032  
Postal Address: No 12 5th Cross Basaveshwara Layout, Andrahalli, Bangalore - 560091

1REA33

Name: Aradhan Kumari  
Qualification: PhD Research Scholar  
Designation: Guest Lecturer  
Department: Interdisciplinary Management  
Institute Name: Jspm College  
College Address: Collage Add- Jspm College , S.No. 80 Pune Mumbai Bypass Highway, Tathawade Pune  
Postal Address: D101- Daffodils, Magarpatta City Hadapsar Pune (Maharashtra) 411013

1REA34

Name: Dr. Prem Kumar Chaurasiya.  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
Institute Name: Sagar Institute Of Science And Technology Gandhi Nagar Bhopal Madhya Pradesh  
College Address: Sagar Institute Of Science And Technology Gandhi Nagar Opposite Raja Bhoj International Airport Gandhi Nagar Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal India 462036  
Postal Address: Dr. Prem Kumar Chaurasiya Assistant Professor Mechanical Engineering Department Sagar Institute Of Science And Technology Gandhi Nagar Opposite Raja Bhoj International Airport Gandhi Nagar Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal India 462036

1REA35

Name: Dr. Atanu Das  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation: HOD And Assistant Professor  
Department: Department Of Mca
Institute Name : Netaji Subhash Engineering College  
College Address : Technocity, Panchpota, Garia  
Kolkata 700152  
West Bengal  
India  

1REA36

Name: Prof. Pramod Babaso Salgar  
Qualification: Ph.D. Pursuing, M.E. Civil, Structures  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Civil Engineering  
Institute Name : Rajarambapu Institute Of Technology, Rajaramnagar Sakharale, 415414, Maharashtra, India.  
College Address : Civil Engineering Department, Rajarambapu Institute Of Technology, Rajaramnagar  
Sakharale, 415414, Maharashtra, India.  
Postal Address : Civil Engineering Department, Rajarambapu Institute Of Technology, Rajaramnagar  
Sakharale, 415414, Maharashtra, India.

1REA37

Name: Dr. Mohini Kumari Jha  
Qualification: M.A In History, M. A In Education, PhD  
Designation: Guest Faculty  
Department: History  
Institute Name: T. N. B. College  
College Address : T. N. B. College. History Department, Bhagalpur  
Postal Address : Mig-43, Sai Heaven City, Near C V Raman College Of Education, Double Faatak, Pahadia Road, Hoshangabad, Madhaya Pradesh, 461001

1REA38
Name: Shivaprasad Sakharam More  
Qualification: M.E. Computer Science And Engineering  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Computer Science And Engineering  
Institute Name : Sanjay Ghodawat University, Kolhapur  
College Address : Sanjay Ghodawat University, Kolhapur  
Kolhapur - Sangli Highway,  
A/P Atigre - 416 118,  
Tal. - Hatkanangale, Dist. Kolhapur,  
Maharashtra, India  
Postal Address : Indira Housing Society, Ward Number 26, House Number 138, Near  
Indira Mangal Karyalay, Kabnoor 416116, Ichalkaranji, Tal - Hatkanangalr ,Dist-Kolhapur, Maharashtra, India

1REA39

Name: Dr. Thanavathi  
Qualification: M.A., M.Ed., M.Phil., Set., Ph.D.,  
Designation : Assistant Professor Of History  
Department: Education  
Institute Name : V.O.C.College Of Education  
College Address : V.O.C.College Of Education,  
Thoothukudi -628008  
Tamilnadu  
India  
Postal Address : V.O.C.College Of Education,  
Thoothukudi -628008  
Tamilnadu  
India

1REA40

Name: Dr. Deepalakshmi R  
Qualification: M.C.A., M.Phil., PhD  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Computer Science And Applications  
Institute Name : Tamilnadu Dr. Ambedkar Law University  
College Address : M.G.R. Salai, Perungudi, Chennai - 600 113.  
Postal Address : No. 31, Dr. Vijayaragavalu Road, Old Washermanpet, Chennai - 21.  
Pin 600 021
1REA 41

Name: Alaguraja
Designation : Researcher
Department: Physical Education
Institute Name : Alagappa University College Of Physical Education
College Address : Mr. K. Alaguraja,
Research Scholar
Alagappa University College Of Physical Education,
Alagappa University
Karaikudi, Tamil Nadu, India
Pnicode: 630004
Cell: 87601 38434
Postal Address : Mr. K. Alaguraja,
Research Scholar
Alagappa University College Of Physical Education,
Alagappa University
Karaikudi, Tamil Nadu, India
Pnicode: 630004
Cell: 87601 38434

1REA42

Name: Dr. Nilanjan Ray
Qualification: PhD, MBA, MCom
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: School Of Management
Institute Name : Adamas University
College Address : Barasat - Barrackpore Rd, 24 Parganas North, Jagannathpur, Kolkata,
West Bengal 700126
Postal Address : Vikdas(Sbi Branch Building), P.O: Goghat, Dist: Hooghly
West Bengal-712614

1REA43
Name: J. Jenix Rino  
Qualification: M.E., M.B.A., (Ph.D.),  
Designation: HOD & Associate Professor  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
Institute Name: Stella Mary's College Of Engineering  
College Address: Aruthenganvilai, Azhikal Post, Kanyakumari District, Tamilnadu, India, Pin: 629202.  
Postal Address: 7-50/4, Alanvilai East, Karankadu Post, Kanyakumari District, Tamilnadu, India. Pin - 629809.

1REA44

Name: Dr. Nivas Manohar Desai  
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Botany  
Institute Name: Shri Pancham Khemraj Mahavidyalaya, Sawantwadi  
College Address: Shri Pancham Khemraj Mahavidyalaya, Sawantwadi Near Moti Talav, Dist- Sindhudurg-416510 Maharashtra  
Postal Address: Dr. Nivas Manohar Desai  
Department Of Botany  
Shri Pancham Khemraj Mahavidyalaya, Sawantwadi Near Moti Talav, Dist- Sindhudurg-416510 Maharashtra

1REA45

Name: Muralidhar Kurni  
Qualification: M.Sc., MTech., (PhD)  
Designation: Research Scholar  
Department: Computer Science And Engineering  
Institute Name: Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University Ananthapur (Jntua)  
College Address: Jntu Road, Ananthapuramu-515002  
Postal Address: # 5-53-1-A, 5th Cross, Bhairava Nagar, Ananthapuramu-515002, Andhra Pradesh, India.

1REA46
Name: Deepa T P  
Qualification: B.E., M.Tech, (P.Hd)  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Computer Science And Engineering  
Institute Name : Faculty Of Engineering And Technology, Jain Deemed-To-Be University  
College Address : Department Of Computer Science And Engineering, Faculty Of Engineering And Technology, Jain Deemed-To-Be University, Jain Global Campus, Jakkasandra, Ramanagara District, Karnataka  
Postal Address : Department Of Computer Science And Engineering, Faculty Of Engineering And Technology, Jain Deemed-To-Be University, Jain Global Campus, Jakkasandra, Ramanagara District, Karnataka-562112

1REA47

Name: Dr. Yoga P.  
Qualification: B.Sc., B. P. Ed., M.A (English), M. Sc (Yoga Therapy), M. Sc (Yoga), M. P. Ed., M. Phil (Phy Edu), M. Phil (Yoga), M. Phil (English), Pgdy., Pgdyt., Ph. D.,  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Physical Education  
Institute Name : Alagappa University College Of Physical Education  
College Address : Alagappa University College Of Physical Education, Alagappa University Karaikudi 630 004  
Tamil Nadu, India

1REA 48

Name: Dr. Arpitha G R  
Qualification: B.E., M.Tech., Ph.D  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
Institute Name : Presidency University  
College Address : Presidency University Itgalpura  
Yelahanka  
Bengaluru

1REA49
Name: Farhana Hoque  
Qualification: M.F.Sc, PhD (Submitted Thesis)  
Designation: Scientist  
Department: Fish Health Management Division, Icar-Central Institute Of Freshwater Aquaculture (Present Address)  
Institute Name: Icar-Central Institute Of Freshwater Aquaculture (Present Address)  
College Address: Department Of Aquatic Animal Health, Faculty Of Fishery Sciences, West Bengal University Of Animal And Fishery Sciences, 5-Buderhat Road, Chakgaria, P.O. Panchasayar, Kolkata-700094  
Postal Address: Icar-Central Institute Of Freshwater Aquaculture, Regional Research Centre- Rahara, P.O.: Rahara, Kolkata-700118, West Bengal, India  

1REA 50  

Name: Dr. Niti Kant  
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D., Pdf  
Designation: Professor  
Department: Physics  
Institute Name: Lovely Professional University  
College Address: Dr. Niti Kant, Department Of Physics, Lovely Professional University, Phagwara-144411, Punjab  
Postal Address: Dr. Niti Kant, H. No.-502, Urban Estate, Near Swami Sant Dass Public School, Phagwara-144401, Punjab  

1REA51  

Name: Dr. Krishna Prasad K  
Qualification: M. Sc In Information Science (5 Yr Integrated), M. Phil (Cs), M. Tech (It), Ph. D. (Cs)  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: College Of Computer Science And Information Science  
Institute Name: Srinivas University  
College Address: College Of Computer Science And Information Science, Srinivas University, City Campus, Pandeshwar, Mangaluru-575001, Karnataka, India.  
Postal Address: Dr. Krishna Prasad K  
Associate Professor  
College Of Computer Science And Information Science,
Srinivas University, City Campus, 
Pandeshwar, Mangaluru-575001, Karnataka, India.

1REA52

Name: Dr. Vivek Harshkhbhai Ramanandi (Pt)  
Qualification: B.P.T., M.P.T. (Neurological Conditions), Ph.D. Scholar 
Designation: Assistant Professor 
Department: Neurophysiotherapy 
Institute Name: Spb Physiotherapy College (Affiliated To Veer Narmad South Gujarat University) 
College Address: Spb Physiotherapy College  
Nr. Mora Bhagal, Ugat-Bhesan Road, Surat-395005. 
Gujarat (India) 
Postal Address: Dr. Vivek H. Ramanandi  
100-A, Dayalji Park Society, Althan-Bhatar Road,  
Opp. Swastik Park, Nr. Lichi Farm, Surat-395017. 
Gujarat (India) 

1REA53

Name: Prof. T Awahar Abraham 
Qualification: Mfsc, PhD 
Designation: Professor (Microbiology) 
Department: Aquatic Animal Health 
Institute Name: West Bengal University Of Animal And Fishery Sciences, Kolkata 
College Address: Department Of Aquatic Animal Health 
Faculty Of Fishery Sciences, 
West Bengal University Of Animal And Fishery Sciences, Chakgaria, Kolkata - 700 094, West Bengal 
Postal Address: Prof. T J Abraham Phd., 
Department Of Aquatic Animal Health 
Faculty Of Fishery Sciences, 
West Bengal University Of Animal And Fishery Sciences, Chakgaria, Kolkata - 700 094, West Bengal 

1REA54

Name: Dr. Mrutyunjaya Mangaraj 
Qualification: PhD 
Designation: Associate Professor
InSc Awards 2020 Stage 1 (JANUARY 2020)

Department: Electrical Eng.
Institute Name : Liet Viziangaram
College Address : Liet Viziangaram
Vizag-Viziangaram Road-Nh-43
Denkada Mandal
Jonnada Andhra Pradesh 535005
Postal Address : S/O: Mr. Gaurahari Palai
At: Jharia
Po: Badapari
Ps: Tangi
Dist: Khordha
State: Odisha
Pin:752023

1REA55

Name: Dr. Kulathuraan. K
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D.,
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Physics
Institute Name : Arulmigu Palaniandavar College Of Arts And Culture, Palani.
College Address : Arulmigu Palaniandavar College Of Arts And Culture,
Dindigul Main Road,
Palani - 624601.
Dindigul District,
Tamilnadu, India.
Postal Address : Arulmigu Palaniandavar College Of Arts And Culture,
Dindigul Main Road,
Palani - 624601.
Dindigul District,
Tamilnadu, India.

1REA56

Name: Prof. A Vimal Jerald
Qualification: Mca., Net., M.Phil., MBA., Pgdbi., (Ph.D.,)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Computer Science
Institute Name : St. Joseph's College (Autonomous)
College Address : Teppakulam Post
St. Joseph's College
Tiruchirappalli - 620002
Postal Address : Department Of Computer Science
St. Joseph's College
Tiruchirappalli – 620002

1REA57

Name: Shwetha G Y
Qualification: MBA, LL.B
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: MBA
Institute Name : Don Bosco School Of Management
College Address : Jayanagar, Bangalore.(On Maternity Leave)
Postal Address : 204, Stag Sapthagiri Apartment, 4th Block, S.T Bed Road, Kormangala,
Bangalore-560034.

1REA58

Name: Prof. Nandhini V L
Qualification: B.E., MTech., (PhD)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Electronics And Communication
Institute Name : Govt. Sri Krishnarajendra Silver Jubilee Technological Institute
College Address : Govt. Sri Krishnarajendra Silver Jubilee Technological Institute (In Sjp Campus), K. R. Circle, Bangalore - 560001, Karnataka, India.
Postal Address : No. 13, 13th Cross, 4th Main Road, Chinnappa Garden, Benson Town Post, Bangalore - 560046, Karnataka, India.

1REA59

Name: Mrs. Shobana V
Qualification: M.C.A. M.Phil., Set
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Computer Science
Institute Name : Dr.N.G.P. Arts And Science College
College Address : Dr.N.G.P. Kalapatti Road, Kalapatti,Coimbatore-48
Postal Address : 24 Rudrappan Nagar Near Voc Nagar 4 Th Street Ganapathy Coimbatore

1REA 60
Name: Dr. Abhishek Shrivastava  
Qualification: M.D. D.Msc  Endocrinology 
Designation : Endocrinologist 
Department: Endocrinology 
Institute Name : R&R Medicare Centre 
College Address : In Front Of Hp Petrol Pump Near Madan Mahal Police Station Wright Town Jabalpur M.P. 482001  
Postal Address : Front Of Hp Petrol Pump Near Madan Mahal Police Station Wright Town Jabalpur M.P.

Name: Prof. Amar Kumar Das  
Qualification: MTech, PhD (Contd.) 
Designation : Assistant Professor 
Department: Mechanical 
Institute Name : Gandhi Institute For Technology(Gift),Bhubaneswar 
College Address : Gangapada ,Gramadiha 
Postal Address : Lingaraj Nagar,Oldtown,Bhubaneswar-751002

Name: Mr. Sunil S  
Qualification: MTech (PhD) 
Designation : Assistant Professor 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 
Institute Name : Sri Venkateshwara College Of Engineering 
College Address : Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering Department, Sri Venkateshwara College Of Engineering, Vidyanagar, Kempegowda International Airport Road, Bangalore-562157  
Postal Address : Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering Department, Sri Venkateshwara College Of Engineering, Vidyanagar, Kempegowda International Airport Road, Bangalore-562157

Name: Dr.D.Amutha  
Qualification: M.A.M.Phil.,Ph.D  
Designation : Associate Professor In Economics 
St.Mary's College (Autonomous), Thoothukudi, Tamilnadu
Department: Economics  
Institute Name: St. Mary's College (Autonomous), Thoothukudi - 628001, Tamilnadu  
College Address: St. Mary's College (Autonomous), Thoothukudi - 628001, Tamilnadu 
Postal Address: 1d/3, Mani Nagar, Thoothukudi - 628003 
Tamilnadu 
India 

1REA65 

Name: Prof. Pranab Kumar Bhattacharya  
Qualification: MBBS (University Of Calcutta), MD (University Of Calcutta), FICPATH (India), WBMES  
Designation: Professor Of Pathology  
Department: Pathology  
Institute Name: Calcutta School Of Tropical Medicine  
College Address: 108 Chittaranjan Avenue, Kolkata 700073, West Bengal, India  
Postal Address: C/Omrs Sumita Bhattacharya, Mahamaya Appartment Block B Flat No 3 2nd Floor, Mahamayatala, 54nscbose Road Post Office Garia, Kolkata 84 Landscape Opposite Allahabad Bank, Enter Through Spancer Gate  

1REA65 

Name: Dr. Murali Nageswara Rao Malasala  
Qualification: M.Sc, B.Ed, Ph.D  
Designation: Project Scientist-C  
Department: Division Of Seasonal And Extended Range Prediction Group  
Institute Name: Indian Institute Of Tropical Meteorology, Ministry Of Earth Sciences, Govt Of India, Pune  
College Address: Indian Institute Of Tropical Meteorology, Ministry Of Earth Sciences, Govt Of India, Dr. Homi Bhaba Road, Pashan, Pune, Maharashtra-41108  
Postal Address: Dr. Malasala Murali Nageswara Rao, Scientist, H.No: 1-58, A S Peta (Post & Village), Yelamanchili (Spo), Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh-531055  

1REA66 

Name: Dr. Sangeeta Mathur  
Qualification: M.A., M.Phil.,Ph.D  
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Political Science  
Institute Name: Aklank Girlâ€™s Pg College, Kota  
College Address: Aklank Girlâ€™s Pg College, Basant Vihar, Kota, 324009  
Postal Address: 21, Bharat Vihar, Bajrang Nagar Road  
Near Right Canal, Kota, Rajasthan, 324001

1REA67

Name: Bhusare Madhuchandra Laxman  
Qualification: M.A. Net, Pursuing Ph.D.  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Marathi  
Institute Name: Mahatma Gandhi Shikshan Mandal Chopda Dist-Jalgaon  
College Address: Arts, Science & Commerce College, Chopda Dist-Jalgaon Pin 425107  
Postal Address: Plot 49, Nishuraj Building, Borole Nagar 2, Yawal Road Chopda Dist-Jalgaon Pin-425107

1REA68

Name: Mr. Swamy L N  
Qualification: Be, M.Tech, (Phd)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Department Of Cse (Master Of Computer Applications),  
Institute Name: Post Graduate Studies â€“ Mysuru Region, Visvesvaraya Technological University  
College Address: Department Of Cse (Master Of Computer Applications), Post Graduate Studies â€“ Mysuru Region, Visvesvaraya Technological University  
Ca Site No: 1, Hanchya â€“ Satagalli Ring Road, Mysuru â€œ 570029  
Postal Address: Department Of Cse (Master Of Computer Applications), Post Graduate Studies â€“ Mysuru Region, Visvesvaraya Technological University  
Ca Site No: 1, Hanchya â€“ Satagalli Ring Road, Mysuru â€œ 570029

1REA69

Name: Dr. Ninganagouda Ramappa Patil  
Qualification: M. Sc., M. Phil., Ph. D.  
Designation: Professor  
Department: Physics  
Institute Name: B V B College Of Engg. & Tech.,  
College Address: Dept. Of Physics,
B V B College Of Engg. & Tech.,
Vidyanagar,
Hubli-580031
Karnataka, India
Postal Address : F7, Sukruthi Diamonds,
Behind Sarvamangala Maternity Hospital,
Aishwarya Layout, Saptapur Last Cross,
Dharwad-580003

1REA70

Name: Prof. Dr Kamla Pathak
Qualification: M.Pharmacy (Pharmaceutics); Phd(Pharmacy)
Designation : Professor
Department: Pharmacy
Institute Name : Uttar Pradesh University Of Medical Sciences
College Address : Saifai, Etawah 206130
Uttar Pradesh
Postal Address : H. No.102, Type 5,
Paramedical Campus,
Uttar Pradesh University Of Medical Sciences,
Saifai, Etawah 206130
Uttar Pradesh

1REA71

Name: Dr. Abhijeet Dattatraya Kulkarni
Qualification: M.Pharm, Ph.D
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: Pharmaceutical Quality Assurance
Institute Name : Sanjivani College Of Pharmaceutical Education And Research,
Kopargaon
College Address : Sanjivani College Of Pharmaceutical Education And Research,
Sahajanandnagar, At Post- Shinganapur, Taluka-Kopargaon,
District- Ahmednagar, Pin - 423603
Postal Address : Flat No - 301, F-Wing, Rachana Park, Bhama Nagar, Near Saicity,
Kopargaon, Tal -Kopargaon, District-Ahmednagar Pin - 423601.

1REA72

Name: Prof. Dr. Ajai Singh
Qualification: M.S/M.Ch.
Designation : Professor & Head  
Department: Department Of Paediatric Orthopaedics  
Institute Name : King George's Medical University Lucknow Uttar Pradesh  
College Address : Department Of Orthopaedic Surgery, Ralc Building, Nabiullah Road,  
King George's Medical University Lucknow Uttar Pradesh-22601  
Postal Address : Department Of Orthopaedic Surgery, Ralc Building, Nabiullah Road,  
King George's Medical University Lucknow Uttar Pradesh-226018

1REA73

Name: Dr. Suvarna G Kini  
Qualification: M.Pharm, PhD  
Designation : Professor & Head  
Department: Pharmaceutical Chemistry  
Institute Name : Manipal College Of Pharmaceutical Sciences,  
College Address : Manipal College Of Pharmaceutical Sciences,  
Mahe,  
Madhav Nagar, Manipal-576104  
Postal Address : Same As Above

1REA74

Name: Dr. Shalika Banu  
Qualification: B.Sc., M.A., M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D  
Designation : Head Of The Department  
Department: English  
Institute Name : Fathima Central Senior Secondary School  
College Address : No 5, Police Lane, Saidapet, Chennai-15  
Postal Address : No:5, Police Lane, Saidapet, Chennai-15

1REA75

Name: Prof. Siddhesh Sushil Shirsekar  
Qualification: Currently Pursuing Doctoral Program In Art And Design (Phd) From  
Srishti Institute Of Art, Design And Technology, Bangalore, India. Completed M.F.A. By  
Research (Lettering And Typography) At Esteemed Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy (J.J.) Institute Of  
Applied Art, Fort, India.  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Applied Art  
Institute Name : Padmabhushan Vasantdada Patil Pratishthanâ€™s College Of  
Engineering- Applied Art, Sion.  
College Address : Vasantdada Patil Education Complex, Eastern Express Highway Near  
Everard Nagar, Chunabhatti, Sion, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400022  
Postal Address : K-18 Bimanagar, Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri East, Opposite Vishal
InS Awards 2020 Stage 1 (JANUARY 2020)

Hall, Mumbai - 400069

1REA76

Name: Dr. Shoba M
Qualification: Ph.D. (Cse), M.Tech (Cse), B.E (Ise)
Designation: Associate Professor & Hod
Department: Information Science & Engineering
Institute Name: Sri Venkateshwara College Of Engineering
College Address: Sri Venkateshwara College Of Engineering
Nh-7, Kempegowda International Airport Road, Vidyanagar
Postal Address: Sri Venkateshwara College Of Engineering
Nh-7, Kempegowda International Airport Road, Vidyanagar

1REA77

Name: Dr. A. Joshuva
Qualification: M. Tech., M.B.A., Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor (S.G.)
Department: Centre For Automation And Robotics (Anro), Department Of Mechanical Engineering
Institute Name: Hindustan Institute Of Technology And Science (Hindustan University)
College Address: Hindustan Institute Of Technology And Science (Hindustan University)
1, Rajiv Gandhi Salai (Omr), Padur,
(Via) Kelambakkam, Chennai - 603 103,
Postal Address: Dr. A. Joshuva
No 74, Eswari Nagar (Extn),
East Tambaram,
Selaiyur,
Chennai 600059.

1REA78

Name: Dr. Ajay Pal
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Senior Assistant Professor
Department: Biochemistry
Institute Name: Ccs Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, Haryana, India
College Address: College Of Basic Sciences And Humanities
Ccs Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, Haryana, India
Pin Code:125 004  
Postal Address : Department Of Biochemistry  
College Of Basic Sciences And Humanities  
Ccs Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, Haryana, India  
Pin Code:125 004

1REA79

Name: Dr. Surender Kumar  
Qualification: M.Phil., Ph.D.  
Designation : Assistant Professor And H.O.D  
Department: P.G. Deptt.Of Zoology  
Institute Name : Shri Guru Nanak Girl's P.G. College, Sri Ganganagar.  
College Address : Shri Gurunank Girl's P G College,Opposite Nharu Park, Sri Ganganagar  
Pin Cod - 335001  
Postal Address : P. O. Mohanpura,Chak 1b First Near Teen Pulli(Mhesh Pareek Ki Dhani) Sri Ganganagar  
Pin Cod - 335001

1REA80

Name: Mrs. S.Lakshimipriya  
Qualification: M.Tech Biotechnology  
Designation : Research Scholar  
Department: Centre For Nanobiotechnology  
Institute Name : Vit University  
College Address : Vit University, Vellore-632014, Tamilnadu,India.  
Postal Address : Lab No:113, First Floor, Centre For Nanobiotechnology, Cbmr Building, Vit University, Vellore-632014.

1REA81
Name: Dr. Rashmi Dwivedi  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Mechanical Engineering  
Institute Name: Sagar Institute Of Science & Technology  
College Address: In Front Of International Airport, Gandhi Nagar, Bhopal-462036, Mp  
Postal Address: B-29, Kamla Nagar, Bhopal-462003, Mp

1REA82

Name: Mr. R. Udhaya Mohan Babu  
Qualification: M.Sc.,M.Ed.,M.Sc.,M.A  
Designation: Senior Research Scholar  
Department: Department Of Education  
Institute Name: Alagappa University  
College Address: Department Of Education  
Alagappa University  
Karaikudi  
Tamilnadu-630003r  
Postal Address: Senior Research Scholar  
Department Of Education  
Alagappa University  
Karaikudi  
Tamilnadu-630003r

1REA83

Name: Prof. Sushilkumar A. Shinde  
Qualification: M. Pharm (Pharmacognosy)  
Designation: Asst. Professor  
Department: Pharmacognosy  
Institute Name: Dr. Rajendra Gode College Of Pharmacy, Malkapur  
College Address: Dr. Rajendra Gode College Of Pharmacy, Malkapur Nimbari Phata, Buldana Road, Tq-Malkapur, Dist-Buldana 443101  
Postal Address: Dr. Rajendra Gode College Of Pharmacy, Malkapur Nimbari Phata,
Name: Mr. Kunal Mishra  
Qualification: M.Com, M.Phil, Mba, Cma (Inter), Llb, Ph. D (Pursuing)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Commerce  
Institute Name: Rajendra College (Autonomous) Balangir  
College Address: Kunal Mishra,  
Post Graduate Department Of Commerce,  
Rajendra College (Autonomous) Balangir,  
P.O/Dist: Balangir, Odisha  
Pin-767002
Postal Address: Kunal Mishra,  
C/O Dr. K.C. Mishra,  
At: Gandhi Nagar Para, Junha Dihi,  
P.O/Dist: Balangir, Odisha,  
Pin-767001

Name: Dr. Pushkar Dubey  
Qualification: Ma (Economics); Mba (Gold Medalist); Ugc-Net (Management) Ph.D. (Management)  
Designation: Assistant Professor & Head  
Department: Management  
Institute Name: Pandit Sundarlal Sharma (Open) University Chhattisgarh  
College Address: Pandit Sundarlal Sharma (Open) University Chhattisgarh  
Koni-Birkon Road, Po- Birkona, Dist- Bilaspur, P.O/Dist: Bilaspur, Pin- 495009 (Chhattisgarh)  
Postal Address: Dr. Pushkar Dubey  
C-204, Sanjay Heights Apartment, Rajaswa Colony, Opposite Of Ashok Nagar, Sipat Road, Dist- Bilaspur, Pin- 495009 (Chhattisgarh)

Name: Dr. Pannirselvam  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Civil
Institute Name: Srm Institute Of Science And Technology  
College Address: Dr. K.S. Satyanarayanan,  
Professor & Head,  
Department Of Civil Engineering,  
Srm Institute Of Science And Technology,  
Kattankulathur - 603 203.  
Postal Address: Dr. N.Pannirselvam,  
Associate Professor,  
Department Of Civil Engineering,  
Srm Institute Of Science And Technology,  
Kattankulathur - 603 203.

1REA87

Name: Dr. Mani Kant Yadav  
Qualification: M.Sc (Physics), Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor (L-12)  
Department: Physics  
Institute Name: J.C.Bose University Of Science & Technology Ymca Faridabad Hr  
College Address: Sector-06 Delhi-Muthra Road G.T Road Faridabad Pin-121006 Haryana India  
Postal Address: H.No-117/E1 Ymca Road Sector-11 Faridabad Haryana Pin-121006( India)

1REA88

Name: Mr. Virendra Kumar Pandey  
Qualification: M.Sc. Biotechnology  
Designation: Lecturer  
Department: Food Technology  
Institute Name: Aks University, Satna  
College Address: Department Of Food Technology  
Aks University, Satna Madhya Pradesh 485001  
Postal Address: Department Of Food Technology  
Aks University, Satna Madhya Pradesh 485001
Name: Dr. Zareena Sultana  
Qualification: Ma Phd.(Hc)  
Designation : Associate Professor  
Department: Humanities And Science  
Institute Name : Isl Engineering College  
College Address : Bandlaguda,Chandrayangutta  
Postal Address : 8-1-366/A/84 Janki Nagar Colony, Tolichowki

Name: Dr. Mani Kant Yadav  
Qualification: M.Sc (Physics) , Ph.D  
Designation : Assistant Professor (L-12)  
Department: Physics  
Institute Name : J.C.Bose University Of Science & Technology Ymca Faridabad Hr  
College Address : Sector-6 Delhi Mathura Road Faridabad Hr Pin -121006  
Postal Address : H.No-117/E1 Ymca Road Sector-11 Faridabad Haryana Pin 121006 India.

Name: Dr. Sanjay Kumar Prajapati  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Physical Education  
Institute Name : Lakshmibai National College Of Physical Education  
College Address : Sai-Lncpe, Karyavattom, Trivandrum, Kerala-695581  
Postal Address : Dr Sanjay Kumar Prajapati  
Assistant Professor  
Sai-Lncpe, Karyavattom, Trivandrum, Kerala-695581
Name: Dr. Santosh K. Mishra  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Molecular Biomedical Sciences  
institute name: The College of Veterinary Medicine, North Carolina State University  
College address: 1060 William Moore Drive, Raleigh, North Carolina  
postal address: Office 242, Lab218C

Name: Mr. Sudeesh PM  
Qualification: MS Mass Communication  
Designation: Mass Media Officer  
Department: National AYUSH Mission Kerala,  
institute name: National AYUSH Mission Kerala,  
College address: National AYUSH Mission Kerala, First Floor. Deepa Arcade, General Hospital Junction, trivandrum, Kerala- 695001  
postal address: First Floor, Deepa Arcade, General Hospital Junction, Trivandrum

Name: Prof. DEEPASHREE CHOUDHURY  
Qualification: Master in Architecture(M.Arch),Pursuing Ph.D  
Designation: Professor  
Department: Architecture  
institute name: Piloo Mody College of Architecture  
College address: ABIT Group of Institutions 11/1/A CDA Area, Sector 1, Cuttack, Odisha 753014  
postal address: 4304-C,Paradip refinery Township, Paradip,Odisha
Name: Mr. A. BELIN JUDE  
Qualification: B.E., M.Tech., (PURSUING Ph.D) 
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: CIVIL ENGINEERING  
institute name : M.I.E.T ENGINEERING COLLEGE  
College address : M.I.E.T. ENGINEERING COLLEGE, TRICHY - PUDUKKOTTAI ROAD  
GUNDUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI 620 007  
TAMILNADU  
postali address : 31, VIJAYANAGARAM  
THIRUVERUMBUR  TIRUCHIRAPPALLI 620 0133  
TAMILNADU 

1REA96

Name: Prof. DEEPASHREE CHOUDHURY  
Qualification: Master in Architecture(M.ARCH)  
Designation : Professor  
Department: Architecture  
institute name : Piloo Mody College of Architecture  
College address : ABIT Group of Institutions 11/1/A CDA Area, Sector 1, Cuttack , Odisha  
753014  
postali address : 4304-C,Paradip refinery Township,Paradip 

1REA97

Name: Dr. Manoj Kumar Tripathi  
Qualification: PhD  
Designation : Principal Scientist  
Department: Agro produce Processing Division  
institute name : ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering  
College address : Nabi bagh, Bareshia Road, Bhopal-462038  
postali address : Nabi bagh, Bareshia Road, Bhopal-462038 

1REA98

Name: Dr. VANDANA J GADE  
Qualification: B.D.S , M.D.S,  
Designation : PROFESSOR
Department: CONSERVATIVE DENTISTRY AND ENDOdontics
institute name: SWARGIYA DADASAHEB KALMEGH DENTAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL NAGPUR
College address: PLOT NO. BA2 SRINATH SAI NAGAR,
postal address: PLOT BA2,SHREENATH SAI NAGAR,NEAR ONKAR NAGAR ROAD,MANEWADA RING ROAD,NAGPUR

1REA99

Name: Dr. Manoj Kumar Tripathi
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Principal Scientist
Department: Agro Produce Processing Division
institute name: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering
College address: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering
Nabi Bagh, baresia Road, Bhopal-462038
postal address: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering
Nabi Bagh, baresia Road, Bhopal-462038

1REA100

Name: Mr. Rituraj Chandrakar
Qualification: M.Tech
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Mechanical engineering
institute name: NMDC DAV Polytechnic
College address: Shri Atal Bihari Vajpaye Education City, Jawanga, Geedam, South Bastar Dantewada (Chhattisgarh) PIN - 494441)
postal address: Eblock - 504, Anad Vihar Phase 2, Potiya Road durg (C.G) 491001

1REA101

Name: Dr. Dr Prabjeet Singh
Qualification: B.F.Sc, M.F.Sc,Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Fisheries Resource Management  
Institute name: Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University Ludhiana, Punjab  
College address: Deptt. of Fisheries Resource Management, College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Ludhiana, Punjab  
Postal address: Deptt. of Fisheries Resource Management, College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Ludhiana, Punjab

1REA102

Name: Dr. Chetan N Dharaiya  
Qualification: Ph.D. (Dairy Technology)  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Dairy Technology  
Institute name: SMC College of Dairy Science  
College address: SMC College of Dairy Science, Anand Agricultural University, Anand - 388110, Gujarat, India  
Postal address: SMC College of Dairy Science, Anand Agricultural University, Anand - 388110, Gujarat, India

1REA103

Name: Dr. Prabjeet Singh  
Qualification: B.F.Sc,M.F.Sc, Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Fisheries Resource Management  
Institute name: Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Ludhiana, Punjab  
College address: Deptt of Fisheries Resource Management, College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Ludhiana-Punjab-141004, Postal address: Deptt of Fisheries Resource Management, College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Ludhiana-Punjab-141004
1REA104

Name: Dr. Dr. J. INDUMATHI
Qualification: B.Sc, M.A, M.B.A, B.E, M.E, Ph.D, D.Sc, D.Litt.,
Designation: PROFESSOR
Department: Information Science and Technology
Institute name: Anna University
College address: College of Engineering,
Sardar Patel Road,
Guindy,
Chennai-600025
Postal address: Department of Information Science and Technology
Anna University
Sardar Patel Road, Guindy,
Chennai-600025

1REA105

Name: Dr. K. KANNAN
Qualification: MSc., MPhil., Ph.D
Designation: UGC Dr D S KOTHARI POST DOCTORAL FELLOW
Department: DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL HEALTH AND MANAGEMENT
Institute name: ALAGAPPA UNIVERSITY
College address: Dr. K. Kannan,
UGC D.S. Dr. Kothari Post-Doctoral Fellow
Department of Animal Health and Management
Room No: 616, Science Campus
Alagappa University, Karaikudi - 630 003, Tamil Nadu Email: kanna.k84@gmail.com,
Mobile: +91 9790155073
Postal address: Dr. K. Kannan,
UGC D.S. Dr. Kothari Post-Doctoral Fellow
Department of Animal Health and Management
Room No: 616, Science Campus
Alagappa University, Karaikudi - 630 003, Tamil Nadu

1REA106
Name: Dr. Sachin Onkar Khairnar  
Qualification: M.F.Sc., Ph.D  
Designation : Assistant Scientist (Senior Scale)- Fisheries  
Department: Aquaculture  
institute name : College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University  
College address : College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Ludhiana- 141004 (Punjab), India  
postal address : College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Ludhiana- 141004 (Punjab), India

1REA107

Name: Dr. Ridima R.Surve  
Qualification: BDS  
Designation : Private Practioner  
Department: Oral Pathology and Microbiology  
institute name : Dentistic Dental Clinic  
College address : D.Y.Patil,University School of Dentistry Sector 7 400706 Nerul Navi Mumbai  
postal address : Vikas Pradise 3A 1701 LBS marg Mulund West 400080

1REA108

Name: Ms. Ramya Tokala  
Qualification: M.S.(Pharm.)  
Designation : Ph. D Research Scholar  
Department: Department of Medicinal Chemistry  
institute name : National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER)  
College address : Department of Medicinal Chemistry Balanagar Hyderabad-500037  
postal address : Lab 31  
Department of Medicinal Chemistry Balanagar Hyderabad-500037

1REA109

Name: Ms. Thatikonda Sowjanya  
Qualification: MS(Pharm)  
Designation : PhD  
Department: Department of pharmacology and toxicology
institute name : National institute of pharmaceutical education and research
College address : National of pharmaceutical education and research,
Balanagar, Hyderabad.
Pin code:500037
postal address : National of pharmaceutical education and research,
Balanagar, Hyderabad.
Pin code:500037

1REA110

Name: Mr. Pooladanda Venkatesh
Qualification: M.S. (Pharm)
Designation : Ph.D. (SRF)
Department: Pharmacology and toxicology
institute name : National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER),
Hyderabad
College address : National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER),
Balanagar, Hyderabad-500037
postal address : Department of Regulatory Toxicology, National Institute of
Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER), Balanagar, Hyderabad-500037

1REA111

Name: Mr. K. AYYANAR
Qualification: MLISc., M.Phil.
Designation : Ph.D. Scholar
Department: Library and Information Science
institute name : Alagappa University
College address : Department of Library and Information Science, Central Library,
Alagappa University, Karaikudi, Sivagangai(dist), Tamilnadu. pincode 630003,
postal address : 164/1, Keelatheruvarunenthal, Mithiravayal(post), Karaikudi (Tk),
Sivaganagai(Dist) Pincode 630108

1REA112

Name: Dr. ADITI SHARMA
Qualification: M.V.Sc.(Masters in Veterinary Sciences)
Designation : SENIOR VETERINARY OFFICER
Department: UTTARAKHAND ANIMAL HUSBANRY DEPARTMENT PRESENTLY
ON DEPUTATION IN FOREST DEPARTMENT
institute name : RAJAJI TIGER RESERVE
College address : OFFICE OF DIRECTOR,
RAJAJI TIGER RESERVE,
5/1, ANSARI MARG,
DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND
248001
postal address : DR. ADITI SHARMA,
99, INDIRA NAGAR,
DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND
248001

1REA113

Name: Dr. Mahesh Bhimsham Dembrani
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: E&TC Engineering
institute name : R C Patel Institute of Technology Shirpur
College address : 52 B BANSILAL NAGAR NEAR AASHIRVAD HOSPITAL Shirpur
Dist Dhule MS 425405
postal address : Mahesh Dembrani
52 B BANSILAL NAGAR NEAR AASHIRVAD HOSPITAL
Shirpur Dist Dhule MS 425405

1REA114

Name: Dr. Tushar Hrishikesh Jaware
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: E&TC Engineering
institute name : R C Patel Institute of Technology Shirpur
College address : R C Patel Institute of Technology,
Near Nimzari Naka, Shirpur,
Dist Dhule Maharashtra
India 425405
postal address : Tushar Hrishikesh Jaware
38 Vidyavihar Colony, Shirpur,
Dist Dhule Maharashtra
India 425405

1REA115

Name: Mr. Ravindra Daga Badgujar
Qualification: PhD pursuing
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: E&TC Engineering
institute name: R C Patel Institute of Technology Shirpur
College address: R C Patel Institute of Technology
Near Nimzari Naka, Shirpur
Maharashtra India 425405
postal address: Ravindra Daga Badgujar
70 S P Mali Nagar, Shirpur
Maharashtra India 425405

1REA116

Name: Mr. Prashant Gorakh Patil
Qualification: PhD pursuing
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: E&TC Engineering
institute name: R C Patel Institute of Technology Shirpur
College address: R C Patel Institute of Technology
Near Nimzari Naka, Shirpur
Dist Dhule (MS)
India 425405
postal address: Prashant Gorakh Patil
Plot No-23, Milind Nagar, Shahada Road,
Near New Water Tank, Nimzari Naka
Shirpur 425405 Dist- Dhule (M.S) India

1REA117

Name: Mr. Om Sehgal
Qualification: 12th pass
Designation: student
Department: computer science
institute name: North Cap University
College address: Near Rotary Public School Cartarpuri Alias, Huda, Sector 23A,
Gurgaon, Haryana 122017
postal address: C1-102, Parsvnath Eotxica, Sector-53, gurgaon, haryana, 122001

1REA118

Name: Dr. Manoj Kumar Tripathi
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Principal Scientist
Department: Agro Produce Processing Division
institute name: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering
College address: ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering
Nabi Bagh, baresia Road, Bhopal-462038
postal address : ICAR-Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering
Nabi Bagh, baresia Road, Bhopal-462038

1REA119

Name: Dr. Manjunath Channappagoudra
Qualification: B.E (ME), M.Tech.(TPE), Ph.D. (ME)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute name : Acharya Institute of Technology, Bengaluru- 560107
College address : Dr. Manjunath Channappagoudra
Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Acharya Institute of Technology, Acharya Dr. Sarvepalli, Radhakrishnan Road, Achit Nagar P.O., Soladevanahalli, Bengaluru-560 107, Karnataka, INDIA.
postal address : Dr. Manjunath Channappagoudra
Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Acharya Institute of Technology, Acharya Dr. Sarvepalli, Radhakrishnan Road, Achit Nagar P.O., Soladevanahalli, Bengaluru-560 107, Karnataka, INDIA.

1REA120

Name: Ms. Gowthami J
Qualification: M.E.,(Ph.D)
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Institute name : NANDHA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
College address : NANDHA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY,
PERUNDURAI MAIN ROAD,
ERODE-638052.
Postal address : 127, VELLAPETHAMPALAYAM,
KANDIKATTUVALASU(POST),
AVAPOONDURAI(VIA),
ERODE-638115.

1REA121

Name: Dr. Damodhar M Ghime
Qualification: PhD in Chemical Engineering
Designation : Research Scholar
Department: Chemical Engineering Department
Institute name : National Institute of Technology, Raipur
College address : GE Road, Oppo. to Science College,
National Institute of Technology, Raipur-492010
postal address : Ward No 3, Hanuman Mandir Chowk,
C/o Suresh Pohane, Jarud
Tehsil Warud, Dist Amravati (MH)
Pin- 444908

1REA122

Name: Dr. SAKTHIVADIVEL D
Qualification: PhD
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SENIOR GRADE
Department: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
institute name : VELLORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
College address : VELLORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
VELLORE-632014,
TAMILNADU, INDIA
postal address : KANDHASAMYPALAYAM,
KOMARAYIVALASU POST,
MODAKURICHI VIA,
ERODE-638104.

1REA123

Name: Dr. Alka Rani Agrawal
Qualification: M.A. B.Ed. Ph.D
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: English
institute name : N K B M G PG College
College address : Sambhal Gate, Chandausi
postal address : 3/222 Pushp Vihar Avas Vikas, Chandausi -244412

1REA124

Name: Dr. Rommel V. Tabula
Qualification: Doctor of Humanities (D.Hum.), Fellow of the Royal Institute of Royal Educators (FRIEdr), recipient of various international awards
Designation : Founder and President
Department: International Society of Teachers, Administrators and Researchers
institute name : Rajamangala University of Science and Technology Lanna Tak
College address : 41 Phahonyothin Road, Mai-Ngam, Tak, Tak, 63000 Thailand
postal address : 41 Phahonyothin Road, Mai-Ngam, Tak, Tak, 63000 Thailand

1REA125
Name: Dr. Deepak Kumar Patra
Qualification: M.Sc, PhD
Designation: Lecturer
Department: of Botany
Institute name: Nimapara Autonomous College
College address: Dr. Deepak Kumar Patra
Department of Botany
Nimapara Auto. College, Nimapara
Puri-752106
Postal address: Dr. Deepak Kumar Patra
Lecturer in Botany
Department of Botany
Nimapara Auto. College, Nimapara
Puri-752106

1REA126

Name: Dr. Richa Darshan
Qualification: Ph.D (Management), MBA, B.Com, B.Ed
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Management
Institute name: Sri Aurobindo Institute of Management & Science
College address: MR 10, Indore Ujjain Bypass Road, Revathi Range, Indore, MP 453111
Postal address: Flat 202, Vimal Shri Ridhi Sidhi Aptt, 34 Alok Nagar, Kanadia Road, Indore, 452016

1REA127

Name: Dr. M. BALASARASWATHI NARAYANAN
Qualification: B.E., M.E., Ph.D.
Designation: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department: ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
Institute name: SAVEETHA SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
College address: SAVEETHA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL AND TECHNICAL SCIENCES (SIMATS), THANDALAM, (NEAR QUEENSLAND THEME PARK), CHENNAI - 602 105, TAMILNADU, SOUTH INDIA.
Postal address: PLOT NO.27, VIJI HOMES, GANGAI NAGAR, 4TH STREET, URAPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 603210
1REA128

Name: Dr. Anil Shinde
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute name: Annasaheb Dange College of Engineering and Technology, Ashta
College address: Annasaheb Dange College of Engineering and Technology, Ashta, Sangli, Maharashtra
Postal address: Annasaheb Dange College of Engineering and Technology, Ashta

1REA129

Name: Dr. Pradeep Kumar Vishwakarma
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor (Ad hoc)
Department: Department of P.G. Studies and Research in Chemistry and Pharmacy
Institute name: Rani Durgavati University, Jabalpur
College address: Saraswati Vihar, Pachpedi, Dumana Air Port Road, Jabalpur 482001 (M.P.)
Postal address: H.N. 4785 C/O Ramgopal Vishwakarma
Shivshakti Tiraha, Sanjay Nagar, Adhartal, Jabalpur 482004
Madhya Pradesh

1REA130

Name: Dr. Sunil Kumar Chaudhary
Qualification: Ph.D(Civil Engineering)
Designation: Executive Engineer
Department: Road Construction Department
Institute name: Road Construction Department
College address: National Highway(North) Wing Road Construction Department, Patna(Bihar)
Pin-800015
Postal address: Dr Sunil Kumar Chaudhary
Flat No.-B/404, Quality Campus
Lohiya Path, Jagdeo Path
Patna-800014
1REA131
Name: Dr. N.M NILOFER NISHA
Qualification: M.A., M.PHIL, Ph. D
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: POLITICAL SCIENCE
Institute name: J.B.A.S COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
College address: 56 KB DASAN ST, TEYNAMPET
Postal address: 2/5, RAMATHILAGAM NAGAR, KADAPERI, THIRUNEERMALAI ROAD, WEST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI-45

1REA132
Name: Dr. M.Kalaivani
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Civil Engineering
Institute name: K.S.Rangasamy College of Technology, Tiruchengode-637215
College address: Department of Civil Engineering,
K.S.Rangasamy College of Technology
Tiruchengode-637215
Postal address: Department of Civil Engineering,
K.S.Rangasamy College of Technology
Tiruchengode-637215
Namakkal-(DT)

1REA133
Name: Dr. M. LENIN SUNDAR
Qualification: M.E., Ph.D.
Designation: Professor
Department: CIVIL ENGINEERING
Institute name: SRI KRISHNA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
College address: SRI KRISHNA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KOVAIPUDUR, COIMBATORE - 641 042. TAMILNADU
Postal address: Dr.M.LENIN SUNDAR,
PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
SRI KRISHNA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY  
KOVAIPUDUR, COIMBATORE - 641 042. TAMILNADU

1REA134

Name: Dr. Gadigeppa Sunagar  
Qualification: M.A., M.ED., M.PHIL.,PGDHE., PGDCA.,K-SET.,NET.,P.HD  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department: Education  
institute name : K.S.S Vijayanagar College of Education  

1REA135

Name: Dr. Sagarika Biswal  
Qualification: M.Sc, Ph. D.  
Designation : Lecturer  
Department: Mathematics  
institute name : Nimapara Auto College  
College address : Nimapara Auto College, Nimapara, Puri  
postal address : Dr. Sagarika Biswal  
Lecturer in Mathematics  
Nimapara Auto College, Nimapara, Puri

1REA136

Name: Dr. Ravindra Kacharu Munje  
Qualification: Ph.D.  
Designation : Associate Professor  
Department: Electrical Engineering Department  
institute name : K. K. Wagh Institute of Engineering Education and Research  
College address : Electrical Department, K. K. Wagh Institute of Engineering Education and Research, Amrutdham, Panchavati, Nashik 422003, Maharashtra, India  
postal address : Electrical Department, K. K. Wagh Institute of Engineering Education and Research, Amrutdham, Panchavati, Nashik 422003, Maharashtra, India
1REA137

Name: Mr. ENAMUL HOQUE
Qualification: MA (EDUCATION)
Designation : RESEARCH SCHOLAR
Department: EDUCATION
institute name : DR. A.P.J. ABDUL KALAM UNIVERSITY
College address : INDORE - DEWAS BYPASS ROAD, VILLAGE - ARANDIA, P.O. - JHALARIA, INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH, PIN - 452016.
postal address : VILL. - MADHAIPUR, P.O. - MALIHATI, P.S. SALAR, DIST. - MURSHIDABAD, STATE - WEST BENGAL, PIN – 7423401

1REA138

Name: Dr. K.SENTHILKUMAR
Qualification: M.TECH., Ph.D.
Designation : ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department: CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
institute name : KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE
College address : KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE, PERUNDURAI-638060, ERODE.
postal address : Dr.K.SENTHILKUMAR,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING,
KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE,
PERUNDURAI-638060, ERODE

1REA139

Name: Dr. PRAVEEN RAJ P
Qualification: M.E.,Ph.D
Designation : Associate Professor
Department: Meachanical Engineering
institute name : Thanthai Periyar Government Institute of Technology
College address : Thanthai Periyar Government Institute of Technology
Chitteri Road,Bagayam
Vellore
Tamil Nadu-632002
postal address : Dr.P.Praveen Raj
Associate Professor
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Thanthai Periyar Government Institute of Technology
Chitteri Road,Bagayam
Vellore
Tamil Nadu-632002

1REA140

Name: Dr. Ashok Kumar Basak
Qualification: M.Sc., Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
Institute name: Institute of Science, Banaras Hindu University
College address: Department of Chemistry, Institute of Science, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-221005, Uttar Pradesh
Postal address: Department of Chemistry, Institute of Science, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-221005, Uttar Pradesh

1REA141

Name: Dr. BALAMURUGAN
Qualification: M.E., Ph.D.,
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: CIVIL ENGINEERING
Institute name: M.KUMARASAMY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
College address: M.KUMARASAMY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, THALAVAPALAYAM, KARUR-639113
Postal address: M.KUMARASAMY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, THALAVAPALAYAM, KARUR-639113

1REA142

Name: Dr. Durga.M
Qualification: M.Phil, PhD, SET
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: BIOCHEMISTRY AND BIOINFORMATICS
Institute name: Dr. MGR Janaki College of Arts and Science for Women
College address: Dr. MGR Janaki College of Arts and Science for Women 11&13, Durgabai Deshmukh Rd, State Bank of India Colony, Raja Annamalai Puram, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600028
Postal address: Old no 9, New no 7, Lakshmipuram 3rd street, Royapettah, Chennai 600014

1REA143

Name: Mr. marutesh s
Qualification: MA in economics
Designation: research scholar
Department: economics
Institute name: Davangere University
College address: Davangere University
Postal address: #2277 Maruthi Nilaya 2nd Main 4th Cross behind SBI Bank, S.P. Naidu Layout, Bangalore 560016
Are you the existing Professional/Student Member of InSc = yes

1REA144

Name: Mr. Konduru Upendra Raju
Qualification: M.Tech. (Ph.D)
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Electronics & Communication Engineering
Institute name: S V College of Engineering
College address: S V College of Engineering, Opp. LIC Sales Center, Karakambadi Road, Tirupati - 517507
Postal address: S V College of Engineering, Opp. LIC Sales Center, Karakambadi Road, Tirupati – 517507

1REA145

Name: Dr. P Rizwan Ahmed
Qualification: MCA., M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D,
Designation: Assoc. Professor & Head
Department: Computer Applications and IT
Institute name: Mazharul Uloom College
College address: Mazharul Uloom College, Ambur, Tirupattur District, Tamil Nadu. INDIA
Office: 04174-242644
Postal address: Dr P Rizwan Ahmed
No.33/2/4, Imam Nagar, Second Street, Mottuk Kollai, Ambur 635 802. Tirupattur Dist.
IREA146

Name: Dr. P. Isakkirajan
Qualification: MBBS
Designation: Post graduate student
Department: Department of General Surgery
Institute name: Madurai Medical College
College address: Madurai Medical College,
Opposite to Madurai Collector office,
Near Anna busstand,
Madurai.
Postal address: Dr. P. Isakkirajan,
Oasis pg hostel,
Panagal road,
Shenoy nagar,
Madurai.

IREA147

Name: Dr. Praveen Ojha
Email: dr.praveenojha11@gmail.com
Phone NO.: 08881018321
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Sr. Asst. Professor
Department: Zoology
Institute name: K.R.(PG) College, Mathura, U.P., India
College address: K.R.(PG) College, Mathura, U.P., India
Postal address: K.R.(PG) College, Mathura, U.P., India
Award for: Research Excellence Award
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1BTA1

Name: Dr. Prashant Kumar Shrivastava
Qualification: Msc.Mphil.Ph.D.
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Department Of Geology
Institute Name : Govt.V.Y.T.Pg Autonomous College, Durg, Chhattisgarh
College Address : Hig-2-270, Housing Board Colony Old Borsi
Durg
Awardtitle:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 25 Years

1BTA2

Name: Selvaganapathy Manoharan
Qualification: M.E., (Ph.D.,)
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Electronics And Communication Engineering
Institute Name : Ck College Of Engineering And Technology, Cuddalore
College Address : Jayaram Nagar, Chellangkuppam, Cuddalore Old Town - 607003, Tamil Nadu, India
Awardtitle:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 7

1BTA3

Name: Prof. V.Giridhar
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Professor
Department: Civil Engineering
Institute Name: Ksrm College Of Engineering
College Address: Tadigatla Village
Kadapa-516004
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 24

1BTA4

Name: Dr. Arumugam Mahamani
Qualification: B.E(Mechanical Engg), M.E (Production Engg), Phd (Mechanical Engg)
Designation: Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute Name: Sri Venkateswara College Of Engineering And Technology (Autonomous)
College Address: Dr. A.Mahamani, Professor, Department Of Mechanical Engineering,
Sri Venkateswara College Of Engineering And Technology (Autonomous), Rvs Nagar, Tirupati Road,
Chittoor 517127, Andhra Pradesh
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 18

1BTA5

Name: Dr. Debdatta Ganguly
Qualification: Phd In Zoology
Designation: Teachers
Department: Biochemistry
Institute Name: Simon Day Academy School
College Address: Womens College Hazra
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 4 Years

1BTA6

Name: Dr. Meenakshi Sharma
Qualification: Ph.D In Computer Science
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Computer Science And Engineering
Institute Name: Chandigarh University
College Address: Block 1, Cse Department, Chandigarh University

Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 14

1BTA7

Name: Hegadenavnathdharma
Qualification: M.A.M.Ed.,D.S.M.,M.Phil.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: English
Institute Name: New English School And Jr College Of Science Bhalwani, Pandharpur, Solapur Maharashtra
College Address: New English School And Jr College Of Science Bhalwani, Pandharpur, Solapur Maharashtra.

Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 8

1BTA8

Name: Prof. Navin Sam D
Qualification: M.E.,(Phd)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical And Electronics Engineering
Institute Name: Karpagam Institute Of Technology
College Address: L&T Bypass Road
Bodipalayam Post
Coimbatore-641105
Awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 4.5

1BTA9
Name: Yog Raj
Qualification: B.A.
Designation: D.M.
Department: Education
Institute Name: Gsss Ogli

Awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 13 Years

1BTA10
Name: Dr. Korderajabahuchhaganrao
Qualification: M.A, Set, Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: English
Institute Name: Kalikadevi Arts, Commerce And Science College Shirurkasar Dist. Beed
College Address: At Kalikadevi College Shirurkasartq. Shirurkasar Dist. Beed
Pin. 413249

Awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 13

1BTA11
Name: Malan V Kadam
Qualification: M.Sc, M.Ed
Designation: Assistant Teacher
Department: Science
Institute Name: Podar International School
College Address: Podar International School. Airport Road Sambra

Awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 12 Years

1BTA12

Name: Prof. Kamlesh Baretha
Qualification: Mba + M.Com + Bba + B.Ed + Pgdca.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Commerce
Institute Name: Mastermind Girl's College Ujjain
College Address: 524/10 Totla Marg Tarana. Pin 456665.
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 6 Year

1BTA13

Name: Prof. Dhananajay V Mane
Qualification: M Sc. Ph. D
Designation: Director
Department: Nashik Region
Institute Name: Yashwantrao Chavan Maharashtra Open University
College Address: Ycmou, Regional Center, Ind Floor, Old Mahanagarpalika Building
New Pandit Colony, Nashik 422 002
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 30

1BTA14

Name: Dr. Dakshayani S Jangamshetti
Qualification: Phd
Designation: Professor
Department: Department Of Electrical And Electronics Engineering
Institute Name: Basaveshwar Engineering College (A), Bagalkot-587102, Karnataka
College Address: Basaveshwar Engineering College (A), S. Nijalingappa Vidyanagar, Bagalkot-587102,
Karnataka
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 34 Years Of Teaching

1BTA15

Name: M. Andrew Pradeep
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., (Ph.D)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Post Graduate Dept Of Microbiology
Institute Name: The American College
College Address: Gorippalayam, Madurai.
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 14 Years

1BTA16

Name: Dr. Pasala Gopi
Qualification: M.Tech., Ph.D
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Eee
Institute Name: Annamacharya Institute Of Technology And Science (Autonomous)
College Address: 6/796 - A4 Saraswathi Puram Rajampeta Kadapa- 516115 Andhra Pradesh
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 13

1BTA17

Name: Dr. Subhas Adak
Qualification: Ph. D.
Designation: Agronomist
Department: Agriculture
Institute Name: State Agricultural Management And Extension Training Institute
(Sameti),
College Address: Agricultural Training Centre, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama,
Narendrapur, Kolkata-700103, West Bengal
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: More Than 10 Years

1BTA18

Name: Hutesh Prakash Baviskar
Qualification: B.E In Electronics And Communication
Designation: Lecturer And Entrepreneurship Coordinator
Department: Electronics And Communication
Institute Name: Parul Polytechnic Institute
College Address: Parul Polytechnic Institute
P.O.Limda, Ta.Waghodia 391760
Dist. Vadodara, Gujarat (India)
Info@Paruluniversity.Ac.In
Phone: +91-2668-260300
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 7 Years 12 Months

1BTA19

Name: Chintamani Kollar
Qualification: Ma Education, B.Ed, Net
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Education
Institute Name: Sri Aurobindo College, Umerkote Odisha
College Address: At/Po.Chikalpadar
Ps.Umerkote
Dist.Nabarangpur Odisha
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 3

1BTA20

Name: Sanjeev Kumar Tiwary
Qualification: M.Sc., B.Ed.
Designation: Pgt Mathematics
Department: Mathematics /Academics
Institute Name: Dav Public School Ccl Giridih  
College Address: Dav Public School Ccl Giridih  
P.O. Beniadih District: Giridih  
Pin: 815311  
State: Jharkhand  
Award Title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 15 Years+

1BTA21

Name: Dr. Dhananjay Dheeraj  
Qualification: Ph.D., M.Phil., M.Sc., M.Ed., B.Ed.  
Designation: Hod  
Department: Department Of Education  
Institute Name: Gaya College, Gaya  
College Address: Rampur, Gaya  
Award Title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 12

1BTA22

Name: Dr. Ahmad Danish Rehan  
Qualification: Bds, Mds, Mba (H.A.) Ph.D Pursuing Biotechnology  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Oral Pathology And Microbiology And Forensic Odontology  
Institute Name: Dental Institute Jawahar Lal Nehru Institute Of Medical Sciences, Manipur, Imphal  
College Address: Department Of Oral Pathology And Microbiology Dental Institute, Jnims, Porampet, Manipurimphal  
Award Title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 6 Years 3 Months

1BTA23

Name: Dr. Rm. Meyyammai  
Qualification: M.A., M.Phil., Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department Of Economics
Institute Name: D.G.Govt.Arts College For Women, Mayiladuthurai
College Address: D.G.Govt.Arts College For Women, Mayiladuthurai-609 001
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 12 Years

1BTA24
Name: Dr. Shirin Rashid Shaikh
Qualification: M.A., M.Phil, Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: English
Institute Name: Aki’s Poona College Of Arts, Science & Commerce
College Address: Poona College Of Arts, Science & Commerce
K.B. Hidayatullah Road, Camp, Pune-411001
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 16 Years

1BTA25
Name: Sneha Lata
Qualification: Post Graduate
Designation: Freelance
Department: Individual
Institute Name: Individual
College Address: Individual
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 12

1BTA26
Name: R Thiruchelvi
Qualification: M.Tech, Ph.D (Pursuing)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Bio-Engineering B.Tech Biotechnology
Institute Name: Vels Institute Of Science Technology And Advanced Studies
College Address : Velan Nagar, P.V..Vaithiyalingam Road, Pallavaram, Chennai-600 117
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 2 Years 6 Months

1BTA27

Name: Dr. Nipunjot Kaur
Qualification: Ph.D. Life Sciences, M.Sc. (Biotechnology), Ugc Net
Designation : Assistant Professor And Head Of Department
Department : Biotechnology
Institute Name : General Shivdev Singh Diwan Gurbachan Singh Khalsa College, Patiala
College Address : Gssdgs Khalsa College, Badungar Road, Patiala -147001, Punjab
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 14

1BTA 28

Name: Tripathi Ananamani
Qualification: M.A.(Hindi) B.Ed,Netqualified,M.Phil
Designation : Asst Professor
Department : Hindi
Institute Name : Kg.College Of Arts &Commerce,Ahmednagar
College Address : Pandit Neheru Hindi Vidyalayacampus,Fort Road ,Near Lic Office,Ahmednagar
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10

1BTA29

Name: Dr. Kirtane Varsha Sitakant
Qualification: M.A.(Marathi,History),B.Ed,Ph.D.
Designation : Asst Professor
Department : Marathi
Institute Name : Kg.College Of Arts &Commerce,Ahmednagar
College Address: Pandit Neheru Hindi Vidyalaya Campus, Fotrroad, Near Lic Office, Ahmednagar
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10

1BTA30

Name: Dr. Komal Singh
Qualification: M. A., Ph. D.
Designation: Principal
Department: Higher Education
Institute Name: Shri Guru Madhwanandpratibha College Roopbasbharatpur (Raj.)
College Address: Chaksamri Road Roopbasbharatpur (Raj.)
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 17

1BTA 31

Name: Prof. Pranab Kumar Bhattacharya
Qualification: Mbbs (University Of Calcutta) Md (University Of Calcutta) Ficpath (India) Wbmes
Designation: Professor Of Pathology
Department: Pathology
Institute Name: Calcutta School Of Tropical Medicine
College Address: 108, Chittaranjan Avenue,
Kolkata 700073 West Bengal India
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 37 Years

1BTA32

Name: Basavaraj Dollin
Qualification: M. Sc. B. Ed
Designation: Assistant Teacher
Department: Social Welfare Department
Institute Name: Morarji Desai Residential School
College Address: Hebbal. Tqmadhouldistictbagalkot
Awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 15 Years

1BTA33

Name: Prof. A. Vimal Jerald
Qualification: Mca, Net, M.Phil., Mba., Pgdbi, (Ph.D.,)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Computer Science
Institute Name: St. Joseph's College (Autonomous)
College Address: St. Joseph's College (Autonomous)
Teppakulam Post
Tiruchirappalli - 620002
Tamilnadu
Awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 11

1BTA34

Name: Kirtane Varsha Sitakant
Qualification: M.A.(Marathi/History)B.Ed .Ph.D.
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Marathi
Institute Name: K.G.College Of Arts &Commerce Ahmednagar
College Address: Pandit Neheru Hindi Vidalayacampus,Near Lic Office,Fort Road
Ahmednagar
Awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10

1BTA35

Name: Dr. Donglikar Chetana Vishwanathra
Qualification: M.A. Home Science, Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Home Science
Institute Name: Kalikadevi Arts, Commerce And Science College Shirur (Kasar)
College Address: Kalikadevi Arts, Commerce And Science College Shirur (Kasar), Tq-
Shirur (Kasar), Dist- Beed, Maharashtra
Awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10

1BTA36

Name: Prof. Ajai Singh
Qualification: M.S./ Mch
Designation: Professor & Head
Department: Department Of Paediatricorthopaedics
Institute Name: King George's Medical University Lucknow Uttar Pradesh
College Address: Deptt. Of Orthopaedic Surgery, Ralc Building, Nabiullah Road, King George Medical University, Lucknow Uttar Pradesh-226018
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 22 Years

1BTA37

Name: N.Noor Alleema
Qualification: B.E.,M.E.,Ph.D(Pursuing)
Designation: Assistant Professor (Sr.G)
Department: Information Technology
Institute Name: Srm Institute Of Science And Technology
College Address: Bharathi Salai, Ramapuram, Chennai
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 12 Years & 3 Months

1BTA38

Name: Dr. M.Lakshmanrao
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Professor & Principal
Department: Mechanical Engg
Institute Name: Prakasamengg College
College Address: Kandukur , Prakasam (Dt), 523105
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 21
Are You The Existing Professional / Student Member Of Insc = Yes

1BTA39

Name: Dr. Mani Kant Yadav
Qualification: M.Sc (Physics) , Ph.D
Designation : Assistant Professor (L-12)
Department : Physics
Institute Name : J.C.Bose University Of Science & Technology Ymca Faridabad Hr
College Address : Delhi-Muthra Road ,Faridabad Hr India Pin-121006.
Awardtitle:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 11 Years (Ug) , 9 Years (Pg)
Are You The Existing Professional / Student Member Of Insc = No

1BTA40

Name: Dr. Gopikrishnan M
Qualification: Me., Ph.D
Designation : Professor
Department : Computer Science And Engineering
Institute Name : Prathyusha Engineering College
College Address : Poonamallee - Tiruvallur High Road,
Aranvoyalkuppam
Chennai - 602 025.
Awardtitle:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 22

1BTA41

Name: Seenu B
Qualification: M.E
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Mechanical Engineering
Institute Name : Prathyusha Engineering College
College Address: Aranvoyalkuppam, Poonamallee-Tiruvallur Road, Tiruvallur - 602025. Tamilnadu. Award title: Best Teacher Award Experience: 2.833

1BTA42

Name: Srinivasan J Qualification: M.Com Ca., M.Phil., Pgdpm., (Ph.D) Designation: Assistant Professor Department: Commerce It & E-Com Institute Name: Sri Krishna Arts And Science College College Address: Sidco - Sugunapuram Rd, Bk Pudur, Sugunapuram East, Kuniyamuthur, Tamil Nadu 641008 Award title: Best Teacher Award Experience: 4

1BTA43

Name: N Ramasamy Qualification: M.E Designation: Assistant Professor Department: Mechanical Institute Name: Prathyusha Engineering College College Address: Aranvoyal Kuppam, Thiruvallur-602025, Tamilnadu Award title: Best Teacher Award Experience: 12

1BTA44

Name: Dr. Velu Suresh Kumar Qualification: M.A., M.Phil., Ph.D., M.B.A., Designation: Assistant Professor & Head Department: Economics Institute Name: H.H. The Rajah's College (Autonomous), Pudukkottai, Tamil Nadu - 622 001 College Address: H.H. The Rajah's College (Autonomous B+),
InSc Awards 2020 Stage 1 (JANUARY 2020)

Madurai Main Road,
Pudukkottai
Tamil Nadu
Pin Code: 622 001
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 12 Years

1BTA45

Name: Ragavendiran.R
Qualification: B.E,M.E
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute Name: Prathyusha Engineering College
College Address: Aranvoyal Kuppam Poonamalli High Road Tiruvallur 602025 Tamil Nadu
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 14

1BTA46

Name: Professor Dr. Pranab Kumar Bhattacharya
Qualification: Mbbs(University Of Calcutta), Md(University Of Calcutta) In Pathology; FICPATH(India), WBMES
Designation: Professor
Department: Pathology
Institute Name: Calcutta School Of Tropical Medicine [Please Note I Am Also Professor Of Pathology Murshidabad Medical College Berhampore Court, Berhampore Dist Murshidabad West Bengal India And Member Secretary Of Board Of Studies For Pathology Of Mbbs, Md, Phd, Dcp Courses Of West Bengal University Of Health Sciences Salt Lake City Kolkata Since 2011
College Address: Calcutta School Of Tropical Medicine; Room No 10(C) ;2nd Floor ; 108, Chitta Ranjan Avenue; Kolkata -700073; West Bengal, India
Award Title: Best Teacher / Academic Excellence Awards
Experience: 37 Years Of Teaching Experience Of Which 12 Years Undergraduate( Mbbs) And 25 Years Post Graduate And Doctoral (DCP And MD In Pathology )
Name: Mr. MEGANATHAN D  
Qualification: M.E  
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: MECHANICAL ENGG  
institute name: PRATHYUSHA ENGINEERING COLLEGE  
College address: PRATHYUSHA ENGINEERING COLLEGE  
PONNAMALLE TO THIRUVALLUR HIGH ROAD  
ARANVOYAL KUPPAM  
THIRUVALLUR DT  
602025  
award title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 6.5  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA49

Name: Dr. B. Dhiyanesh  
Qualification: M.Tech, Ph.D  
Designation: Assistant Professor  
Department: Computer Science and Engineering  
institute name: Hindusthan College of Engineering and Technology, Coimbatore  
College address: Hindusthan College of Engineering & Technology, Othakkalmandapam (Post), Pollachi Main Road, Coimbatore - 641 032.  
award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 11.4  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = No

1BTA52

Name: Dr. C Dorothy Sheela  
Qualification: MSc. PhD  
Designation: Associate Professor and Bursar  
Department: PG and Research Department of Chemistry  
institute name: The American College  
College address: Goripalayam  
Madurai  
award title: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 25 years  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
IBTA55

Name: Mr. Prathamesh Sunil Nadkarni  
Qualification: PhD (Educational & Research)(Pursuing), MBA- Mkt, PGDM- IB, Masters in Digital Marketing, B E Mechanical  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department : Department of Management Studies  
institute name : AIMS Institute of Management Studies  
College address : Sr. No. 36/3/C, Katraj - Kondhwa Rd, Shri Swami Samantha Nagar, Gokul Nagar, Katraj, Pune, Maharashtra 411046  
awardtitle:Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 6  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

IBTA57

Name: Prof. DEEPSHREE CHOUDHURY  
Qualification: Master in Architecture(M.Arch)  
Designation : Professor  
Department : Architecture  
institute name : Piloo Mody College of Architecture  
College address : ABIT Group of Institutions 11/1/A CDA Area, Sector 1, Cuttack, Odisha 753014  
awardtitle:Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 20  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

IBTA58

Name: Mr. R KARTHICK  
Qualification: M.E INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING  
Designation : ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department : MECHANICAL  
institute name : PRATHYUSHA ENGINEERING COLLEGE  
College address : DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, PRATHYUSHA ENGINEERING COLLEGE, ARANVOYALKUPPAM,
TIRUVALLUR
602025
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 7 YEARS
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA59
Name: Mr. Sendhil Annamalai
Qualification: B.E., MBA., Phd (persuing)
Designation: C0-Founder and COO
Department: Operations, HR and International Business
Institute name: OnlySuccess learnership Academy Pvt ltd
College address: No3A, Kurunji Apartments, Mg Road., Adyar, Chennai
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 23
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA62
Name: Dr. H. SHEIK JAHABAR ALI
Qualification: M. SC, Ph. D, HDCA
Designation: Assistant professor and Head ic
Department: Biotechnology and Botany
Institute name: Edayathankudy G S pillay arts and science college Nagapattinam
College address: Department of biotechnology and botany
Edayathankudy GS pillay arts and science college
Nagapattinam
Tamil nadu
India
Pin 611102
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 5 years
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA63
Name: Prof. Dr. Syed Tabassum Sultana
Qualification: MBA(Finance & Marketing), MA (Economics), M Sc(Psychology), M Phil (Management), Ph D (Management)
Designation: Principal & Professor
Department: Business Management
Institute name: Matrusri Institute of Post Graduate Studies
College address: 16-1-486, Matrusri Institute of PG Studies, Saidabad, Hyderabad - 59
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 18
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA64

Name: Mr. Abhinav
Qualification: M.Tech.,(Ph.D.)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute name: Alliance University, Bangalore
College address: Alliance College of Engineering and Design, Alliance University, Chikkahagade Cross, Chandapura - Anekal Main Road, Anekal, Bengaluru â€“ 562 106, Karnataka
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 11 Years
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = yes

1BTA65

Name: Dr. Swati Santosh Munot
Qualification: M.A.(Mass Relation) MBA(HRM)Ph.D.(Management)
Designation: Campus Director and Acting Principle.
Department: NA
Institute name: K G College of Arts and Commerce, Ahmednagar
College address: Pandit Nehru Hindi Vidyalya Campus. Forte Road.
Ahmednagar 414002.
Maharashtra.
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 20
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
1BTA68

Name: Dr. RISHIKAYSH MAROTRAO KAAKANDIKAR
Qualification: MBA, Ph.D.
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: MANAGEMENT (MBA)
institute name: ZEAL COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH NARHE PUNE
College address: SURVEY NO.39 NARHE PUNE NEAR BHAIRAVNATH TEMPLE
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA69

Name: Mr. Yogesh soni
Qualification: M.sc chem
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Chemistry
institute name: Gravity Tutorial
College address: House no 5,6 indrawati colony raipur cg
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 24
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA71

Name: Dr. Madhuri Prakash Kamble
Qualification: M.com., B.Ed., NET (JRF), Ph.D., PGDBM
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Commerce
institute name: NCRD
College address: Sterling College of Arts, Commerce & Science, Nerul
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 10 years
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA72

Name: Dr. ABHAY VILAS DESHMUKH
Qualification: MBBS, PGDGM, MD, DNB, MNAMS (Pathology)
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: PATHOLOGY  
institute name: MAHATMA GANDHI INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES (MGIMS), SEVAGRAM  
College address: MAHATMA GANDHI INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES (MGIMS), KASTURBA HEALTH SOCIETY, SEVAGRAM, WARDHA, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA  
PIN CODE - 442102  
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 3.5  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA74

Name: Dr. S.PADMAPRIYA  
Qualification: MCA.,M.TECH.,ME,PhD  
Designation: PROFESSOR  
Department: COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING  
institute name: PRATHYUSHA ENGINEERING COLLEGE  
College address: Aranvoyal Kuppam, Poonamallee, Tiruvallur road, Tiruvallur - 602025. Tamilnadu.  
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 25  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = yes

1BTA75

Name: Dr. UMA MAHESWARI  
Qualification: B.Sc (Home Science)., M.Sc (Food and Nutrition), M.Sc (Yoga)., M.Phil (Yoga)., Ph.D (Yoga)  
Designation: Guest Lecturer  
Department: DEPARTMENT OF YOGA  
institute name: Tamil Nadu Physical Education and Sports University, Chennai  
College address: NO : 30 1B/19 DABC BEGONIA, POLLACHERRY CHENNAI - 600127  
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 13 YEARS  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
IBTA76

Name: Dr. GIRISHKUMAR
Qualification: B.E (EEE), M.E(PS), M.SC(YOGA), Ph.D (EEE)
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
Institute name: GOVERNMENT POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
College address: NO 41 KRM NAGAR (4TH CROSS EAST), ANNAMALAI NAGAR
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 13 YEARS
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

IBTA77

Name: Dr. K. SENTHILKUMAR
Qualification: M.Tech., Ph.D.
Designation: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department: CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Institute name: KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE
College address: DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE, PERUNDURAI-638060, ERODE, TAMIL NADU.
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 19.5
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

IBTA79

Name: Mr. Amit Kumar Tripathi
Qualification: M.Sc.(C.S)
Designation: Director
Department: Computer Science
Institute name: Devendra Nath Institute Of Information and Technology (DNIIT)
College address: Uska Road Near SBI PB Branch Siddharthnagar UP(272207)
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 6
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
1BTA82

Name: Mrs. NAYANA NITIN JANGLE
Qualification: M.E.Electrical Engineering (Control System)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Electrical Engineering
Institute name: K.K.Wagh Institute of Engineering Education & Research, Nashik
College address: Department of Electrical Engg., K.K.Wagh Institute Engg Edu. & Research, Hirabai Haridas Vidynagari, Amrutdham, Panchvati, Nashik, Maharashtra, India-422009
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 18 Years
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BTA84

Name: Mr. VEERESH MURTHY
Qualification: B.E, M.E (PhD)
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Institute name: DAYANANDASAGAR ACADEMY OF TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
College address: #132, SANGABASAVANADODDI, MAYAGANAHALLI(POST) RAMANAGARA TALUK & DISTRICT KARNATAKA-562128
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 7
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = yes

1BTA85

Name: Dr. DANDE SWAPNA SREE
Qualification: M.SC., Ph.D., PGDCA, PGDHE, APSET
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department: BOTANY
institute name: KVR GOVERNMENT COLLEGE FOR WOMEN (AUTONOMOUS)  
College address: KVR GOVERNMENT COLLEGE FOR WOMEN (AUTONOMOUS)  
NEAR RAILWAY STATION ROAD, KURNOOL-518003  
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 6 YEARS IN PRIVATE COLLEGE AND 8 YEARS IN GOVERNMENT COLLEGE  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no  
Are you the existing reviewer/Advisory Committee member of InSc? = no
Academic Excellence Awardees

First Stage January for 2020

1AEA1

Name: Dhirendra Kumar Saini
Qualification: B.Tech
Designation: Maths Lecturer
Department: Science
Institute Name: Oswal School Sujangarh Managed By Jivem Education
College Address: Near Sethiagardan, Sujangarh (Churu)
Rajasthan (331507)
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 06

1AEA2

Name: Dr. Kunal Sil
Qualification: M.Com, Pgdm, M.Phil, Hond. Litt, Ph.D, Post Doctorate - Pursuing
Designation: Research Fellow  
Department: Commerce  
Institute Name: Srinivas University  
College Address: Mangalore  
Award Title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 11  

Name: Simachal Panda  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Pharmacy  
Institute Name: School Of Pharmaceutical Science, Pratap University  
College Address: A/O: Krupasindhupandaneear Jagannath Temple Bargaon, Sundargarh  
Award Title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 10+  

Name: Dr. Murillo De Oliveira Dias  
Qualification: Doctor In Business Administration  
Designation: Professor/Coordinator  
Department: Management  
Institute Name: Fundação Getulio Vargas - Brazil  
College Address: Rua Correia Dutra 47 503  
Award Title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 15  

1AEA5
Name: Prof. Mohammad Asif Pasha  
Qualification: Ph.D., D.Litt.,  
Designation: Director - Marketing  
Department: Marketing  
Institute Name: Kl University  
College Address: Parkview, Flat No.103, Ground Floor, H.No 8-2-293, 82/W/103, Women's Co-Operative Housing Society, Road No.7d, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana, India.  
Pin Code: 500045.  
Award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 23

Name: Dr. Nithyavathi K  
Designation: Associate Professor  
Department: Mba  
Institute Name: Hindusthan College Of Engineering And Technology  
College Address: Hindusthan College Of Engineering And Technology, Othakalmandapam Post, Coimbatore-641032  
Award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 10+

Name: Dr. Jagadeeshamarigowda  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation: Assistant Professor(Sr)  
Department: Mba  
Institute Name: Symbiosis Institute Of Health Sciences  
College Address: S B Road Pune Maharastra  
Award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 26
Name: Dr. Jayalakshmi Vallamkondu  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation : Assistant Professor  
Department : Physics  
Institute Name : National Institttue Of Technology Warangal  
College Address : Department Of Physics  
Nit Warangal  
Telangana-506004  
Awardtitle:Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 11

1AEA9

Name: Ms. Suraiya Bano  
Qualification: Ph. D. (C.S.) - (Honourable), France , M. Phil.(C.S.), M.Sc. (It), M.A.(English. Lit.), Pgdcs., Adeeb (Urdu), Advanced Course In ÆŒunix/ CâŒ  
Designation : Assistant Professor In Computer Science  
Department : Computer Science  
Institute Name : Bhmm, Bhilai Nagar  
College Address : Mig-1/632,Hudco,Bhilai Durg  
Awardtitle:Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: Above 28 Years

1AEA10

Name: Prof. Gobi A  
Qualification: Master Of Engineering  
Designation : Professor  
Department : Ece  
Institute Name : Sivagami Academy  
College Address : Sivagamiacademy2018@Gmail.Com  
Awardtitle:Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 7

1AEA11

Name: Dr. Arepallirambabu  
Qualification: Phd  
Designation : Associate Professor  
Department : Management Studies  
Institute Name : Paladuu Parvathi Devi College Of Engineering And Technology
Vijayawada
College Address: Paladugu Parvathi Devi College Of Engineering And Technology
Surampalli Via Nunna, Vijayawada 521212 Andhra Pradesh 9985697444
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 10

1AEA12

Name: Mrs. Divya Bhasin
Qualification: B.Sc, M.Aeng, M.Apsyco, B.Ed, N.T.T
Designation: Tgt Science
Department: Education
Institute Name: Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan
College Address: K.V Vasant Kunj, B-5 & 6, Vasantkunj Newdelhi, 110070
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 22

1AEA13

Name: Prof. Ripal D. Ranpara
Qualification: Phd (Computer Science) Pursuing, Msc Information Technology (Gold Medalist)
Bsc Information Technology (Gold Medalist)
Designation: Assistant Professor And Dba
Department: Computer Science And It
Institute Name: Atmiya University
College Address: Computer Science Department Atmiya University Kalawad Road, Rajkot 360005
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 5

1AEA14
Name: Dr. T Venkat Narayana Rao  
Qualification: Be(Cse), Mba(Sys), M Tech(Cse) , Ph.D(Cse)  
Designation : Professor  
Department : Cse  
Institute Name : Sreenidhiinstititte Of Science And Technology  
College Address : Yammampet, Ghatkesar, Hyderabad  
Awardtitle:Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 28

1AEA15  
Name: Dr. Anand Pal Singh Negi  
[English,Politicalscience,History,Education,Sociology]  
Designation : Lecturer  
Department : Secondary Education Uttarakhand  
Institute Name : Rajeev Gandhi Navodaya Vidhyalayadevaldhar , Tehri , Uttarakhand  
College Address : Near Satyam Nursery,New Colony , Ranjhawala , Raipur , Dehradun  
Uttarakhand 248008  
Awardtitle:Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 20

1AEA16  
Name: Mr. Udaiveer Singh Yadav  
Qualification: M.A. (Ancient History). M.C.A. , M.B.A (Banking And Finance)  
Designation : Manager  
Department : Indian Army (Exserviceman) , Manager In Sbi  
Institute Name : State Bank Of India  
College Address : Aml /Cft/ Corporate Centre Nehru Place Jaipur-302018  
Awardtitle:Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 15

1AEA17  
Name: Dr. Namita Rajput  
Qualification: Post Doctoral  
Designation : Principal (Osd)
Department : Commerce  
Institute Name : Sri Aurobindo College (Evening)  
College Address : Sri Aurobindo College (Evening) Malviya Nagar New Delhi-110017  
Award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 27  

1AEA18  

Name: Dr. Dipak Pandurang Patil  
Qualification: Ph.D. In Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering  
Designation : Principal (I/C)  
Department : Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering  
Institute Name : Sandip Institute Of Engineering & Management, Nashik  
College Address : Sandip Foundations Sandip Institute Of Engineering & Management, At Post- Mahiravani Trimbak Road, Nashik-422213  
Award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 19

1AEA19  

Name: Ms. Alka Singh  
Qualification: M.A. (Eco)  
Designation : Principal  
Department : Admin  
Institute Name : Blue Bells Model School  
College Address : Sector-4, Gurugram-122001 Haryana  
Award title: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 29

1AEA20  

Name: Dr. Rm.Subramanian  
Qualification: M.A.,M.L.I.S., M.Phil.,Ph.D  
Designation : Librarian  
Department : Library And Information Science
Institute Name : Ps.Pt.Mgr.Govt.Arts And Science College, Puthur,Sirkali
College Address : Ps.Pt.Mgr.Govt.Arts And Science College, Puthur, Sirkali
Awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 15 Years

1AEA21

Name: Dr. Dhananjay Dheeraj
Qualification: Ph.D., M.Phil., M.Sc., M.Ed., B.Ed.
Designation: Hod
Department: Department Of Education
Institute Name: Gaya College, Gaya
College Address: Rampur, Gaya
Awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 12

1AEA22

Name: Dr. Madan Mohan
Qualification: M.Sc., M.L.I.S., M.Phil., Phd.
Designation: Chief Librarian
Department: Central Library
Institute Name: Vinayka Missions Medical College And Hospital
College Address: Kottucherry Post, Karaikal
Awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 8

1AEA23

Name: Prof. Pranab Kumar Bhattacharya
Qualification: Mbbs( University Of Calcutta) Md( University Of Calcutta) Fic Path( India)
Wbmes
Designation: Professor
Department: Pathology
Institute Name: Calcutta School Of Tropical Medicine
College Address: 108, Chitta Ranjan Avenue: Kolkata 70073; West Bengal; India
Awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 37 Years Of Teaching Experiences
1AEA24
Name: Dr.Pandurangaloorkar
Designation : Lecturer
Department : Special Education
Institute Name : National Institute For Empowerment Of Intellectual Disability Rc,Navi Mumbai
College Address : B-102,Vasundhara Chs,Plot No_13-14,Sector-8 Kharghar Navi Mumbai-410210
Awardtitle:Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 08

1AEA25
Name: Dr. Dhiyanesh Balasubramanian
Qualification: M.Tech, Ph.D
Designation : Assistant Professor
Department : Computer Science And Engineering
Institute Name : Hindusthan College Of Engineering And Technology
College Address : Hindusthan College Of Engineering & Technology, Othakkalmandapam (Post), Pollachi Main Road, Coimbatore 641 032.
Awardtitle:Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 11.4

1AEA26
Name: Mrs. Sanghamitra Banerjee
Qualification: BE., MbA
Designation : Principal
Department : Management
Institute Name : Gateway International School
College Address : Gateway International School, Neelankarai, Chennai
Awardtitle:Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 14

1AEA27
Name: Dr. S.PADMAPRIYA
Qualification: PhD
Designation: PROFESSOR
Department: COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Institute Name: PRATHYUSHA ENGINEERING COLLEGE
College Address: PRATHYUSHA ENGINEERING COLLEGE
Aranvoyal Kuppam, Poonamallee, Tiruvallur road, Tiruvallur - 602025.
Award Title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 25
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = yes

1AEA28

Name: Dr. B.Dhiyanesh
Email: dhiyanu87@gmail.com
Phone No.: 9789414941
Qualification: M.Tech, Ph.D
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Computer Science and Engineering
Institute Name: Hindusthan College of Engineering and Technology, Coimbatore
College Address: Hindusthan College of Engineering & Technology, Othakalmandapam
(Post), Pollachi Main Road, Coimbatore - 641 032.
Award Title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 11.4
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = No

1AEA29

Name: Mr. Chittaranjan Routray
Qualification: M.Sc, Ph.D (Contd.)
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Chemistry
Institute Name: Centurion University of Technology and Management, Odisha, India
College Address: Department of Chemistry, Centurion University of Technology and
Management, Odisha
At: Ramachandrapur
PO: Jatni
Dist: Khurda
Dist: Odisha
PIN: 752050
Award Title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 12 years
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
1AEA30

Name: Prof. A J A RANJITSINGH
Qualification: PhD
Designation: PROFESSOR
Department: BIOTECHNOLOGY
Institute name: PRATHYUSHA ENGINEERING COLLEGE
College address: POONTHAMALLEE-TIRUVALUR ROAD, CHENNAI 602025
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 35
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA31

Name: Dr. T. Felixkala
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Professor (Dean-Student Affairs)
Department: Civil Engineering
Institute name: Dr. M. G. R Educational and Research Institute
College address: Periyar E.V.R. High Road, Viswasa Nagar, Maduravoyal, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600095.
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 25
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA32

Name: Mr. Prathamesh Sunil Nadkarni
Qualification: PhD (Educational & Research) (Pursuing), MBA- Mkt, PGDM- IB, Masters in Digital Marketing, B E Mechanical
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Management Studies
Institute name: AIMS Institute of Management Studies
College address: Sr. No. 36/3/C, Katraj - Kondhwa Rd, Shri Swami Samantha Nagar, Gokul Nagar, Katraj, Pune, Maharashtra 411046
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 6
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA33

Name: Dr. Dr. J. INDUMATHI
Qualification: B.Sc, M.A, M.B.A, B.E, M.E, Ph.D, D.Sc, D.Litt.,
Designation: PROFESSOR
Department: Information Science and Technology
Institute name: Anna University
College address: College of Engineering, Sardar Patel Road, Guindy, Chennai-600025

awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 30
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA34

Name: Mr. Sendhil Annamalai
Qualification: B.E., MBA., Phd (persuing)
Designation: C0-Founder and COO
Department: Operations, HR and International Business
Institute name: OnlySuccess learnership Academy Pvt ltd
College address: No3A, Kurunji Apartments, Mg Road., Adyar, Chennai

awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 23
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA35

Name: Dr. Dr. Syed Tabassum Sultana
Qualification: MBA, M Phil, M.A, Ph. D(Management)
Designation: Principal and Professor
Department: Management Studies
Institute name: Matrusri Institute of PG Studies, Hyderabad
College address: Matrusri Institute of PG Studies, Saidabad, Hyderabad
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 18 Years
Are you the existing Professional/Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA36

Name: Dr. Sheshang Degadwala
Qualification: Ph.D. (Computer Engineering)
Designation: Associate Professor & Head of Department
Department: Computer Engineering
Institute name: Sigma Institute of Engineering
College address: A/13 Anurag Colony, Near Matariya Talav, Link Road, Bharuch, Gujarat 392001

awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 7 years 6 months
Are you the existing Professional/Student Member of InSc = yes

1AEA37

Name: Dr. K. RADHIKA
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Electronics and Communication Engineering
Institute name: Muthayammal Engineering College (Autonomous)
College address: Muthayammal Engineering College (Autonomous)
Kakkaveri,
Rasipuram
Namakkal (Dt)
Tamilnadu
Pin: 637408

awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 14
Are you the existing Professional/Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA38

Name: Dr. K. KARTHIKEYAN
Qualification: MCA., M.Phil., PGDCN., Ph.D
Designation: HOD/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  
Department: COMPUTER SCIENCE & APPLICATION  
institute name: SAS, AVIT CAMPUS, VMRF  
College address: SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCE  
AVIT CAMPUS, VMRF  
PAIYANOOR, CHENNAI - 603 104  
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 24  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA39

Name: Dr. Pankaj Kumar Tyagi  
Qualification: PhD, M.Phil, MTA, BA(TTM)  
Designation: Assistant Professor III  
Department: Amity Institute of Travel and Tourism  
institute name: Amity University, Noida  
College address: Amity Institute of Travel and Tourism  
Block I-1, Amity University, Noida - 201303  
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 16  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = yes

1AEA40

Name: Dr. GIRISHKUMAR  
Qualification: B.E (EEE)., M.E(PS), M.SC(YOGA), Ph.D (EEE)  
Designation: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
Department: DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING  
institute name: GOVERNMENT POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE  
College address: NO 41 KRM NAGAR (4TH CROSS EAST), ANNAMALAI NAGAR, CHIDAMBARAM - 608002  
awardtitle: Academic Excellence Award  
Experience: 13 YEARS  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA41

Name: Mrs. TRUPTI YOGESH KULKARNI  
Qualification: BA IN PSYCHOLOGY PG IN CHILD AND FAMILY COUNSELING (PSYCHOLOGY)
Designation: FOUNDER / PRESIDENT / COUNSELOR / TRAINER
Department: NGO AND COUNSELING CENTER HEAD
Institute name: MAHATMA PHULE SHIKSHAN VIKAS SANSTHA
College address: MAHATMA PHULE SHIKSHAN VIKAS SANSTHA
PRIYANKS RESIDENCY, FLAT NO B/22, BEHIND VAIBHAV CINEMA, NEAR 32 NO MUNICIPAL SCHOOL
HADAPSAR
PUNE - 411028
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 10+
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1AEA42

Name: Dr. SREEVIDYA.V
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department: CIVIL ENGINEERING
Institute name: SRI KRISHNA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
College address: SRI KRISHNA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
ARIVOLI NAGAR
KOVAIPUDUR
COIMBATORE
TAMILNADU- 641042
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 15
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = yes

1AEA43

Name: Dr. P Rizwan Ahmed
Qualification: MCA., M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D,
Designation: Assoc. Professor & Head
Department: Computer Applications and IT
Institute name: Mazharul Uloom College
College address: Mazharul Uloom College
Reddythoppu, Ambur â€“ 635 802
Tirupattur District, Tamil Nadu, INDIA
Phone: 04174 â€“ 242644
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 10+
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
Name: Dr. Nisheeth Joshi
Qualification: MTech, PhD
Designation: Associate Professor
Department: Computer Science
Institute name: Banasthali Vidyapith
College address: Dr. Nisheeth Joshi
Associate Professor
Banasthali Vidyapith
Banasthali - 304022
Rajasthan
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: 14
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
Best Teacher Awardees

(School Level)

First Stage JANUARY for 2020
1STA1

Name: Mr. Suresh Chandphulwari
Qualification: B.Sc(Maths), M.A.(Geography), B.Ed
Designation: Senior Teacher
Department: Secondary Education Department Of Rajasthan Government
Institute Name: Govt. Sr. Sec. School Devata
College Address: Jamalpur Street No Zero, Beawar, District Ajmer, Rajasthan
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 11 Year

1STA2

Name: Mr. Ramchander Swami
Qualification: M.Com(Eafm), M.A.(Hindi), M.A.(History) M.Ed.
Designation: Teacher
Department: Education
Institute Name: Govt. Sec. School Ridamalsar, Bikaner.
College Address: Ridamalsar, Bikaner.
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 21 Years

1STA3

Name: Mr. Vishnu Kant Sahay
Qualification: M.P.Ed., M.Phil. (Physical Education)
Designation: Physical Education Teacher
Teaching Level: 1-5
School Name: St. Joseph's Convent Sr. Sec. School, Idgah Hills, Bhopal
School Address: 74 Laxmi Nagar Piplani
Experience: 20

1STA4

Name: Mrs. Prasanna Mantraratnam
Qualification: Ph.D In Music
Designation: Music Teacher
Teaching Level: 5-10
School Name: Tswrs/Jr.C, Kallur. Khammam District
School Address : Tswrs/Jr.C, Kallur.
Nsp Quarters
Kallur
Khammam District
Experience: 26
Are You A Member Of Insc: No

1STA5

Name: Mr. Madhab Moharana
Qualification: M. Ed. , M. Music.
Designation : Teacher
Teaching Level : 1to7
School Name : Mukteswerdev U. P. School.
School Address : At/Po..Sundarpur, Dist. Khordha, Odisha. 13
Experience: 13+

1STA6

Name: Mr. Manoj Kumar
Qualification: Graduation & Diploma In Education
Designation : Jbt Teacher
Teaching Level : 1 To 5
School Name : Government Primary School Delu Majra
School Address : Government Primary School Delu Majra,
Village Delu Majra,
P. O Naneola, Ambala City-134003.
Distt Ambala. Haryana
Experience: 9

1STA7

Name: Dr. Seema Tanwar
Qualification: Ph.D (Psychology)
Designation : Counsellor
Teaching Level : Counselling Of Students
School Name : Army Public School
School Address : Army Public School,
# 90, Alexandera Road,
Ambala Cantt-133001.
Haryana
Experience: 17

1STA8

Name: Mrs. Sheetal Sanjay Jade
Qualification: Ma.Bed (English)
Designation: Asst Teacher
Teaching Level: 8 To 10
School Name: Shri H.B Sanghavi High School Khedgaon (Nandiche)
School Address: Shri H.B Sanghavi High School Khedgaon - 424201(Nandiche) Tal-Pachoradist- Jalgaon Maharastra
Experience: 19

1STA9

Name: Mr. Nileshkumarrambhaujiingole
Designation: Assistant Teacher And Incharge Head Master
Teaching Level: 1 To 5
School Name: Head Master, Z.P. School Barhanpur, Post Riddhapur, Tq Morshi, District Amravati, Maharashtra, India, 444704
School Address: Head Master, Z.P. School Barhanpur, Post Riddhapur, Tq Morshi, District Amravati, Maharashtra, India, 444704
Experience: 14

1STA10

Name: Mr. Anil Kumar Sa
Qualification: Bsc Bed
Designation: Asst. Teacher
Department: Mass And School Education
Institute Name: Sinapal Nodal High School Sinaali
College Address: At-Sinapali
Po-Sinapali
Dist-Nuapada
Odisha
Experience: 13
1STA11

Name: Mr. Nileshkumarrambhaujiingole
Designation: Assistant Teacher And Incharge Head Master
Department: Education Department, Government Of Maharashtra
Institute Name: Z.P. School Barhanpur Tq Morshi District Amravati Maharashtra India
Pin 444704
College Address: Z.P. School Barhanpur, Tq Morshi, District Amravati, Maharashtra India Pin 444704
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 14

1STA12

Name: Mrs. Ritu Dheman
Qualification: B.A, B.Ed, Ntt,
Designation: Prt
Department: Middle Wing
Institute Name: Delhi Public School Greater Noida
College Address: Delhi Public School Greater Noida Sector Gamma - II, Greater Noida City Distt. Gautambudh Nagar, U.P.-201310
Award title: Academic Excellence Award
Experience: Since 2002

1STA13

Name: Dr. Rukmani Girishkumar
Qualification: Bnys., M.Sc(Yoga), M.Sc(Psychology), Ph.D(Yoga)
Designation: Yoga Instructor
Department: Centre For Yoga Studies
Institute Name: Annamalai University
College Address: Annamalai University, Annamalai Nagar,
Chidambaram - 608002
Tamilnadu
India
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 16 Years

1STA14

Name: Mr. Vivek Kumar Singh
Qualification: M.Tech
Designation: Pgt Computer
Teaching Level: 8 To 10
School Name: Kanha Makhan Public School
School Address: Saraswati Kund Masani Mathura
Experience: 6 Years

1STA15

Name: Mr. Rajesh Kumar Rathi
Designation: Hindi Teacher
Teaching Level: 6 To 8
School Name: G.M.S. Nawada R Block Bapoli District Panipat
School Address: G.M.S. Nawada R Block Bapoli District Panipat
Experience: 24

1STA16

Name: Mr. Krishna Kumar Kashyap
Qualification: M.Sc., B.Ed.
Designation: Lecturer
Teaching Level: 4 To 12
School Name: Govt. Higher Secondary School Bhadesar
School Address: Govt. Higher Secondary School Bhadesar,
P.O. - Dhaneli,
Block - Nawagarh
District - Janjgir-Champa
Chhattisgarh
Pin Code - 495668
Experience: 21 Years

ISTA17
Name: Mr. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwary
Qualification: M.Sc., B.Ed.
Designation: PGT Mathematics
Department: Mathematics/Academics
Institute Name: Dav Public School Ccl Giridih
College Address: Dav Public School Ccl Giridih
P.O. Beniadih District: Giridih
Pin: 815311
State: Jharkhand
Award Title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 15 Years+

ISTA18
Name: Mr. Dinesh Sharma
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Ed
Designation: Pgt(Mathematics)
Teaching Level: 6 To 12
School Name: Ndmc Navyug School
School Address: Ndmc Navyug School
Opposite Block-5, Lodhi Road
110003
Experience: 32
ISTA19

Name: Mr. Dhirendra Kumar Saini  
Qualification: B.Tech  
Designation: PGT  
Teaching Level: 11 To 12  
School Name: Oswal Sr. Sec. School Sujangarh Managed By Jivem Education  
School Address: Oswal Sr. Sec. School Kothari Road, Near Sethia Garden Sujangarh.  
Dist. - Churu  
State: Rajasthan  
Pin: 331507  
Experience: 06

ISTA20

Name: Mr. N Meenakshi Sundaram  
Qualification: Msc Med Pgdem Pgds Pgdsa  
Designation: PG Teacher  
Teaching Level: Grade 11 To 12  
School Name: Govt (B) Hr Sec School  
School Address: Govt (B) Hr Sec School Y Othakkadai Madurai 625007  
Experience: 30  
Are You A Member Of Insc: No.....

ISTA21

Name: Dr. Dr. Ranjit Das  
Qualification: M.A. B.Ed, M.Phil, P.Hd  
Designation: Assistant Teacher  
Teaching Level: Grade 8 To 10  
School Name: Tenpur Nabasan Anantaram High School (H.S) -Present School  
School Address: P.O+ P.S= Bagnan, Dist- Howrah, West Bengal-711303, India  
Experience: Total 31 Years
ISTA22

Name: Ms. Ruchi Aggarwal  
Qualification: M. Sc., B. Ed  
Designation : Biology Lecture.  
Teaching Level : 8-10  
School Name : K. L. Arya Dav Public School  
School Address : D. N. College Road Hisar Haryana  
Experience: 3

ISTA23

Name: Mr. Jafeesh J  
Qualification: Msc Physics, M.Phil Photonics, M.Tech Applied Electronics  
Designation : Vocational Higher Secondary School Teacher In Physics  
Teaching Level : 11-12 Class Higher Secondary  
School Name : Gvhss Karakulam  
School Address : Gvhss Karakulam Karakulam Po Thiruvananthapuram  
Pin 695564  
Experience: 13

ISTA24

Name: Dr. Kamal Krishna Das  
Qualification: M.Sc,B Ed, Ph D  
Designation : Assistant Teacher  
Teaching Level : 10+2 Level Ie Higher Secondary Level.  
School Name : Chanchal Siddheswari Institution  
School Address : Chanchal College Road, Po & Ps - Chanchal District - Malda ( West Bengal )  
Pin - 732123  
Experience: 26

ISTA25

Name: Mr. Konathala Phani Bhushan Sridhar  
Qualification: Master Of Social Work (M.S.W), M.A. (History), M.A. (English), B.Ed  
Designation : Secondary Grade Teacher (Primary School Teacher)
Teaching Level : 1 To 5 (Primary Classes)
School Name : Mandal Parishad Primary School, Moolapeta
School Address : Moolapeta Village, Thummapala Post, Anakapalli Mandal, Visakhapatnam District, Andhra Pradesh - 531032
Experience: 23 Years

1STA26

Name: Ms. Mamta Harshkhray Bhatt
Qualification: Ma. Med
Designation : Educationer
Teaching Level : 1 To 7
School Name : Gudiyali Pramary School.Mandvi Kutch
School Address : Near Limdavali Haveli
S.K.Varma Road.
Mandvi Kutch
Gujarat
370465
Experience: 21 Years

1STA27

Name: Mr. Anukul Biswas
Qualification: M.Sc. In Mathematics, Bachelor Of Education
Designation : Assistant Teacher
Teaching Level : 8 To 10
School Name : Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda Vidyamandir, Malda West Bengal.
School Address : North Krishnapally,Bank Colony, P.O.: Malda, District : Malda, West Bengal
Experience: 17

1STA28

Name: Mr. Chandrasekaran . N
Qualification: M.A.B.Ed.,
Designation : Trained Graduate Teacher ( Tamil)
Teaching Level : 1 To 8
School Name : Government Middle School - Pandasozhanallur
School Address : Government Middle School  
Pandasozhanallur, Sorapoor Road, 
Puducherry- 605106  
Experience: 19 Years

1STA29

Name: Mr. Dinesh Sharma  
Qualification: M.Sc, M.Ed  
Designation : PGT(Mathematics)  
Teaching Level : 6 To 12  
School Name : Ndmc Navyug School  
School Address : Lodhi Road Opposite Block-5  
Lodhi Road 110003  
Experience: 32

1STA30

Name: Mrs. Jayashri Kalyanrao Chavan  
Qualification: M. Sc. B. Ed Physics  
Designation : Asst Teacher  
teaching level : 11 &12 science  
School name : Smt P A. Sodha Sarvajanik marathi highschool &Haji A. M. Vhora junior college Navapur District Nandurbar Maharashtra  
School address : Smt. P. A. Sodha Sarvajanik marathi highschool & Haji A. M. Vhora Junior college Navapur district Nandurbar Maharashtra 425418  
Experience: 21yrs  
are you a member of insc: No  
Award for: Best School Teacher

1STA31

Name: Mrs. R.Anita  
Qualification: B.Sc., M.A., B.Ed.,  
Designation : Trained Graduate Teacher  
teaching level : 8  
School name : Govt high school Mettupalayam  
School address : No: 1, School Street, Mettupalayam, Puducherry - 605009.
Experience: 23
are you a member of insc: No

1STA32

Name: Mr. Pramod Jankiram Kele
Qualification: M.A English B.ed
Designation: Higher secondary teacher
teaching level: 11 th 12 th
School name: Late Uttamrao Deshmukh secondary and higher secondary Ashram school
School address: Chincholi2 tehsil Digras Dist Yavatmal Maharashtra
Experience: 5
are you a member of insc: No

1STA33

Name: Mr. VIRUPAKSHI.R.HIREMATH
Qualification: LLM,MBA,Digital Marketing - IIM - Jammu,FDP - IIM Trichy,(Ph.D)
Designation: Lecturer
Department: Management
Institute name: IEMS B-SCHOOL
College address: IEMS B-SCHOOL Plot no - 129-132,Tarihal Industrial Area
Airport Road,Hubli -580026
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 2 Years 10 Months
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1STA34

Name: Mrs. Sakshi Singh
Qualification: MBA,B.ed,B.A
Designation: Assistant Teacher
Department: English and Social Science
Institute name: Sunbeam English School, Bhagwanpur,Varanasi
College address: 206, lanka ,B.H.U
Near trauma centre
Varanasi
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 15 years
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

ISTA35

Name: Ms. Neetu Sharma
Qualification: MPEd
Designation: TGT physical education teacher
teaching level: 1 to 8
School name: DPS Jaipur
School address: Delhi Public School
Sec 6 vidhyadhar nagar jaipur
Experience: 18
Are you a member of insc: No

ISTA36

Name: Mr. MADAN LAL MEENA
Qualification: MA,BEd
Designation: Sr.Teacher
teaching level: 8-10
School name: GOVT.SR.SEC.SCHOOL, CHIDIYA,GIDA,BARMER, RAJASTHAN
School address: Govt.sr.sec.school, chidiya,gida,barmer,raj.
Experience: 17 years
Are you a member of insc: No

ISTA37

Name: Mrs. Jatashri Kalyanrao Chavan
Qualification: M. Sc. B. Ed Physics
Designation: Asst Teacher
teaching level: 11 &12 science
School name: Smt P A. Sodha Sarvajanik marathi highschool & Haji A. M. Vhora junior college Navapur District Nandurbar Maharashtra
School address: Smt. P. A. Sodha Sarvajanik marathi highschool & Haji A. M. Vhora Junior college Navapur District Nandurbar Maharashtra pin code 425418
Experience: 21yrs

148
are you a member of insc: No

1STA38

Name: Mr. MEDIKALA ANJAIAH
Qualification: M.A, B.Sc, B.Ed,
Designation: Telugu Language Teacher
teaching level: 6th to 10th
School name: ZPHS Marrigadda
School address: H.NO:6-61/2 POST AND MANDAL :CHANDURTHI 
DIST:RAJANNA 505403 TELANGANA
Experience: 10 years
are you a member of insc: No

1STA39

Name: Mr. MADAN LAL MEENA
Qualification: MA, BEd
Designation: Sr. Teacher
Department: EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Institute name: GOVT.SR.SEC.SCHOOL, CHIDIYA,GIDA,BARMER, RAJ.
College address: CHIDIYA,GIDA,BARMER,RAJ.
awardtitle:Best Teacher Award
Experience: 17 YEARS
Award for: Best School Teacher

1STA40

Name: Dr. SAURABH MANRO
Qualification: PHD
Designation: SCIENCE MASTER
teaching level: GRADE 6 TO 8
School name: GOVT MIDDLE SCHOOL KHATTRA
School address: B.NO. 33, H.NO. 223, PEER KHANA ROAD NEAR TIWARI DI KOTHI, 
KHANNA, PUNJAB
Experience: 12 YEARS
are you a member of insc: No
1STA41

Name: Ms. PATEL NEETABEN MANILAL  
Qualification: HSC, C.Ped, B.A  
Designation: TEACHER  
Department: EDUCATION  
institute name: KUVALA PAY CENTER SCHOOL  
College address: AT PO KUVALA TA BHABHAR DIST BANASKANTHA PIN 385320  
awardtitle: Best Teacher Award  
Experience: 12 YEARS  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1STA42

Name: Mr. ANANDAKUMAR.R  
Qualification: M.Sc., CHEMISTRY, M.S.c., PSYCHOLOGY. B.ED., D.T.ED., D.I.Y  
Designation: GRADUATE TEACHER  
teaching level: 6 TO 8  
School name: PANCHAYATH UNION MIDDLE SCHOOL, KALAPPANAIKENPALAYAM.  
School address: KANUVAI POST, COIMBATORE NORTH. COIMBATORE DISTRICT. PIN -641 108  
Experience: 25 years  
are you a member of insc: No

1STA43

Name: Mrs. Jayashri Kalyanrao Chavan  
Qualification: M. Sc. B. Ed Physics  
Designation: Asst Teacher  
teaching level: 11 &12 science  
School name: Smt P A. Sodha Sarvajanik marathi highschool &Haji A. M. Vhora junior college Navapur District Nandurbar Maharashtra  
School address: Smt. P. A. Sodha Sarvajanik Marathi high school &Haji A. M. Vhora Junior college Navapur district Nandurbar pin no 425418 Maharashtra.  
Experience: 21yrs
HOD of the Year Awardees

First Stage January for 2020
1HOD1

Name: Mr. Manoj Kumar Varshaney  
Qualification: MIE India  
Designation: Sr. Lecturer/Hod  
Department: Civil Engineering  
Institute Name: D.N.Polytechnic Meerut  
College Address: D.N.Polytechnic Meerut, U.P.  
250103  
Experience: 32 Years  
Are You The Existing Professional / Student Member Of Insc = Yes  
Are You The Existing Reviewer/Advisory Committee Member Of Insc? = No

1HOD2.

Name: Dr. Ramesh Nagarajappa  
Qualification: MDS  
Designation: Professor And Head  
Department: Public Health Dentistry  
Institute Name: Institute Of Dental Sciences  
College Address: Kalinganagar, Bhubaneswar  
Experience: 20 Years

1HOD3.

Name: Ms. Sonal Pramod Patil  
Qualification: DCO, BE(CSE), M.TECH(CSE), Phd(Pursuing)  
Designation: Assistant Professor, Hod (Cse & It)  
Department: Computer Science And Engineering  
Institute Name: G. H. Raisoni Institute Of Engineering And Management, Jalgaon  
College Address: Gat No. 57/1, Shirsolli Road, Jalgaon  
Experience: 10.7
1HOD4

Name: Dr. A. Josephthatheyus
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Ed., Ph.D., PGDCA
Designation: Associate Professor & Head
Department: Pg & Research Department Of Zoology
Institute Name: The American College
College Address: The American College, Goripalayam, Madurai-625002
Experience: 27 Years

1HOD5

Name: Dr. V. Subedha
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Prof And Head
Department: CSE
Institute Name: Panimalar Institute Of Technology
College Address: Chennai
Experience: 22 Years

1HOD6

Name: Dr. Jayaraman P
Qualification: B.E., M.E., Ph.D.
Designation: Professor & Hod
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute Name: Prathyusha Engineering College
College Address: Poonamallee Tiruvallur Road, Aranvoyalkuppam, Tiruvallur 602025
Experience: 18

1HOD7

Name: Dr. Elcey C D
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Professor & Head of the Department
Department : Life Sciences  
institute name : Kristu Jayanti College (Autonomous)  
College address : Kristu JayantiCollege (Autonomous), K. Narayanapura, Kothanur Post, Bangalore - 560077  
Experience: 23+ Years  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no  

1HOD8  
Name: Mr. R.K.MUTHURAMAN  
Qualification: M.E., M.B.A., (Ph.D)  
Designation : Assisitant Professor & Head  
Department : Aerospace Engineering  
institute name : Periyar maniammai institute of Science and Technology  
College address : Department of Aerospace Engineering, Periyar Maniammai Institute of Science & Technology, Periyar Nagar, Vallam, Thanjavur, Tamilnadu- 613403  
Experience: 6  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no  

1HOD9  
Name: Dr. P. Dhasarathan  
Qualification: M.Sc., M. Tech., Ph.D.,  
Designation : Associate Professor  
Department : Biotechnology  
institute name : Prathyusha Engineering College  
College address : Prathyusha Engineering College Poonamallee to Thiruvallur High Road, Tiruvallur, Chennai - 602025  
Experience: 19  
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no  

1HOD10  
Name: Dr. Sheshang Degadwala  
Qualification: Ph.D. (Computer Engineering)
Designation : Associate Professor & Head of Department
Department : Computer Engineering
institute name : Sigma Institute of Engineering
College address : A/13, Anurag Colony, Near Matariya Talav, Link Road, Bharuch, Gujarat 392001
Experience: 7 years 6 months
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = yes

1HOD11

Name: Dr. K SARAVANAN
Qualification: Ph. D.
Designation : Professor & Head
Department : Chemical Engineering
institute name : Kongu Engineering College
College address : Perundurai - 638060
Erode District,
Tamil Nadu.
Experience: 25
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1HOD12

Name: Dr. P Rizwan Ahmed
Qualification: MCA., M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D,
Designation : Assoc. Professor & Head
Department : Computer Applications and IT
institute name : Mazharul Uloom College
College address : Mazharul Uloom College
Reddythoppu, Ambur “ 635 802
Tirupattur District, Tamil Nadu, INDIA
Phone : 04174 -242644
Experience: 10+
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
Principal of the Year Awardees

(School Level)

First Stage January 2020
1SPA1

Name: Ms Aparna Magee
Qualification: M.Sc, B.Ed
Designation : Principal
Department : School
Institute Name : Ramagya School
College Address : E-7, Sec-50, Noida
Experience: 26 Years

1SPA2

Name: Mrs. Sunayana Gupta
Qualification: M.A B.Ed
Designation : Principal
Teaching Level : Grade 8 To 10
School Name : Sahaj International School
School Address : Plot No 3, Gyan Khand Indirapuram Uttar Pradesh
Experience: 28

1SPA3

Name: Mr. Jai Pravveen P
Qualification: B Tech,M.Sc,M.B.A,B.Ed
Designation : Principal
Teaching Level : 8
School Name : Dav Matric Higher Secondary School Avadi
School Address : #7,Rajaji Street,Kamaraj Nagar,Avadi,Chennai - 600071.
Experience: 8

1SPA4

Name: Mr. Vipin Kumar Tyagi
Qualification: Msc Physics,Mapol.Sc,Mahr,Med,Pgdpm&Lw,Pdh,Pde
Designation : Principal
Department : Kvs
Institute Name : Kv No 1 Roorkee
InS Awards 2020 Stage 1 (JANUARY 2020)

College Address : K V No 1
Khanjarpur
Roorkee-247667
Experience: 32 Years

1SPA5

Name: Mr. Rajeev Kumar Verma
Qualification: Ma, B.Ed
Designation : Principal
Department : Education
Institute Name : Gagan Public School
College Address : Sec-4 Greater Noida West
Experience: 17

1SPA6

Name: Dr. Rajeev Ranjan Singh
Qualification: Doctorate
Designation : Principal
Department : Cbse School
Institute Name : Mount Columbus International School
College Address : Himmatpur Road, Simbhaoli, Distt-Hapur
Uttar Pradesh 245207
Experience: 15

1SPA7

Name: Mr. Jojo K A (Abraham)
Qualification: M A(Mal), M A ( Eng), M Sc ( Evs), Pg Dip. In Tourism Management, Pg Diploma In Pr
Designation : Principal
Teaching Level : 8-10
School Name : Infant Jesus Residential School
School Address : Infant Jesus Residential School, Kattappana P O, Idukki, Kerala. Pin 685508
Experience: 11
1SPA8

Name: Dr. Rajeev Ranjan Singh
Qualification: Doctorate
Designation: Principal
Department: Cbse School
Institute Name: Mount Columbus International School
College Address: Flat No. 11009, Tower 1, Block E2, Gh-7, Crossing Republic
Experience: 15

1SPA9

Name: Mrs. Manmita Das Raina
Qualification: M.A,B.Ed
Designation: Principal
Department: Education
Institute Name: Sns Vidya Mandir
College Address: Sns Vidya Mandir, Shusheelnagar, Camproad, Talabtillo
Jammu. 180002
Experience: 23 Years

1SPA10

Name: Ms. N.Iswariya Devi
Qualification: M.a.,B.Ed.,Mca.,Mba.,M.Phil
Designation: Principal
Teaching Level: Grade 10
School Name: Sbk International School
School Address: 4/1a, Vasantham Nagar, Sbk College Road,
Aruppukottai-626101
Experience: 13
1SPA11

Name: Mr. Moorthy G
Qualification: M.A., B.E.D
Designation: Headmaster
Department: Education
Government School
Institute Name: Panchayat Union Elementary School. Thottiyapatti., K.Paramathi Union,
K, Karur District., Tamilnadu
College Address: Vigneshillam.Amaravathinagar .Malaichiyur
Chinnadharapuram
Experience: 20

1SPA12

Name: Mrs. Naziya Aejaj Nawab
Qualification: B.Sc.B.Ed
Designation: Principal
Department: School
Institute Name: Indo Kids English School
College Address: Jawahar Nagar Near Deccan Mills Behind Sonali Hotel , Ichalkaranji
Award title: Best Teacher Award
Experience: 16

1SPA13

Name: Mr. Maheshkumar Nanalal Thakar
Qualification: B.Sc., B.Ed.
Designation: Principal
Department: Higher Secondary
Institute Name: Narayan Vidyavihar
College Address: Nr. Alaknanda Park, P.O. Narmadanagar, P.B. No. 9, Bholav, Bharuch
Experience: 20
Name: Mr. Kiri Laxminarayan Dalpatji  
Qualification: M.Sc. B.Ed.  
Designation: Principal  
Teaching Level: Grade 8 To 10  
School Name: Smt. M. G. Patel Sainik School For Girls  
School Address: Gampat Vidyanagar Campus  
Taluka And District: Mehsana  
Pin: 384002  
Experience: 17 Years

1SPA15

Name: Dr. R. Saisudha  
Qualification: M.A.,M.Phil.,M.Ed.,  
Designation: Principal  
Teaching Level: Hr. Secondary  
School Name: Valluvar Gurukulam Higher Secondary School  
School Address: 220, G S T Road, Tambaram West, Chennai 600045  
Experience: 33 Years

1SPA16

Name: Mr. Milind Sarjerao Wagh  
Qualification: M. Sc. B. Ed chemistry  
Designation: Principal  
teaching level: 5 to 12 class  
School name: Smt P A. Sodha Sarvajanik marathi highschool &Haji A. M. Vhora junior college Navapur District Nandurbar Maharashtra  
School address: Smt. P. A. Sodha Sarvajanik marathi highschool & Haji A. M. Vhora Junior college Navapur . District Nandurbar 425418  
Experience: 14 yrs assistance teacher & 7 years as a principal  
are you a member of insc: No
1SPA17

Name: Mrs. MRIDULA BANERJEE  
Qualification: M.Sc, B.Ed, M.Ed (F.Y)  
Designation : Principal  
teaching level : 9 th & 10 th  
School name : Anandi Public School, Udgir  
School address : S.T. colony, UDGIR  
Experience: 5 years as a Principal  
are you a member of insc: No

1SPA18

Name: Ms. Sanghamitra banerjee  
Qualification: B.Tech, MA., MEd., Phd (pursuing)  
Designation : Principal  
teaching level : 8 to 10  
School name : Gateway International School  
School address : GATEWAY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, NEELANKARAI  
No.2/664, Rangareddy Garden,  
ECR, Neelankarai, Thiruvanmiyur,  
Chennai - 600 041.  
Experience: 14

1SPA19

Name: Dr. Ramesh  
Qualification: MBA,MA,M.SC,M.Com, M.Ed,M.Phil,P.hD  
Designation : Principal  
teaching level : 8 to 12  
School name : SCAD WORLD SCHOOL  
School address : National Highways, Pazhaveli  
Chengalpet - 603111
Experience: 18
are you a member of insc: No
Principal of the Year Awardees

(Higher Education)

First Stage January for 2020
1BPA1
Name: Mr. Vipin Kumar Tyagi
Qualification: Msc Physics, Ma Pol.Sc, Ma Hr, Med, Pgdpm & Lw, Pdh, Pde
Designation: Principal
Department: Kvs
Institute Name: Kv No 1 Roorkee
College Address: K V No 1 Khanjarpur
Roorkee-247667
Experience: 32 Years

1BPA2
Name: Mrs. Hiral Chavada
Qualification: Cig, Pgdgc, Pghrm, B, Com, B.Ed
Designation: Proprietor & Principal
Department: Education & Management Department
Institute Name: Mayurhir's Achiever's Kinderland & Achievers International School
College Address: 9/10, Purshottam Park, Subhanpura High Tension Road At Jhansi Rani Circle, Vadodara-390023.
Experience: 14

1BPA3
Name: Mrs. Dr. S. Rajamani
Qualification: Msc., Mba., Msc(Psy)., Phd.,
Designation: Principal
Department: Mental Health Nursing.
Institute Name: College Of Nursing,
College Address: College Of Nursing, Madurai Medical College, Madurai
Experience: 2 1/2 Years As Principal

1BPA4
Name: Mr. Kanagiri Sn Prasad
Qualification: Ma, Mphil
Designation: Honorary Correspondent Of Ajhs Proprietor Of Kanagiri Infotech
Department: Edcation And Software
Institute Name: Kanagiri Infotech
College Address: H.No 3-13-115/1, Kanagiri Sri Ramulu Arcade, Srinivasapuram, Ramanthpu, Opp: Srigaythri Hospital.
Experience: More Than 25 Years
1BPA5

Name: Dr. Ajitkumar Gokulprasad. Jaiswal  
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., P.Hd.  
Designation : Principal  
Department : Botany  
Institute Name : Arts, Commerce And Science College Navapur; Dist. Nandurbar 425418 Maharashtra  
Experience: 29 Years

1BPA6

Name: Dr. J.Maheswaran  
Qualification: Be,Me,Ph.D  
Designation : Principal  
Department : Civil Engineering  
Institute Name : St.Xavier's Catholic College Of Engineering  
College Address : Nagercoil-626003 Kanyakumari District Tamilnadu  
Experience: 32 Years Out Of Which 10 Years Exclusively As Principal

1BPA7

Name: Mrs. Dr.S.Rajamani  
Qualification: Msc.(N)., Mba,Msc(Psy),Phd.  
Designation : Principal  
Department : Mental Health Nursing.  
Institute Name : College Of Nursing, Madurai Medical College, Madurai.  
College Address : College Of Nursing, Madurai Medical College, Madurai.  
Experience: 5 Years

1BPA8
Name: Dr. N.VETRIVELAN
Qualification: MCA., M.Phil., Ph. D (NIT, Trichy)
Designation: Principal & Director/ MCA, Professor
Department: Computer Science and Applications
Institute name: Srinivasan College of Arts and Science
College address: Srinivasan College of Arts and Science, Thuraiyur Road, Perambalur-621212.
Experience: 25
College url: www.scas.ac.in
Area of research = Mobile and Ad Hoc Networking.

1BPA9

Name: Dr. Badrunnisa S
Qualification: PhD
Designation: Principal
Department: Degree
Institute name: Krupanidhi Degree College
College address: 12/1, Chikka Bellandur Carmelaram Post, Varthur Hobli, Off Sarjapur Rd, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560035
Experience: 16
College url: krupanidhidegree.in
Area of research = Biochemistry
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BPA10

Name: Mr. Shajil Anthru
Qualification: MTECH, Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt
Designation: Principal
Department: Technical Education Department, Government Of Kerala
Institute name: Mahakavi Vennikulam Gopalakurup Memorial Government Polytechnic College, Vennikulam
College Address: Mahakavi Vennikulam Gopalakurup Memorial Government Polytechnic College, Vennikulam, Pathanamthitta, Kerala
PIN 689544
Experience: 29
College url: http://gpcvennikulam.ac.in
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
1BPA11

Name: Dr. Sivangi Suryanarayana Raju
Qualification: Ph.D.
Designation: Principal
Department: Biotechnology
institute name: GIET ENGINEERING COLLEGE
College address: Dr.S Suryanarayana Raju MIG 232
AP HB Colony Lalachervu Rajahmundry E G Dt., AP.
533 106
Experience: Research - 25 Years; Teaching-23 Years; Academic Administration-18 Years: Vice Principal -9 Years ; Principal -9 Years.
collegeurl: www.gietec.ac.in
area of research = Chemical Energetics Environmental Biotechnology Civil Environmental Engineering Educational Technology Bioremediation

1BPA12

Name: Mr. SHAJIL ANTHRU
Qualification: MTECH, LEAN SIX SIGMA MASTER BLACK BELT
Designation: PRINCIPAL
Department: TECHNICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF KERALA
institute name: MAHAKAVI VENNIKULAM GOPALAKURUP MEMORIAL GOVERNMENT POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE, VENNIKULAM
College address: MAHAKAVI VENNIKULAM GOPALA, KURUP MEMORIAL GOVERNMENT POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE, VENNIKULAM, PATHANAMTHITTA DISTRICT, KERALA,
Experience: 29
collegeurl: http://gpcvennikulam.ac.in
area of research = INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERING, WASTE MANAGEMENT, SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION, QUALITY MANAGEMENT, SIX SIGMA, ISO 9000, MANAGEMENT, FICTION
1BPA13

Name: Dr. G. Emerson Robin
Qualification: M.Sc., M.Phil., B.Ed., Ph.D.
Designation: Senior Principal
Department: Physics
Institute name: John Dewey Group of School
College address: John Dewey Matric Hr. Sec. School,
11, F. M.R.K. Street,
Villupuram. 605602
Tamilnadu.
Experience: 15 Years
College url: www.johndeweyschools.com/villupuram
Area of research: Crystal growth and characterization, Bio Physics and Nano Technology.
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BPA14

Name: Dr. CHIRRA KESAVA REDDY
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation: Professor & Principal
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute name: NEWTON'S INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
College address: Alugurajupally, macherla, Guntur(dt), Andhra pradesh 522426
Experience: 18 Years
College url: www.newton.edu.in
Area of research: Internal Combustion engines, Alternative fuels
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no

1BPA15

Name: Mr. CHITTA RANJAN MOHANTY
Qualification: M.A
Designation: Rtd. Principal and Chairman Siddharth Education and Charitable Trust
Department: Economics
Institute name: Sahaspur College and Siddharth Education and Charitable Trust
College address: at/po- Balichandrapur, Dist-Jajpur, Odisha
Experience: 35
collegeurl: www.sahaspurcollege.org.in
area of research = Economics
Are you the existing Professional / Student Member of InSc = no
Student Project Program (SPP)

First Stage January for 2020
1SPP1
Project Title: Using Single Use Plastic For Making Road

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Arindam Mohanta
Qualification: M.A.(English),Mils,Ph.D(Lis)
Department: Department Of Education
Institute Name: Himalayan English School
College Address: Himalayan English School, Near Bypass Road, Ghansali, Tehri Garhwal (Pin Code-249155)

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Rohan Rana
Team Members List: Ayush Bhatt And Ethinamohanta
Uploaded Documents: Passport Size Photo Of Team Lead, Project Synopsis/Nomination Form, Student Id Card (Team Lead)

1SPP2
Project Title: Impact Of Mobile Apps On Cyber Crime

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Reshma Patil
Qualification: MCA, BCA
Department: BBA(Ca)
Institute Name: Poona College Of Arts, Science And Commerce, Camp, Pune, -411001
College Address: Poona College Of Arts, Science And Commerce, Camp, Pune, -411001

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Zainab Lakhani
Team Members List: Zainab Lakhani
Uploaded Documents: Passport Size Photo Of Team Lead, Project Synopsis/Nomination Form, Student Id Card (Team Lead)

1SPP3

Project Title: Women Security System

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Reshma Patil
Qualification: Mca, Bca
Department: BBA(Ca)
Institute Name: Poona College Of Arts, Science And Commerce, Camp, Pune, -411001
College Address: Poona College Of Arts, Science And Commerce, Camp, Pune, -411001

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Sayyed Bibi Amena Saheb Hazrat
Team Members List: Sayyed Bibi Amena Saheb Hazrat (Team Lead)

1SPP4.

Project Title: Unique User Identification Across Multiple Social Networks
********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Reshma Patil
Qualification: Mca, Bca
Department: Bba(Ca)
Institute Name: Poona College Of Arts, Science And Commerce, Camp, Pune, -411001
College Address: Poona College Of Arts, Science And Commerce, Camp, Pune, -411001

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Shaikh Ana Sirajulhaque
Team Members List: Shaikh Ana Sirajulhaque

1SPP5

Project Title: Impact Of Video Games Over The Mentality Of Teenagers
********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Reshma Patil
Qualification: Mca, Bca
Department: Bba(Ca)
Institute Name: Poona College Of Arts, Science And Commerce, Camp, Pune- 411001
College Address: Poona College Of Arts, Science And Commerce, Camp, Pune- 411001

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Mehek Khan
Team Members List: Momin Afifa
Nasreen Shaikh

1SPP6

Project Title: Highlight Exposure Above Critical Period Is Detrimental For Photosynthetic Machinery Of Vigna Unguiculata L. Var. Kbc Iv
********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Professor Dr. Jos T Puthur
Qualification : Pdf
Department : Botany
Institute Name : University Of Calicut
College Address : Department Of Botany
University Of Calicutthenipalam, Malapurram,Kerla 673635

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Riya Johnson

Team Members List : Riya Johnson

1SPP7

Project Title : Virtual Reality Visualization For Computational Studies

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Mr. P. Arunagiri
Qualification : Associate Professor
Department : Electronics And Communication Engineering
Institute Name : Sri Manakulavinayagar Engineering College
College Address : Madagadipet, Puducherry - 605107

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: P. Maidily
Team Members List : Aristotle. B
Niranjan. D
Aakhash. R. S
Balaji. G
Anto Sophia Christine. D

1SPP8

Project Title : A Study To Assess The Knowledge On Advantages Of E Learning Among Iv Year Bsc(N) Students.

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Dr.S.Rajamani
Qualification : Msc.(N), Mba,Msc(Psy),Phd.
Department : Mental Health Nursing,
Institute Name : College Of Nursing,
College Address : College Of Nursing, Madurai Medical College

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: S.Dhamini
Team Members List : K.D.Dhanabalan, M.Nikitha, C.Selvakumar
1SPP9

Project Title: Anticancer Activity Of Tridax Procumbent

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Mr. Abhijit Kulkarni
Qualification: M Pharm Phd
Department: Pharmaceutical Department Of Quality Control And Quality Assurance
Institute Name: Sanjivani College Of Pharmaceutical Education And Research Center Kopargaon
College Address: Sanjivani College Road Kopargaon -423601 Shingnapur

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Aditya Sudam More
Team Members List: 1)Aditya Sudam More
2)Sandesh Rishikesh Nabriya
3)Mansi Balasahebnarhe
4) Pravin Shivaji Pachore

1SPP10

Project Title: Design, Development And Characterization Of Nanostructured Lipid Carrier (Nlc) Loaded Intransal Gel For The Treatment Of Epilepsy.

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Abhijeet Dattatraya Kulkarni
Qualification: M.Pharm,Ph.D.
Department: Pharmaceutical Quality Assurances
Institute Name: Sanjivani College Of Pharmaceutical Education And Research, Kopargaon
College Address: A/P-Sahajanandnagar, Post-Shingnapur, Tal-Kopargaon, Dist-Ahemadnagar

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Kandalkar Pallavi Sakhahari
Team Members List: 1) Snehal Sanjay Jagtap
2) Ankita Arun Gorhe

1SPP11
Project Title: Formulation And Characterization Of Novel Nasal Nanolipogel For Treatment Of Parkinson's Disease

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Dr. Kulkarni Abhijeet Dattatraya
Qualification: M.Pharm, Ph.D.
Department: Quality Assurance Technique
Institute Name: Sanjivani College Of Pharmaceutical Education And Research, Kopargaon
College Address : At: Shahajanandnagar, Post: Shingnapur-423603, Tal: Kopargaon, Dist: Ahmednagar

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Gorhe Ankita Arun
Team Members List: 1. Kandalkar Pallavi Sakhahari
2. Jagtap Snehal Sanjay

1SPP12
Project Title: Formulation, Development And Evaluation Of Oral Fast Disintegrating Film Of Anti - Epileptic Drug

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Abhijeet Dattatraya Kulkarni
Department: Pharmaceutical Quality Assurance
Institute Name: Sanjivani College Of Pharmaceutical Education And Research, Kopargaon
College Address: At.: Sahajanandnagar, Post.- Shingnapur - 423603.
Tal.- Kopargaon, Dist.- Ahmednagar

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Jagtap Snehal Sanjay
Team Members List: Kandalkar Pallavi Sakhahari
Gorhe Ankita Arun
Uploaded Documents: Passport Size Photo Of Team Lead, Project Synopsis/Nomination Form, Student Id Card (Team Lead)

1SPP14
Project Title: Formulation And Evaluation Of Nasal In Situ Gel For Persistant Allergic Rhinitis

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Dr. Abhijeet D. Kulkarni
Qualification: Phd In Pharmaceutics
Department: Pharmaceutical Quality Assurance
Institute Name: Sresâ€™s Sanjivani College Of Pharmaceutical Education And Research College Address: At-Sahajanand Nagar, Post-Shinganapur, Tal-Kopargaon, Dist-Ahmednagar, Maharashtra, India. Pin-423601
********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Miss. Sabale Anjali Sunil
Team Members List: Anjali Sunil Sabale, Dr. Abhijeet D. Kulkarni

1SPP15
Project Title: Landmine Detection Robot

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Mr. K. Balachandar
Qualification: B.E, M-Tech
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Institute Name: Prathyusha Engineering College
College Address: Prathyusha Engineering College, Aranvoyalkuppam Tiruvallur Poonamallee High Road, Tiruvallur 602 025

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Gangadharan.J
Team Members List: Jeffrey Melvin.S (Mechanical Final Year)
Arjun.S (Mechanical Final Year)

1SPP16
Project Title: Telepicking Interface With Item Picking Robotics - Yantramanav

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Gopinath Narayanan
Qualification: M.E.
Department: Mechanical Engineering Department
Institute Name: Prathyusha Engineering College
College Address: Aranvoyalkuppam, Poonamallee -Thiruvallur Road ,Thiruvallur, Tamilnadu - 602025.

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: V Harini
Team Members List: K.Vignesh - Iii Year Mechanical Engineering
R.Vignesh - Iii Year Mechanical Engineering
S.P.Jothesh - Iii Year Computer Science Engineering
M.Pushpakumar - Iii Year Electronics And Communication Engineering
N.Nivas Kumar -Iii Year Electronics And Communication Engineering

1SPP17
Project Title: Coconut Harvesting Machine

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: Gopinath Narayanan  
Qualification: M.E  
Department: Mechanical Engineering Department  
Institute Name: Prathyusha Engineering College  
College Address: Prathyusha Engineering College Aranvoyalkuppam  
Poonamalee-Thiruvallur Highway  
Thiruvallur 602025

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: Gopi .V  
Team Members List: Jaahnavi.A  
Yokesh.M  
Yokesh.R  
Sivaramamakrishnan .P  
Dinesh.S

1SPP18

Project Title: Light Weight Concrete Canoe

********** Guide Details**********
Guide Name: S.Vallabhy  
Qualification: M.Tech Structural Engineering  
Department: Civil Engineering  
Institute Name: Prathyusha Engineering College  
College Address: Poonamalle - Tiruvallur High Road, (Next To Thirumazhisai), Pin - 602025

********** Student Details**********
Project Team Leader Name: B.Piriyangan  
Team Members List: 1. Prasath P  
2. Edison M  
3. Savarkar G  
4. Dinesh M  
5. Sai Gowtham P.V.S  
6. Sarath Kumar S  
7. Akshaya K  
8. Ranjani K  
9. Dhanush R
1SPP19

Project Title: Smart Human Elephant Collision System

********** Guide Details**********

Guide Name: S Shobana
Qualification: M.E Power Electronics And Drives
Department: Electrical And Electronics Engineering
Institute Name: Prathyusha Engineering College
College Address: Prathyusha Engineering College, Aranvoyalkuppam
Poonamalle-Tiruvallur Road,
Thiruvallur - 602 025

********** Student Details**********

Project Team Leader Name: Jayakumar Thomas V
Team Members List: Yokesh P
Geyavardhan B
Venkat Kalyan K

1SPP20

Project Title: Field Security

********** Guide Details**********

Guide Name: Dr. Shoba M
Qualification: Ph.D. (CSE), M.Tech (CSE), B.E (ISE)
Department: Information Science & Engineering
Institute Name: Sri Venkateshwara College Of Engineering
College Address: Sri Venkateshwara College Of Engineering
Nh-7, Kempegowda International Airport Road, Vidyanagar

********** Student Details**********

Project Team Leader Name: S Monisha
Team Members List: Shreyas Bharadwaj
Anand Kumar Nagaral

Uploaded Documents: Passport Size Photo Of Team Lead, Project Synopsis/Nomination Form, Student Id Card (Team Lead)

1SPP21

Project Title: Sab Rab De Bande - Formal Wear For Transgender

********** Guide Details**********

Guide Name: Navdeep Kaur
Qualification: Master Of Business Administration
Department: Fashion Design
Institute Name: Northern India Instititte Of Fashion Technology
College Address: Phase 1, Opposite Dic Industrial Area, Sector 57, Sahibzada Ajit Singh
Nagar, Punjab 160055

********** Student Details**********

Project Team Leader Name: Jagriti Singh
Team Members List: Jagriti Singh
Uploaded Documents: Passport Size Photo Of Team Lead

1SPP22

Project Title: Solar Powered E-Bike

********** Guide Details**********

Guide Name: Rajesh J
Qualification: ME
Department: EEE
Institute Name: Prathyusha Engineering College
College Address: Aranvoyalkuppam, Poonnamalle-Tiruvallur Road, Chennai-602025.

********** Student Details**********

Project Team Leader Name: Abishake Babu S
Team Members List: Adriel Paul David, Vijayakumar Y, Manoj Kumar Ch
Department of the year 2020

First Stage January for 2020

Dep1

Name: Mrs. Dr.S.RAJAMANI
Email: rajamani_msc07@yahoo.co.in
Phone NO.: 9894905800
Qualification: MSc.(N)., MBA,MSc psy, PhD.
Designation: Principal
Department: Mental Health Nursing.
institute name: College of Nursing, Madurai Medical College, Madurai.
College address: College of Nursing, Madurai Medical College, Madurai.
Experience: 11 YEARS
Here is your file: IMG-20191221-WA0035.jpg
Dep2

Name: Mrs. Kavitha V R
Email: hod.cse@prathyusha.edu.in
Phone NO.: 9840388632
Qualification: M.E., (Ph.D)
Designation : Associate Professor
Department : Computer Science and Engineering
Institute name : Prathyusha Engineering College
College address : Prathyusha Engineering College,
Aranvoyalkuppam, Poonamallee-Tiruvallur Road,
Tiruvallur, Tamil Nadu 602025
Experience: 22 Years
Here is your file: CSE dept INSC award.rar

Dep3

Name: Mrs. G.Premalatha
Email: hod.ece@prathyusha.edu.in
Phone NO.: 9791065836
Qualification: M.E.,(Ph.D.)
Designation : Associate Professor and Head
Department : Electronics and Communication Engineering
Institute name : Prathyusha Engineering College
College address : Aranvoyalkuppam, Poonamallee to Thiruvallur High Road, Thiruvallur-602 025
Experience: 20 years
Here is your file: INsc_Prathyusha Engineering College_ECE.rar

Dep4

Name: Dr. P. Dhasarathan
Email: hod.biotech@prathyusha.edu.in
Phone NO.: 9843192763
Qualification: M.Sc., M. Tech., Ph.D.,
Designation : Associate Professor
Department : Biotechnology
Institute name : Prathyusha Engineering College
College address : Prathyusha Engineering College
Poonamallee to Tiruvallur High Road
Tiruvallur
chennai - 602025
Experience: 19
Here is your file: INSC_Bt_DEPT.rar

Dep5

Name: Dr. K.Saravanan
Email: hod_chem@kongu.ac.in
Phone NO.: 9786605656
Qualification: PhD
Designation : Professor & Head
Department : Chemical Engineering
Institute name : Kongu Engineering College
College address : Thoppupalayam (Po)
Perundurai-638 060
Erode District
Tamilnadu.
Experience: 25
Here is your file: KEC-Chemical Engineering -Academic dept Award.rar

Dep6

Name: Dr. Nalini Joseph L
Email: ecedeptlit@gmail.com
Phone NO.: 9444751976
Qualification: Ph.D
Designation : HOD
Department : ECE
Institute name : LOYOLA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
College address : LOYOLA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
PALANCHUR, CHENNAI -123
Experience: 30
Here is your file: DEPT AWARD.rar

Dep7

Name: Dr. Balaji V
Email: mechdeptlit@gmail.com
Phone NO.: 9962700567
Qualification: M.E., Ph.D.
Designation : Professor
Department : Mechanical Engineering
Institute name : Loyola Institute of Technology, Chennai
College address: Chennai Bangalore National Highways,
Palanchur,
Chennai-600123.
Experience: 20
Emerging College of the Year
Award 2020
January for 2020

EC1

Award For: Placement, Academics
Coordinator Name: Prathamesh Sunil Nadkarni
Coordinator Email: nadkarni.prathamesh21@gmail.com
Coordinator Phone NO.: 09604191921
Designation: Assistant Professor
Department: Department of Management Studies
Institute name: AIMS Institute of Management Studies
College address: Sr. No. 36/3/C, Katraj - Kondhwa Rd, Shri Swami Samantha Nagar, Gokul Nagar, Katraj, Pune, Maharashtra 411046
Principal Name: Dr. (Hon) Manish A Sinha
College Email: teamaimspune@gmail.com
College url: https://www.aims institute.in/

EC2

Award For: Academics
Coordinator Name: Prof Snehal Gadge
Coordinator Email: snehalgadge2385@gmail.com
Coordinator Phone NO.: 9834756141
Designation: Asst Professor
Department: Computer
Institute name: K G College of Arts and Commerce
College address: Pandit Nehru Hindi Vidyalaya Campus, Forte Road Ahmednagar, Maharashtra
Principal Name: Dr Swati Munot
College Email: kg.college@yahoo.com
College url: kgcollege.in

EC3

Award For: Placement
Coordinator Name: Mr. Ganesan Mahalingam
Coordinator Email: placement@velam malitech.edu.in
Coordinator Phone NO.: 9894364135
Designation: Placement Officer
Department: Training and Placement Cell
Institute name: Velammal Institute of Technology
College address: Velammal Institute of Technology Velammal Knowledge Park
Chennai-Kolkata Highway
Panchetti, Tiruvallur - 601204
Principal Name: Dr. S. Soundararajan
College Email: principal@velam malitech.edu.in
College url: www.velam malitech.edu.in
EC4

Award For: Placement
Coordinator Name: Mr. Ganesan Mahalingam
Coordinator Email: placement@velammalitech.edu.in
Coordinator Phone NO.: 9894364135
Designation: Placement Officer
Department: Training and Placement Cell
Institute Name: Velammal Institute of Technology
College Address: Velammal Knowledge Park
Chennai-Kolkata Highway
Panchetti, Tiruvallur - 601204
Principal Name: Dr. S. SOUNDARARAJAN
College Email: principal@velammalitech.edu.in
College URL: www.velammalitech.edu.in

EC5

Award For: Placement
Call for emerging award
Coordinator Name: Indrajit Sanjay Sonawane
Coordinator Email: indrajit.sonawane@siem.org.in
Coordinator Phone NO.: 95 45453234
Designation: Training & Placement Officer
Department: Training & Placement
Institute Name: Sandip Institute of Engineering & Management
College Address: At post Mahiravani, Trimbak Road, Nashik, Maharashtra - 422213
Principal Name: Dr. Dipak P Patil
College Email: principal@siem.org.in
College URL: http://www.siem.sandipfoundation.org/

EC6

Award For: Placement
Coordinator Name: Ex.CAPT.RG.Thayakaran
Coordinator Email: placement@prathyusha.edu.in
Coordinator Phone NO.: 9566106682
Designation: Placement Director
Department: Department of Training Placement and Students Affairs
Institute name: Prathyusha Engineering College
College address: Prathyusha Engineering College, Aranvoyalkuppam, Poonamalee - Thiruvallur Highway, Thiruvallur-602025
Principal Name: Dr. Ramesh P. L. N
College Email: principal@prathyusha.edu.in
College url: www.prathyusha.edu.in